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FOREWORD

Development of nuclear fusion as a practical energy source could provide
great benefits for all mankind. This fact has been widely recognized and fusion
research has enjoyed a level of international co-operation unusual in other
scientific areas. From its inception, the International Atomic Energy Agency
has actively promoted the international exchange of fusion information.

In this context, the IAEA responded in 1986 to calls for expansion of
international co-operation in fusion energy development expressed at summit
meetings of governmental leaders. At the invitation of the Director General
there was a series of meetings in Vienna during 1987, at which representatives
of the world's four major fusion programmes developed a detailed proposal for
a joint venture called International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
Conceptual Design Activities. The Director General then invited each
interested party to co-operate in ITER activities in accordance with the Terms
of Reference that had been worked out. All four Parties accepted this
invitation.

ITER Conceptual Design Activities (CDA), under the auspices of the
IAEA, began in April 1988 and were successfully completed in December 1990.
The CDA included two phases, the Definition Phase and the Design Phase.
In 1988 the first phase produced a concept with a consistent set of technical
characteristics and preliminary plans for co-ordinated R&D in support of
ITER. The Design Phase produced a conceptual design, plans for R&D
programmes, safety and environmental analyses, a cost estimate and a
description of site requirements. All information produced within the CDA
was made available for all ITER Parties to use either in their own national
programmes or as part of a larger international collaboration.

As part of its support of ITER Activities, the IAEA is pleased to publish
the documents that summarize the results of the Conceptual Design Activities.
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SUMMARY

During the ITER Conceptual Design Activity (CDA), three Workshops on
Plasma Diagnostics, involving a total of about 60 physicists, were held. Starting from
reviews of operating experience with diagnostics on currently operating devices and early
concepts of the requirements for plasma measurements, greatly helped by the ITER
Physics Group, a set of diagnostics for the full operation of ITER has been developed.
This report summarizes the results of these design and discussion activities, and also the
design integration effort with the ITER Engineering team in trying to accommodate these
diagnostics into the overall ITER concept. In parallel, this group considered the needs for
research and development to assure that the techniques will be viable in the intensely
unpleasant environment in which they have to function.

The proposed diagnostics have been grouped according to their operational
relevance, i.e., i) for safety, plasma control and plasma performance in the high-radiation
technology phase, ii) for plasma optimization and physics understanding during the
preceding physics phase, and iii) further planned diagnostics which were not considered
fully during the CDA. After a description of the specifications to be placed on the
measurements of the plasma parameters, detailed descriptions of the individual techniques
are given. In addition, a potential arrangement of the diagnostics around the tokamak has
been developed, sharing the available port space amongst diagnostics and with other
systems, such as the pellet fuelling system. The report concludes with a short summary
of the R&D requirements which are addressed extensively elsewhere.

The first three chapters of this report deal with the operational aspects of the
diagnostics as an integral part of the ITER program. The detailed fourth chapter assumes
knowledge of the physics of the measurement techniques and, therefore, only considers
the implementation of each method on the ITER device. Extensive referencing to the
reports presented at the Workshops is given throughout this chapter.



I. INTRODUCTION

The ITER objectives of establishing the physics and technology data base for
designing a demonstration fusion power plant require that very reliable and detailed
measurements of the plasma behavior for all phases of operation should be achieved.
This demands an extensive and well coordinated set of diagnostics providing appropriate
spatial and temporal resolution. During the physics phase these diagnostics will be
needed to guide the experimental program through the exploration and optimization of
various modes of operation. The goal will be to reach ignition in one or more of these
modes, and subsequently to explore the ignited regime, both to establish the limits to the
operation and to advance the understanding of the physics of an ignited plasma. The
magnitude of these tasks must not be underestimated. Experience in JET, TFTR, JT-60
and other tokamaks has shown that considerable skill and experimental time is necessary
to identify and optimize suitable operating conditions. This experience has also shown
that optimum operational conditions are very machine specific; a recipe that works well
in one machine does not necessarily transfer easily to another machine. There is no
reason to suppose that ITER will be different in this respect, though every effort should
be made to extrapolate operational experience from operating devices to ITER. It is
inconceivable to operas or optimize the performance of the largest and most important
machine in the world fusion program without adequate measurements of plasma
conditions.

In addition to providing information for the physics understanding of the plasma
behavior, the plasma diagnostics on ITER must provide information for feedback control
and ensuring device integrity; in particular, they must provide signals required to give
preventive warning of disruptions or other potentially damaging events. These special
requirements for operation throughout the machine life lime inclusive of the technology
phase with extended pulses and an inhospitable environment, are very demanding. The
corresponding diagnostics must be radiation-insensitive, extremely reliable and remotely
maintainable. All these diagnostics must be available from first low power ohmic
discharges through to the full bum condition with alpha-particle heating.

Measurements in high temperature fusion plasmas require special techniques.
Methods involving physical contact with the plasma can be used at the extreme edge in
the scrape-off layer and at the divertor plate. Remote methods, based on radiation or
particles emitted from or interacting with the plasma, are needed for the hot core. A wide
range of diagnostic methods has been developed on the present generation of fusion
experiments. Some, but not all, can be applied to ITER, but substantial further
development is needed.

The large machine size and high expected values of the plasma parameters will
require significantly different approaches to the measurement problem than now
employed on present experiments. Diagnostics will have to operate in the exploratory
physics phase experiments, giving confidence in the chosen operational scenarios for the
technology phase, as well as allowing operation with a reduced set of diagnostics in the
latter period. The limited access allows only limited redundancy and so priorities have
been assigned in selecting the methods shown in the latter sections of this report

The simultaneous measurement of all of the main plasma quantities is essential in
order to ensure consistency and to make the most efficient use of a restricted number of
discharges. In spite of limited available port space it is also essential to make
measurements of the same quantity using several independent methods, particularly
during the physics phase of operation. This should be regarded not as a luxury, but as a
deliberate policy of ITER to ensure that reliable measurements can be made over a wide
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range of operating conditions. All plasma parameters are inferred from measurements
involving complex plasma effects, and their interpretation and calibration contain
uncertainties. Experience in the present large devices has shown that diagnostic accuracy
can be improved substantially by comparing different techniques that have different types
of systematic errors. It will also be necessary to use different methods to cover the wide
range of plasma conditions in different modes of operation, in different regions of a
single discharge, and at different times in the evolution of a single discharge. The
transitional period, where alpha-particle physics will be explored at the end of the physics
phase could last a considerable time as different operation and control modes are explored.
Diagnostics during this phase will be particularly difficult because the full physics set is
desirable but the radiation background will be intense.

During the technology phase control schemes will be particularly important, and
the routine and reliable operation of the control diagnostics will be a serious challenge. It
may be possible to operate in the technology phase with a reduced set of diagnostics
sufficient to provide the basic physics data necessary for the technology programme, but
this assumes that there will be a clear break between the physics and technology phases.
In fact there may be some interweaving of physics and technology experiments that will
require the retention of adequate diagnostic capability for a longer period.

At this time, the detailed control requirements and response to off-normal events
are not well specified. The Physics R&D program on operating tokamaks must improve
the definition of the control requirements. Table 1-1 shows the candidate set of ITER
diagnostics required for safety, control and performance which must operate for the full
machine life time. This table, which also shows (in italics) many diagnostics needed for
the plasma optimization in the physics phase, lists the plasma parameters to be
measured, the technique and some comments to the applicability of this technique under
the ITER conditions. Feasibility is based on knowledge of the operation of diagnostics
on current tokamaks, but it is clear that great attention will have to be paid to reliability
of operation, internal calibration methods, and quality of signal processing in the
implementation of these diagnostics. While it is presently assumed that the diagnostics
being considered for safety are the same as those needed for plasma performance and

| control, duplication and redundancy may have to be provided to assure proper safety
j response.
: The primary issue for the technology phase is the ability of diagnostics to operate
| and survive in the radiation and thermal environments close to the tokamak. Diagnostic
j components operating in the primary tokamak vacuum must be tritium compatible, both

in meeting stringent vacuum envelope requirements, but also in ensuring sufficiently
noise-free detector arrangements. Thus radiation qualification of diagnostic systems is

! essential during the engineering design activity (EDA). Many diagnostics have similar
requirements such as for vacuum windows, mirrors and fiber-optics or for mineral-
insulation based cabling, ceramic isolators and electrical feedthroughs. Hence, a unified
approach should enable evaluation of the feasibility of a large group of diagnostics. For
some diagnostics, feasibility is dependent on testing new techniques or components.
Some development activity is essential during the EDA. Advances in diagnostic methods
are expected from existing physics programs which exploit the technological advances
being made in detectors and other components.

During the conceptual design phase, the effort has been concentrated on the
development of the diagnostic concepts. There has been little opportunity for a full
integration of the diagnostics with the machine and other systems. Studies of the
combination of diagnostics sharing the same ports, with the necessary shielding
implementation, and their requirements with respect to the rest of the facility, have been
initiated. A number of inconsistencies between the designs of diagnostics and the
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TABLE 1-1. DIAGNOSTICS FOR SAFETY, CONTROL AND PERFORMANCE

Plasma parameter

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

10)

Plasma current

Plasma position
and shape
q(r) (current
density)

Electron density

Ion/electron
temperature

D/T density

Fusion power

Confined
cc-particles

Escaping
a-particles

Divertor
plasma

Candidate diagnostics

Magnetics

Magnetics
Neutron camera
Magnetics
Motional Stark effect
Faraday rotation
Reflectometry
Interferometry
Thomson scattering
Reflectometry
Neutron spectrometry
Neutral particle analysis

CHERS

Thomson scattering
ECE

Neutral particle analysis

Neutron spectrometry

Visible spectroscopy

Neutron yield monitor

Collective Thomson
scattering

CHERS
Neutral particle analysis
y-spectroscopy
Thermocouples
Faraday cups
Bolometers
Visible spectroscopy
Laser induced
fluorescense
Langmuir probes
Reflectometry

Comments

Need to develop methods of measuring
steady-state fields
See t jove
Accuracy needs confirmation
l;(t); see above
Needs diagnostic neutral beam
Severe access limitations
Needs R&D to demonstrate feasibility
Line-averaged; limited chord number
ne(r); limited time points
ne(r); density fluctuations are issues
Core plasma (r< 2a/3) at DT phase
Plasma periphery; needs diagnostic
neutral beam
Needs diagnostic neutral beam
and radiation resistant optics
Te(r) profile; limited time points
Suitable for Te. Issues: harmonic
overlap and supra-thermal emission
Edge plasma; improves with neutral
beam
Core plasma; issue: S/N for DD
neutrons
Edge plasma; needs radiation resistant
optics
Calibration methods need further
development
Needs validation on existing tokamaks
and development of 1,5 THz radiation
source
Needs diagnostic neutral beam
Needs diagnostic neutral beam
Needs R&D to demonstrate feasibility
Slow response time
Needs R&D to demonstrate feasibility
Needs R&D to demonstrate feasibility
Needs radiation resistant optics

Needs R&D to demonstrate feasibility
Severe erosion problems
Complicated plasma geometry
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TABLE 1-1 (continued)

11) Erosion rate

12) Heat loads

13) Helium
concentration

14) Radiative loss
15) Impurity

content

16) Runaway
electrons

17) Disruption
precursors

18) Edge localized
modes (ELMs)

Visible spectroscopy
Tile markers
Thermocouples
IR/visible imaging
camera (for first wall)
IR thermometer
(for divertor view)
CHERSMPA
Residual gas analyzers

Bolometers
VUV spectroscopy
X-ray spectroscopy
Visible spectroscopy
ECE
X-ray monitor
Magnetics
ECE
Neutron camera
Bolometers
D(T)-light monitor
Reflectometry
Langmuir probes
Magnetic probes

See above
Needs R&D to demonstrate feasibility
Slow response time
Needs radiation resistant optics;
access limitations
Needs radiation resistant optics;
severe access limitations
Needs dedicated neutral beam
Relation to He density in the plasma
is uncertain
Limited access; low S/N ratio
For divertor view; access problematic
Issue: radiation hardening of cryslals
Needs radiation resistant optics
Suitable in principle; needs validation
Analysis of likely capability is required
Possible but not universal
Te fluctuations; uncertain
rijTj fluctuations; uncertain
Radiation increase; not universal
Needs radiation resistant optics
Suitable in principle; needs validation
Severe erosion problems
Need probes with good time response

t Diagnostics shown in italics are additional ones for the physics phase

reference tokamak design has been identified. These inconsistencies may be resolved
either by compromises in performance or by reasonable modifications of the port
configuration, as shown, for example, in Chapter III.

The necessary diagnostics penetrate, permeate, or otherwise invade virtually every
major subsystem of the tokamak. The present approach, which has relegated diagnostic
systems to being minor modifications or additions in comparison to other tokamak
systems (heating, fuelling, blankets, etc.) must be abandoned during the EDA if ITER is
to succeed. The Diagnostics group will have to interact with every other group working
on ITER, ranging from interpreting physics requirements to defining access or computer
capability. It must also take designs of a large number of diagnostics and integrate them
into the optimum arrangement on the tokamak. It is therefore evident that there should
be present a strong Diagnostics physics and engineering component in the EDA core
group.

There is a group of diagnostics re uiring a modified radial port so as to permit
tangential access. They include the critical measurements of electron density, the neutron
measurement technique proposed for the discrimination of triton and deuteron densities,
and the confined alpha-particle measurements. The spatial resolution required for the edge
electron density cannot be obtained without a tangential view for Thomson scattering.
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The spatially-resolving interferometer and neutron measurements require access through
the top ports and so will need custom-designed blanket modules. Sightlines through a
pumping port are necessary for observations of the lower divertor and x-point region.
Detailed work is needed to integrate the microwave diagnostics and the magnetic
diagnostic coils and cables with the blankets. Other diagnostics of the outer plasma
regions and of the divertor require sightlines through the blanket gaps and detailed design
is required to determine their feasibility.

In Chapter II, the requirements for the plasma measurements are described. The
access needed for the diagnostics at the tokamak is described in Chapter III to a level
consistent with the detail of design that has been possible so far. Chapter IV
summarizes, by measurement technique, the proposed methods for achieving the required
quality of measurement of the parameters. Chapter V is a brief summary of the proposed
R&D program developed for the diagnostics.

The concepts appearing in this report primarily result from work carried out at
three ITER specialists' meetings on diagnostics. No references to the detailed technology
of, or measurements previously obtained using, any of the proposed diagnostic
techniques have been supplied.

Reference documents

[1]. H. Hopman, V.S. Mukhovatov, S. Yamamoto and K.M. Young, "Summary Report
of ITER Specialists' Meeting on Plasma Diagnostics (February 1990),"
ITER-TN-PH-0-L

[2]. V.S. Mukhovatov, S. Yamamoto and K.M. Young, "Summary Report of ITER
Specialists' Meeting on Plasma Diagnostics (July 1989)," ITER-TN-PH-9-1.

[3]. "Plan for ITER-Related Plasma Diagnostic R&D during 1991-1995 (and beyond).
Part I: ITER-Related R & D Needs," ITER-TN-PH-0-3, November 1990.
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II. DIAGNOSTIC REQUIREMENTS FOR ITER

II. 1. SPECIFICATIONS

The detailed diagnostic proposals that will be described in Chapter IV of this
report are categorized according to the measurement methods. There is of course some
overlap, since some measurement methods give information on several plasma
quantities, and some quantities can be measured by different methods. The specifications,
given below in terms of the principal plasma parameters to be measured, will be useful
to establish the diagnostic requirements for ITER. The tables are somewhat
oversimplified because of the different properties of the techniques to be used. The precise
requirements for feedback control are nut yet available and the selection of, or need for,
all those systems listed is speculative.

1) Plasma position and shape

Position/shape Time resolution

Rin> Rout 100 \y&
x , £x 1UU MS

Zc 100 MS
t For normal operation.

Here, Rjn and ROut a r e the midplane positions of the inboard and outboard
separatrix, respectively; Rx and Zx are coordinates of the X-points, and Zc is the vertical
shift of the plasma centre.

The plasma position and shape measurements will be used in the control of the
current in the relevant poloidal field coils. The measurement is required throughout the
full length of a 1 week bum pulse.

The measurements will be made using a variety of magnetic probes. Infra-red
views of divertor plate surface temperatures, divertor thermocouples and neutron camera
will also give data about up-down asymmetry.

Rate of change
1 cm s'l *
1 cm s'1 t
l c m s " 1 t

Accuracy
1 cm
1 cm
0.25 cm

2) Plasma current
Current range
0.1-28 MA

Time resolution
100 us

Rate of change
5 x 105 A s"1 t

<1 x 109 A s"1 *

Accuracy
1%

-30%t For normal operation.
* At current quench at a disruption.

The total plasma current measurement will be used in the feedback control of the
inductive current drive and possibly in permissive interlocks for non-inductive current
drive. The measurement is required throughout the full length of a 1 week burn pulse.

The measurement will be done by a Rogowski coil and poloidal magnetic field
sensors.

3) Plasma beta
Beta range Time resolution
.01<Pp<3 100 MS
t For normal conditions.
* At thermal quench of a disruption.

Beta will be measured by diamagnetic loop and derived from kinetic measurements.

Rate of change
0.05 s'1 t

<lxl06s"1 •

Accuracy
3% at Pp~l
-30%
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4) Electron density

Core
Edge
X-point

Density range

1 x 1019-5 x
1 x 1017-5 x
1 x 1018-l x

1020

10*1

m-3
m-3
m-3

Spatial res.

50 mm
3 mm

10 mm

Time res.
1 ms
1 ms
1 ms

Accuracy
10%
10%
10%

The line integral density will be used for the control of the fuelling; it is also
probable that a density profile measurement should be available for input to burn control.
The system must have sufficient speed that it will be able to follow the density rise from
pellet injection.

Three methods are being considered to provide the necessary information. These
are LIDAR Thomson scattering with repetition rate < 20 Hz, interferometry and
reflectometry.

5) Electron temperature

Temp, range Spatial res. Time res. Accuracy
Core 0.5-40 keV 50 mm 10 ms t 10%
Edge 5-500 eV 3 mm 10 ms 10%
X-point 5-200 eV 10 mm 10 ms 10%

t Better resolution is required for fluctuation measurement

The electron temperature may be used as in an interlock for launching of the
fuelling pellets. Profile measurement may LC used in the heating and bum control.

The selected methods are LIDAR Thomson scattering with the laser pulsing as
rapidly as 20 Hz and electron cyclotron emission. Langmuir probes are required for the
edge region. The x-point region may require special techniques, for example electron
cyclotron absorption (ECA) if suitable access is available.

6) Ion temperature

Temp, range
Core 0.5-50 keV
X-point 0.2-2 keV

The central ion temperature may be used for bum control.
The preferred measurement methods are neutron spectroscopy and flux

measurement for the central region and charge-exchange recombination spectroscopy
(requiring a modulated 4 MW , 100 keV diagnostic hydrogen beam) for the full profile.
Visible spectroscopy is required for the ion temperature and flow in the divertor region.

7) Impurity content, fuel depletion and radiated power

Parameter Time res. Spatial res. Accuracy
Zeff 1 ms 10 cm 20%
Low-Z impurities 10 ms 10 cm 20% t
High-Z impurities 100 ms 20 cm 20% t
Total radiation 10 ms 10 cm 20%
n<l/ht 100 ms - 20%
nHe^d 100 ms - 20%

t The numbers presented are dependent on the quantities of impurities present
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The ratio nd/nt is required as a fuelling control signal. The helium ash
concentration may be of importance in bi»m control.

Visible bremsstrahlung detection will provide information on the Zeff, visible
spectrometers and a double crystal X-ray spectrometer will provide data on low-Z and
high-Z impurities respectively. Bolometer arrays will measure the radiated power. The
ratios of n /̂nt will be provided spectroscopically and/or via charge exchange neutral
particle analysis at the edge and by neutron spectroscopy in the core. The helium "ash"
will be detected by a charge exchange recombination spectrometer (with its associated
diagnostic beam). Exhaust gas analysis will provide overall panicle balance information.

8) q\y(r) (plasma current density)

Range of q Spatial res. Time res. Accuracy
0.6<qv(r)<5 0.15 m 10 ms 10%

The measurement of q(r) may be used in the control of the non-inductive current
drive systems.

The preferred methods are spectroscopic measurement of the motional Stark effect,
making use of the same diagnostic beam as that required for ion temperature
measurement, and Faraday rotation using the interferometer sightlines.

9) Fusion products
Parameter Parameter range Time res. Accuracy
Total neutron flux 1 x 101 *-l x 1021 n s"1 100 ms 15% (10% rel.)
Fusion power 1 - 3 x 103 MW 100 ms 15% (10% rel.)
Neutron fluence Many activation locations - 10%
Alpha-source a/10 spatial res. 100 ms -3%
D-He^ reaction rate a/10 spatial res. 100 ms 10%
Escaping a arrays f 10 \is

I Confined a diagnostics 1 <Ea<3.5 MeV, 2 positions I s TBD*
j t Physics phase only.
: * To be determined.
i The total neutron flux which gives die total fusion power will be used in the burn
] control.
! Various neutron detectors will be used for the measurement of the neutron flux,
; fluence and source region. A gamma-detection system will provide the D-3He reaction

rate during the physics phase and will supplement the neutron measurements in the
i ignited phase. Escaping alpha particle studies are desirable utilizing scintillators on

moveable probes or integrated wall-samples. A forward scattering system is planned for
the high-energy confined particles. Charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (with
the associated diagnostic neutral beam) will be used for the slowing down confined
particles. Neutral particle analysis (with a modulated 1 MW, 100 keV helium neutral
beam) may be used for the outer part of the plasma (r/a>0.5) for alpha-particle energies
up to 1.5 MeV.

10) Fluctuations

Fluctuating parameter Max. frequency Spatial res. Accuracy
MHD xSOkHz 10 cm (for Te,Tj) 10%
EdgeMHD >60kHz - 30%
ne fluctuations >60kHz 10 cm 10%
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The measurement of MHD fluctuations will potentially provide precursor signals
which may be of use in preventing damaging disruptions.

MHD fluctuations will be measured by internal magnetic coils, by electron
cyclotron emission detection and by neutron systems. Information on density
fluctuations will be obtained by reilectometry. D a filterscopes will be used for edge light
fluctuations (ELMs).

11) Edge, divertor and first wall

Parameter Requirement
Surface temperature T> 200°C, 5 cm resolution, 10 ms rise-time.
Erosion studies TBD
Pressure measurement TBD, partial pressures

The surface temperature of the first wall and of the divertor plates will be measured
at four and three locations, respectively, using infra-red detectors. Though'important for
the machine safety, as yet no satisfactory solution was found for real-time monitoring of
the full divertor plate surface. Erosion will be measured spectroscopically with markers
in selected tiles. Pressure and partial pressure will be measured in a pumping duct and
close to the vacuum vessel.

II.2. OUTSTANDING ISSUES

Despite the apparent completeness of this report, there are some serious issues
involved in the diagnostic design and selection that must be resolved early in the next
design phase. Some of these issues are summarized below, while others associated with
specific diagnostics are addressed in the relevant section of this report.

1. The possibilities offered by the reference design do not match the requirements
for physical implementation of most of the diagnostics at the tokamak. It is not possible
to get the necessary sightlines for viewing the plasma cross-section or the divertor region
without modifying the reference device. Hence, changes in design of the horizontal ports,
of the top and pumping-duct access, and of the blanket and divertor structures will be
necessary at a number of locations. In particular, a special design for the dedicated
diagnostic port and for blanket modules adjoining the diagnostic ports is a clear
requirement

2. From the point of view of machine safety, it is important to provide a real-
time measurement of the temperature of the divertor plates. For this purpose, the IR TV
technique has been proposed. During the CDA, however, no appropriate solution
compatible with the machine design was found for a full 360° view of the top and
bottom divertor plates.

3. The diagnostic interface design during the EDA period is going to be a very
intense, iterative process. There is an interface of diagnostics with virtually all the other
major systems. Some level of flexibility in the design of other systems will therefore be
necessary to allow optimization of the diagnostic capability while ensuring that the
tokamak operation and shielding are not adversely affected.

4. A much greater emphasis has been placed on using diagnostic measurement of
the plasma parameters in plasma control than in earlier devices. This requirement arises
from the very long pulses, the extensive use of localized non-inductive current drive and
the need to avoid disruptions and to stabilize the operating point during ignition.
However, it was not easy to specify the nature of the required information so early in the
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program; hence, the specifications given here are predominantly a combination of the
experience of diagnostic physicists knowledgeable about current device capability, best
estimates of the likely instrument capability and informed guesswork at the likely
requirement.

5. The impact of the radiation environment has not been taken, and presently
cannot be taken, properly into account in the selection of the measurement techniques. A
much better understanding of the impact of the neutrons and gammas on diagnostic
components such as windows, mirrors, ceramic pieces of magnetic coils, frberoptics and
spectroscopic dispersive elements, is necessary before informed judgements on feasibility
can be made. It is therefore critical that a "radiation effects" R&D program should start
immediately.

6. The associated radiation-induced impact of the use of remote handling
equipment for maintenance of diagnostic parts close to the vacuum vessel, with its need
for access space, simplicity of geometry and ability to handle loads, may significantly
affect the capability to share ports and even may affect the choice of diagnostic technique.

7. The last period of the physics phase, when the burn physics is being
evaluated, will probably be the most difficult for diagnostics. The full diagnostic
capability for spatial resolution, fluctuation mode identification and alpha-particles (both
confined and escaping) must be operational throughout this period though the radiation
flux will be at its maximum. Thus an analysis of this particular environment and its
likely effect on the equipment must be developed in the short term.

8. Many diagnostics have not yet been analyzed sufficiently in this CDA for
there to be a clear assessment of their feasibility. Three examples are the use of
reflectometry for off-axis measurement of the electron density, the use of one or more
diagnostic neutral beams in the measurement of Tj(r), j(r), and low-energy confined
alpha-particles, and laser-induced fluorescence for measurement in the divertor plasma
region. Part of the effort early in the next design phase must address the need for and
feasibility of these methods.

Reference documents

[1]. V.S. Mukhovatov, S. Yamamoto and K.M. Young "Summary Report of ITER
Specialists' Meeting on Plasma Diagnostics. July 1989" ITER-TN-PH-9-1.
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III. DIAGNOSTIC ACCESS

Plasma diagnostics in ITER are required for plasma control and device integrity,
and for plasma performance evaluation and optimization. Plasma diagnostics needed for
safety, control and performance are listed in Table 1-1 of Chapter I. These diagnostics
will be used during all phases of ITER operation. Some of the diagnostics for plasma
evaluation and optimization are only scheduled for the physics phase, and will be
removed at the start of the technology phase. Depending on requirements for the observed
plasma region, various special types of port access are required in addition to the normal
radial access. As yet, such special access has not been incorporated in the quite restrictive
reference design, but a preliminary design has been made. Therefore, it is assumed that
special ports for diagnostic purposes, allowing tangential and vertical view of the plasma
and a wide view of plasma-facing components, will exist Further, it should be noted that
some diagnostics need modifications of other components to allow the necessary view of
the plasma. In this chapter these special requirements are described.

III. 1. GUIDELINES FOR DESIGN OF DIAGNOSTICS

In estimating space requirements for diagnostic equipment, the following
considerations should be taken into account
• Tritium containment requires a double vacuum boundary with leak testing capability at

all vulnerable boundaries (windows etc.).
• The minimum radiation shield thickness for toroidal and poloidal field coils is 0.35 m.
• To reduce neutron streaming, diagnostic penetrations should be minimized in area and

number.
• Much equipment will be placed between the cryostat and biological shield, in an area

that is not accessible during plasma operation. Therefore, provision should be
made for remote maintenance and repair with due regard to the available space.

• If magnetic shielding is required, the shield is a part of the diagnostic equipment.
• Equipment can either be bolted to the cryostat or to the vacuum vessel. In the latter

case thermal expansion (1-2 cm) and/or mechanical vibrations must be taken into
account

• Interaction between diagnostic penetrations and the tokamak device should be
minimized, i.e. when a choice is allowed, radial penetrations through the large
horizontal ports are preferred over vertical or tangential.

• Because the number of ports on the tokamak is limited, as many diagnostics as
possible should be installed in one port

• The low activation operation during the early physics phase permits good accessibility
to the tokamak device. Thus, all diagnostics should be constructed, installed, and
tested in ITER before entering the high activation phase.

• Diagnostic elements placed at the level of the first wall must be designed to withstand
a heat flux of 0.15 MW/m2 (locally increasing to 0.6 MW/m2, due to unconflned
alpha-particles). Nuclear heating of components near the plasma can reach the
equivalent of 16 W/cm3 in steel (see Appendix).

• As a general requirement, the diagnostics must be able to be maintained or replaced
using remote maintenance equipment. Also when a penetration through the
blanket or shielding is required for a diagnostic access, the effect of radiation
streaming must be mitigated by compensating shielding behind the diagnostic
component.

• Penetrations through blankets give rise to increased neutron streaming and restricted
access of blanket cooling channels. Channels or grooves in the side walls of
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outboard blanket modules are allowed, providing their dimensions are < 20 mm in
the toroidal direction, and < 200 mm in the poloidal and/or radial direction. The
largest round channels that can be considered have 50 mm diam. Channels in
inboard blanket modules pose serious difficulties, because they create hot spots on
the TF coil windings.

• Dedicated diagnostic blanket modules may have 20 mm deep grooves on the sides of
two adjacent modules so as to create 40 mm deep channels.

III.2. NUMBER OF DIAGNOSTIC PORTS AND THEIR ALLOCATION

In Fig. III-l is presented an overview of the set of diagnostic lines-of-sight
envisaged for the ITER physics phase. For the installation of the required diagnostic
instruments, it is necessary to have: five horizontal ports (i.e., in sectors # 2, 8, 9, 10,
and 14) and some of the space remaining in a lower hybrid cr electron cyclotron heating
horizontal port; three vertical ports (in sectors # 2, 10, and 14); and two pumping ducts
(in sectors # 3 and 15). It should be noted that one horizontal port (# 14) is shared with
die pellet injection system, and that another horizontal port (# 2), is shared with nuclear
testing. Port #2 provides very limited space for equipment, because it is cramped between
a tangential NBI port and a radial maintenance port. Neither the detailed sharing of
diagnostics with other systems nor the integration of diagnostics on ports have been
finalized. To accommodate the vertical lines-of-sight, the blanket modules at ports # 2,
10, and 14 need to be highly modified. Some diagnostics require a tangential view of the
plasma. It is proposed to integrate these on one dedicated port (# 10), (see Section III.4.).

During the technology phase, three radial ports (i.e., # 2,10, and 14) are required,
as well as the before-mentioned types of access through top ports and pumping ducts.

Figs. III-2 and III-3 show the layout of the reactor hall with diagnostic rooms on
the level M.

III.3. DIAGNOSTIC PENETRATIONS

Besides normal access via a horizontal port, many diagnostics need special
penetrations and/or lines-of-sight (LOS) through other elements like blankets or shielding
plugs. Those envisaged for the technology phase are listed in Table HI-1. The Table gives
the affected components, the types of penetration, and the size and number of
penetrations. Dimensions refer to the toroidal (t), and radial (r) direction in the poloidal
plane. Note that not all penetrations, e.g., those in the inboard blanket, have been
accepted by the design units responsible for the affected component. All further
diagnostics which are installed on radial ports and do not need penetrations through other
components are listed in Table III-2. At present, the diagnostic systems on the ports # 8,
and 9 are envisaged for the physics phase only. Below, a short description of penetrations
requiring minor or significant modifications of internal components is given. Unless
stated otherwise, penetrations concern outboard blanket modules.

1) Fusion product diagnostics

Micro-fission chambers: proposed positions are sectors # 3,7,11, and 15.
Three poloidally distributed small chambers (13 mm diam. by 140 mm length)
located in the blanket near the first wall, plus one guide tube of cross section t x r =
40 x 150 mm2 on the side of the module are required. One more chamber must be
located in the inboard module, with a guide tube of cross section t x r »
40 x 80 mm2 reaching down to the equatorial plane. The output of the guide tubes
is on a small vertical port between cooling pipes.
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side of the machine, inclusive of the two large rooms R31 and R33, in which blanket test
modules are shown in this technology phase drawing. Part of the gallery M, above room
R33, is reserved for diagnostic use.
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TABLE III-l. DIAGNOSTIC PENETRATIONS
DEVICE COMPONENTS

Affected
component

Outboard
blanket
and top
plug

Inboard
blanket

Type of
penetration

Vertical
channel
Vertical
channel
Vertical
channel
Vertical
comer cube
Side wall
guide tube
Side wrdl
cable duct
Side wall
wave guide
Side wall
waveguide
Side wall
slit
Side wall
slit
Side wall
slit
Vertical slot

Integrated
Side wall
guide tube
Side wall
waveguide
Side wall
wave guide
Vertical
cavity
Cavity

Integrated

Diagnostics

Neutron camera

Gamma camera

Interferometry/
polarimetry
Interferometry/
polarimetry
Micro-fission
chamber
Wall tile probes

ECE

Reflectometry

Bolometry:
main plasma
Bolometry:
divertor plasma
IR divertor
thermometer
Visible
spectroscopy
Magnetics
Micro-fission
chamber
ECE

Reflectometry

Divertor swept
probe
Mirror for IR div.
thermometer
Magnetics

AFFECTING

Sector*

2 (top)

14 (top)

10
(top)
10
(bottom)
3 , 7 , 1 1 ,
15
3,11

2, 5, 14

14

2,10

2, 10

2, 6, 14

8

All
3,7, 11,
15
2, 5, 14

14

2, 5, 10,
14
TBD

All

Size of
penetr.
(mm)
100 D
(in plug)
100 D
(in plug)
txr=
HOx 160
txr=
HOx 160
txr=
40 x 150
txr=
5x450
txr=
40x50
txr=
40x50
t=20

1=20

t=20

Wide angle
view
Integrated
txr=
40x80
txr=
40x50
txr=
40x50
150 D, 300
in depth
TBD

Integrated

Number
of penetr.
per sector
15

15

5

5

1

2

9

11

1

Top and
bottom
Top and
bottom
top,
bottom

1

1

1

Top and
bottom
Top and
bottom

2-D neutron camera: proposed position at sector # 2.
For a vertical view, at least 15 LOS (or one wide slot) through the top plug, with
100 mm diam. channels engineered into the plug (i.e., channels must precisely be
machined) and a wider free area in the top blanket are required. The collimator is an
integral part of the plug. The integrated vacuum window thickness should not
exceed 5 mm stainless steel.
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TABLE ffl-1

Affected
component

Diagnostic
port

Divertor

Pumping
duct

Vacuum
vessel

(continued)

Type of
penetration

Tangential
channel
Tangential
channel
Tangential
channel
Tangential
channel
Tangential
corner tube
Cable duct

Straight
LOS
Straight
LOS
Straight
LOS
Straight
LOS
Cavity

Cavity

Groove
Cavity

Diagnostics

Collective
Thomson scattering
Neutron
spectrometer (ly/nt)
LIDAR

Interferometry

Interferometry

Thermocouple array

Divertor LIDAR

Divertor LIF

Divertor VUV/XUV

Visible
spectroscopy
Exhaust pressure

Exhaust mass
analysis
Magnetics
Magnetics

Sector*

15 =>10

10

10

10

15. 16

Size of
penetr.
(cm)
700 D

250

600-800 D

100 D

100 D; 300
in depth

2 ,5 ,9 ,10 ,11 ,
14,16
15

15

3

3

4 ducts;
TBD
4 ducts;
TBD
8 sectors
All

900

900

150

600

500 x 150
x50
500 x 150
X50
Integrated
Integrated

Number
ofpenet.
per sector
1

SI

3

6

3

Top and
bottom
1

1

1

1

4

1

2-D gamma camera: proposed position at sector # 14.
For a vertical view, at least 15 LOS through the top of the blanket and the top
plug, with 100 mm diam. channels defined by the plug, and a wider free area in the
blanket are required.

Tangential neutron spectrometer for measuring ly/nt ratio: proposed position at port
#10.
Needed is a tangential line-of-sight (or a LOS through plug and lateral blanket)
enabling the diagnostic to look into the NB duct entrance; the size of the channel in
the port plug is of * 250 mm diam.; the spectrometer LOS must intersect the
current drive beam under an angle > 5°.

Fluid (or gas) flow activation system.
Required are single continuous fluid flow loops with accurate flow control, perhaps
utilizing existing cooling pipework in all poloidal segments of the first wall, at
four toroidal locations.
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TABLE III-2. DIAGNOSTIC PENETRATIONS, NOT REQUIRING
COMPONENTS

Type of
penetration

Radial channel

Radial channel

Radial channel

Radial channel
Radial channel
Vertical slot

Radial channel

Radial channel

Radial channel

Radial channel
Tangential channel

Tangential channel

Radial channel

Vertical slot

Vertical slot
Radial channel
Radial channel
Cavities

Radial wave guide
Radial wave guide
Blanket cooling
loops

Diagnostics

IR/Visible
imaging camera
Illumination
source
Movable probe

Neutron camera
Gamma camera
Neutron yield
detector
Neutron
spectrometer
Solid activation
system
H, He neutral
beam
NPA
CHERS,
on CD beam
CHERS, on
diagnostic beam
Visible
spectroscopy
Visible
spectroscopy
Soft X-rays
VUV.XUV
Hard X-rays
Pressure gauge,
mass analyzer
ECE
Reflectometry
Liquid or/and
gas activation

Port#

2, 6, 10,
14
2, 4, 6, 8,
10. 12, 14
2, 6, 10

2
14
2, 14

14

2, 6, 10,
14
9

9
9

6

14

8

8
8
8
4 ports,
TBD
2. 5, 14
14
2, 6, 10,
14

Size of
penetration
(mm)
350 D

500 D

txr=110x 160

100 D
100 D
Wide angle view

100 D

300 D

1000 D,
200x500
300 D
500 D

500D

300 D

Wide angle view

Wide angle view
300 D
300 D
500 x 150 x 50

t x r= 40 X 50
t x r= 40 x 50
Poloidal
coverage

MODIFIED

Number of
penetrations
per port
1

1

2 top,
1 bottom
20
20
1

5

top,
bottom
leach

3
1

1

2

1

2
1
1
1.1

2
2
1 per unit

2) LIDAR Thomson scattering

The optimum configuration asks [or tangential injection of a laser beam and
collection of back-scattered light at the same toroidal position. Convenient
tangential views, not demanding additional blanket penetrations, are offered by port
# 10. Three LOS at ~ 15°, 0°, -15° with respect to the equatorial plane, of 600 to
800 mm diam. are required in one toroidal location.
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3) Electron cyclotron emission
Eleven waveguides of nominal dimensions t x r = 40 x 50 mm ave brazed to the
blanket side wall, and one waveguide is located in the inboard blanket module
reaching down to the equatorial plane. Entering through the port, the waveguides
first have a vertical and then a horizontal element, the latter directed at the plasma.
Proposed positions are at the sectors # 2,5, and 14.

4) Reflectometry
Thirteen waveguides of nominal dimensions t x r = 40 x 50 ram cross section are
brazed to the blanket side wall, and one waveguide is located in the inboard blanket
module reaching down to the equatorial plane. Entering through the port, the
waveguides first have a vertical and then a radial element, the latter pointing to the
plasma axis. Sector # 14 is the proposed location.

5) Tangential interferometer

Six straight channels of 100 mm diam. must go on the same port as the L1DAR
(i.e., # 10). Preferably, three LOS are lying in the equatorial plane, one tangent to
the plasma axis, and one tangent to the inner wall. Two more LOS must have the
same general direction as the LIDAR with respect to the equatorial plane. Mirrors
(comer cubes, 100 x 100 x 100 mm^) must be situated in the blanket, at positions
where the laser beam reaches a wall.

6) Polarimeter/interferometer

Five straight vertical channels, through the top plug and blanket, t x r = 70 x 150
mm^ (= 50 x 100 mm^ in a diagnostic blanket), and minors or corner cubes in the
bottom module at the end of each channel are required and proposed for sector # 10.

7) Collective Thomson scattering

Tangential injection of a far-IR laser beam (> 500 mm diam.) and collection of
forward scattered light at another tangential port are required. The only two
tangential LOS permitted by the existing port design, which, however, strongly

, interfere with other systems, include injection on port #15, inboard of the neutral
I beam, and detection on port # 10. In addition, a beam dump must be placed in port
1 #10, and a viewing dump on the wall near port #15. One system must be

accommodated.
i

8) Bolometers

Radial bolometers; proposed positions: ports # 2, and 10. For viewing the top and
the bottom divertor, the radial bolometer requires a 20 mm wide slot, for which
gaps between modules need to be provided.

9) Magnetics

Magnetic diagnostics will be fitted into special grooves in the blankets and in the
vacuum vessel, and are considered as a part of the design of these components.
Cables will be guided to the outside world along the cooling lines.
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10) First wall diagnostics

Two complete poloidal arrays of instrumented wall tiles containing Langmuir and
calorimeter probes are required. Probe cabling uses ducts running in the sides of
blanket modules that are facing each other, t x r = 5 x 450 m m . Probe cables (3
mm diam.) will be brazed to the blanket wall; the remaining space is filled up with
stainless steel. Cables will be guided to the outside world along the cooling lines.
A number of selected wall tiles may contain detectors for escaping alphas. Proposed
locations are the sectors # 3, and 11.

11) Plasma edge/divertor diagnostics

Divertor thermocouple arrays; proposed locations are the sectors # 2, 5, 9, 10, 11, 14,
and 16. Small ducts are needed to guide cables to the outside along cooling tracks.

Swept divertor probes; proposed locations are the sectors # 2, 5, 10, and 14.
Cavities in the blanket module below the bottom divertor are needed to locate swept
probes. These cavities, located between the strike points, are 300 mm deep and have
ISO mm diam. In addition, a small cable duct is required, which may be integrated
with that of the thermocouples.

Infrared divertor thermometers; proposed locations are the ports # 6, and 14.
Required are = 20 mm wide slots on the sides of top and bottom modules, through
which the top and bottom divertor can be viewed over the full poloidal extension by
mirrors in the duct. (Additional viewing of bottom divertor is possible on ports # 4,
5, and 6). Note that machine safety would require a full toroidal coverage of the top
and bottom divertors. The present design does not offer such a view.

12) Bottom X-point diagnostics

VUV/XUV and visible spectroscopy
Small modifications on the pumping ducts are mandatory to permit straight LOS
for X-point plasma diagnostics. Proposed location is sector # 3.

LIDAR Thomson scattering and Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF).
Small modifications on the pumping ducts are required to permit straight LOS for
X-point plasma diagnostics. Proposed location is sector #15.

13) Plasma exhaust measurement

Three pressure gauges are proposed in the descending section of one pumping duct,
between the divertor and the bellows. A further pressure gauge and a mass
spectrometer are proposed for the far end of the duct. Each device needs magnetic
shielding, with the external dimensions <= 500 x 150 x 50 mnA

III.4. DEDICATED DIAGNOSTIC PORT AND SPECIAL SHIELDING BLANKET

1) Dedicated port #10 with radial and tangential views

Figure III-4 shows a plan view and some elevation views of the diagnostic port #
10. The following systems will be installed: the LIDAR Thomson scattering with three
tangential LOS, the tangential interferometer with six LOS, the tangential neutron
spectrometer for n^/nt determination, three radial bolometers for the main plasma and for
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FIG. III-4. Elevation views of the dedicated diagnostic port # 10, and a plan view
illustrating the possibility to have both tangential and radial lines of sight on this port

the divertor regions, and a few other radial diagnostic lines. The design of the port
necessitates the construction of very large bellows of = 4 m diam., because of the ability
to combinate radial an • tangential LOS. R&D programmes for large bellows have been
initiated in EC and Japan.

2) Special shielding blanket

The width of the gap between neighboring blanket modules (= 20 mm) is restricted
and its dimension cannot be guaranteed. On the other hand, both fusion product cameras
and interferometer/polarimeter systems need vertical channels with relatively large
diameters from 100 to 160 mm. It is proposed to replace the three upper central breeding
blanket modules in sectors # 2,10, and 14 and one lower central blanket module in sector
# 10, by shielding blankets. The resulting reduction in the breeding ratio is around 3 %.
Passive loops for vertical stability should follow the contours of the modified blanket
wall.
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III.5. INTEGRATION ISSUES

At present, no satisfactory solution has been found for integrating the collective
Thomson scattering system and tangential neutron specirometer. The coverage of the top
and bottom divertor area by temperature sensing devices is highly unsatisfactory. The
demands from the vertical interferometer/polarimeter do not match the present machine
design. These problems must be addressed in an early stage of the EDA.

Reference documents

[1]. D. Manos, K. Young and V. Mukhovatov, "Progress Report on ITER
Diagnostics", ITER-IL-PH7-9-U-1, February 1989.

[2]. D. Orlinskij, "Preliminary Requirements for Diagnostic Ports and Diagnostic
Service Space in ITER," ITER-IL-PH-7-9-S-12, July 1989.

[3]. H. Hopman, V.S. Mukhovatov, S. Yamamoto and K.M. Young, "Summary
Report: ITER Specialists' Meeting on Plasma Diagnostics,"
ITER-TN-PH-O-l, February 1990.
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IV. ITER DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM

IV. 1. DIAGNOSTICS FOR CONTROL, SAFETY AND PERFORMANCE

IV.1.1. Magnetic diagnostics

Coordinator: Yu. Kuznetsov

IV.1.1.1. Function

Magnetic diagnostic tasks are as follows:
- equilibrium plasma configuration determination,
- data acquisition and processing for real time plasma control

(current, position, shape, current profile, and disruption control),
- MHD phenomena studies,
- transient electromagnetic phenomena studies.

The requirements for plasma parameter measurements are listed in Table IV-1.

TABLE IV-1. REQUIREMENTS FOR MAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS

Parameter

j

V
6]
Rjn ,Rou t

Rx-Zx

2c
MHD

Maximum
frequency

10 kHz
10 kHz
10 kHz

10 kHz
10 kHz
10 kHz

> 60 kHz

Rate of change
(normal
operation)

5 x 105 A-s"1

0.05 s'1

1 cm s"*
1 cm s'l
1 cm s'1

-

Accuracy

1%
1%
1%
1 cm
1 cm
0.25 cm
10%

The magnetic diagnostics must operate in an environment that includes high
neutron and gamma radiation (see Appendix), high reliability, and accommodation of
long pulse duration. The first two conditions strongly affect the sensor material and
design characteristics relative to those in existing tokamaks, and the third condition
requires stationary magnetic field measurements. Additional constraints on magnetic
diagnostics in ITER are imposed by the need to satisfy mounting requirements imposed
by complicated internal vacuum vessel structures.

IV. 1.1.2. Design basis

Standard, well-developed methods of using external magnetic measurements to
determine the plasma boundary have been applied to ITER to ascertain if the
recommended diagnostic set is adequate. The following techniques have been investigated
numerically for the ITER configuration:
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1) expansion of vacuum field in toroidal coordinates,
2) single layer potential method,
3) filament current model, and
4) comparison of toroidal plasma current moment and filament current model.

The results of the study showed that separatrix locations can be reconstructed with
the required accuracy, if at least 30 pairs of measurements (Br, Bz) having random errors
less than 0.5% are used.

The problem of plasma current profile reconstruction from external magnetic
measurements is "ill-posed," and additional constraints on the current and pressure are

TABLE IV-2. LOCATION AND TYPICAL PARAMETERS OF MAGNETIC
SENSORS

Sensor

Two-component
magnetic probe

Two-component
rotating/vibrating
probe

MHD probes
(Mirnov coils)

Saddle loops
(radial flux)

Radial loops
(poloidal flux)

Voltage loop

Rogowski coil

Diamagnetic
loop

Superconducting
diamagnetic loop

Scrape-off layer
current monitor

Number

32x8
pol. x tor.

32x8

32x16

32x16

32x16

>5

1x16

1x16

1x4

1x16

Position
Option I Option II

Vacuum
vessel

Vacuum
vessel

Blanket

Vacuum
vessel

-

Vacuum
vessel

Vacuum
vessel

Vacuum
vessel

Toroidal
field coil
case

<TBD)

-

Vacuum
vessel

Blanket

Blanket

Blanket

Vacuum
vessel

Vacuum
vessel

Vacuum
vessel

Toroidal
field coil
case

NA

1 m^tiirn

.0.2 m2turn

0.2 m2turn

1 m2turn

1 m2turn

1 turn

5 m2turn

1 turn

1 turn

<TBD)
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necessary. Using internal magnetic measurements, the value of the internal plasma
inductance can be obtained to within 0.01 if the random errors in the magnetic field
determination are less than 1% [6].

W.1.13. Description

There are two classes of magnetic sensors used. These are standard inductive
sensors and stationary magnetic field sensors:

a) Inductive sensors:
-magnetic probes,
- flux loops - voltage and saddle loops,
- Rogowski coil,
- diamagnetic loop.

b) Stationary magnetic field sensors:
- rotating/vibrating magnetic probes,
- Hall probes,
- superconducting diamagnetic loop.

The locations and typical parameters for these systems are summarized in Table IV-2.
Their positions are illustrated schematically in Fig. IV-1.

Existing data on the effects of neutron and gamma radiation on sensor materials
indicate that the main problem for magnetic sensors is insulation damage. For insulation
materials, we propose ceramic in the blanket, ceramic and/or fiberglass inside of the
vacuum vessel wall, and ceramic or polyethylene outside of die vacuum vessel wall.

1) Magnetic probes

There are two concepts for inductive magnetic probes. The first is a compact probe
consisting of a ceramic substrate with a metallized trace deposited on the surface. The
probe will measure two components of the magnetic field. The second concept is a
multi-turn, multi-layer coil of mineral-insulated (ceramic) wire. This coil has the
advantage of not requiring any in-vessel connections, except at the vacuum interface.

One full set of probes will be installed behind the blanket in the vacuum vessel
wall. A second set of probes for MHD fluctuation measurements will be located directly
behind the carbon shield in a special slot made in the blanket (Fig. IV-2a). Such probes
will also be placed in the blanket behind the divertor plates.

In each array of magnetic probes, an additional null probe will be installed. This is
a twisted pair of cables that follows the same path as the regular magnetic probe leads,
but is terminated by a short circuit instead of a coil. This is useful for detecting
instrumentation problems.

2) Voltage loops

These loops are continuous toroidal loops located in the vacuum vessel wall. They
can be made of cables with either fiberglass or ceramic insulation. A loop will be
installed at every poloidal location where there is a magnetic probe, provided that a
continuous toroidal path (uninterrupted by ports) around the vessel is available.

3) Rogowski coils and diamagnetic loops

These loops in the poloidal plane wilt be made of cables with ceramic or
fiberglass insulation. Their location is shown schematically in the cross sectional view
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MIRNOV COILS (IS)

FIG. IV-1. Arrangement of magnetic diagnostics in poloidal cross section.

in Fig. IV-3. A superconducting version of the diamagnetic loop may be feasible for
long pulse measurements [14].

4) Flux loops

Partial flux loops (saddle loops), for measuring the radial flux, will be located
either on the inner surface of the vacuum vessel wall or on the side of blanket segments
which face the plasma. A second set of loops, for measuring the poloidal flux, encircle
the blanket segments at numerous poloidal locations. These are indicated schematically
in Fig. IV-2b. An advantage of placing loops in the blanket is that they provide more
accurate plasma control due to their close proximity to the plasma surface. However, the
mechanical flexing and thermal expansion of the blanket sections may introduce
significant inaccuracies in the determination of plasma position and shape, and techniques
to compensate for them must be developed. The loops are to be made of ceramic or
fiberglass-insulated cable, depending on their specific location.
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FIG. IV-2. (a) Mimov probe locations on blanket module; (b) flux loops locations on
blanket module.

DIAMAGNETIC LOOP
FLUX LOOP

VOLTAGE LOOP ROGOVSKI COIL MAGNETIC PROBE

VIBRATING/ROTATING MAGNETIC PROBE

FIG. IV-3. Schematic of magnetic diagnostics in toroidal cross section.
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5) Magnetic probes for stationary field measurements

There are several proposals for measurements of stationary magnetic fields.
Additional R&D is required to determine the optimal design. Some possibilities are listed
below.

Rotating inductive magnetic probe
Prototype rotating probes have been fabricated and tested in the National Institute

for Fusion Science in Japan [10]. They had pneumatic bearings and an air-driven rotor. It
is expected that compact versions of this probe can be manufactured for ITER.

Vibrating magnetic probe
A two-component magnetic probe, which is driven by the magnetic force on an

AC current carrying circular spring, can be placed in the toroidal field of the tokamak [9].
Its position is indicated schematically in Fig. IV-3.

Hall probes
A full set of two-component hall probes will be installed outside of the vacuum

vessel. They are to be used to calibrate the in-vessel inductive measurements at regular
intervals during the discharge. In addition, if each Hall probe is located at the same
poloidal and toroidal location as an in-vessel magnetic probe, the change in the poloidal
field across the vessel wall can be used to determine the toroidal vessel current.

6) Additional magnetic measurements

Other critical measurement requirements include plasma currents in the scrape-off
layer, and eddy currents in in-vessel conductors. At present, further understanding of this
issue through the Physics long-term R&D program is required. There is also the
possibility of obtaining the plasma current from the polarization angle of light
transmitted through an optical fiber around the vacuum vessel [7]. This technique also
needs further development to determine its practicality for ITER.

7) Sensor outlet paths

Cables for sensors in the blanket segments will be carried through the vertical
ports, and the vacuum vessel sensor cables will be carried through the horizontal ports.

IV. 1.1.4. Integration issues

Data processing, integrators, and calibration

Fast data processing for plasma control can be easily performed by a
mulitprocessor in 1 msec or less. This is small compared to the time response of the
power supplies, which are typically limited to 2 or 3 ms by their thyristor rectifiers.

Cooled analog integrators can provide measurements with the required accuracy for
pulse durations up to 1000 s. Analog-digital integrators may be capable of extending the
use of inductive probes to ITER-relevant time scales.

The need for high accuracy in the magnetic measurements requires a careful
calibration of the probe position relative to the shaping coils and the toroidal field. This
requires measurements of the coil currents to better than 0.5%. A detailed in-vessel
calibration procedure must be formulated and followed.
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IV.1.1.5. R&D tasks

(a) Computer codes for full equilibrium (current profile) reconstruction from magnetic
diagnostics and measurements of other plasma parameters.

(b) Fast algorithms for plasma position and shape control.
(c) Eddy current measurement techniques and determination of eddy current effects on

equilibrium reconstruction.
(d) In- vessel magnetic sensor calibration procedures.
(e) Compact inductive magnetic probes.
(f) Rotating and vibrating magnetic probes.
(g) Methods for stationary toroidal flux measurements (superconducting diamagnetic

loops).
(h) Cables, vacuum feedthroughs and joints,
(i) Integrators for long pulse durations,
(j) Measurement of scrape-off layer currents.
(k) Neutron and gamma radiation tests of optical fibers for polarization measurements.
(1) Techniques for insertion of polarized light into single-mode fibres,
(m) Neutron and gamma radiation tests of magnetic sensors.
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IV.1.2. Fusion product diagnostics

Coordinator: O.N. Jarvis

IV.12.1. Overview

General considerations

The primary reasons for proposing an integrated set of fusion product diagnostics
are as follows:

• measurements of the properties of fusion reaction products are of
fundamental and vital importance fora thermonuclear reactor;

• such measurements will always be possible, irrespective of the operating
scenario and level of performance envisaged (D, D-̂ He, DT) and regardless of
the phase of operation (physics or technology);

• quantities of importance in relation to safety, plasma control and plasma
performance can be measured in a stand-alone manner.

Certain of these diagnostics will be used for plasma control, such as:
• control of fusion power (requiring a direct approach);
• burn control (using ion temperature profiles determined from radial neutron

spectrometry and neutron emissivities from the 2-D neutron camera);
• nd/nt control (using tangential neutron spectrometer).

Other important features offered by the proposed diagnostics include:
• alpha-particle birth profile measurement, using the 2-D neutron camera;
• fusion reaction-rate measurements during D^He operation with ICRH, using

a 2-D gamma camera (which can also be used for fast electron localization if
LHCD is employed);

• measurements of the alpha-particles.
These systems are listed in Table IV-3 and are described briefly in separate

sections. It should be emphasized that they all involve developments of techniques
proven in fission reactors, at particle accelerators and at the operating large tokamaks.
The R & D required relates more to the optimal selection out of rival devices, bearing in
mind the ITER environment, rather than to solving physics-related feasibility problems.
Nevertheless, some R & D will be essential before the selection of the best approach can
be carried out on an informed basis. The choice of detectors for the neutron camera and of
spectrometers will have a bearing on the design of the ITER blankets and on the demands
for space around the diagnostic ports. In addition to the neutron and gamma-ray
diagnostics, it is proposed that some wall-mounted detectors for escaping charged-
particles be provided. This area of plasma diagnosis is more speculative and a special
programme of R & D will be needed to establish its feasibility.

The roles of the different systems in relation to ITER functions and accuracy of
measured quantities are given in Table FV-4.

It is essential to have straight-line neutron (and gamma) flux access to the plasma
from above. The toroidal locations should be the same as that for the neutron (and
gamma) cameras. These wiU involve -15 channels through the blanket and plug that are
void of material apart from vacuum windows whose integrated thickness may have to be
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TABLE IV-3. NEUTRON DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEMS PROPOSED FOR ITER

System Measured quantities

Activation systems,
solid sample and fluid
flow

Time resolved neutron
yield monitor

2-D neutron camera
(D and DT plasmas)

2-D gamma camera
(D-plasmas)

Neutron spectrometers
(radial)

Neutron spectrometers
(tangential)

Determines absolute neutron yield and hence
calibration of fission chambers. Fluid flow
activation provides an independent measurement of
the neutron yield and monitors radial position of
centroid of neutron emission

Use of fission chambers to measure the time-
resolved neutron yield; redundancy is needed to
ensure complete reliability. This system includes
the slot collimator (an intermediate system of
fission chambers) and the micro fission chambers
which also monitor the radial position of the
centroid of the neutron emission.

Measures radial neutron intensity distributions in
two directions, the absolute total neutron yields, and
permits tomographic reconstruction of neutron
emission and hence T, profiles.

Records localization of heating effect produced by
high power ICRF, fusion reaction rates for D^He
plasmas, etc.

Measurement of neutron energy spectra profile (5
chords in all). Determines nfuej/ne ratio in DT-
plasmas. Study of triton burnup in D-plasmas, to
investigate fast particle confinement and to
determine n,j/he ratios.

Measurement of the neutron energy distribution and
determination of thermal and beam-plasma
contribution; determination of the na/nt density ratio
in DT plasmas.

less than 5 mm thick steel (exact thickness to be determined). The diagnostic devices
above will be enclosed by massive shielding structures blocking the escaping radiation
flux through the blanket penetrations.

The lines-of-sight will be defined by channels engineered into the plug. These
channels will be 10 cm diameter, or 10 cm wide toroidally if joined poloidally to form a
slot. The blanket section will be cut back to prevent partial obscuration of the view of
the plasma.

There will be four sets of external fission chambers to detect the time-dependent
neutron yield using neutrons streaming through blanket penetrations. The exact
positioning has yet to be determined but may be close to the vacuum pumps below the
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TABLE IV-4. FUNCTIONS OF MAJOR FUSION PRODUCT DIAGNOSTIC
SYSTEMS PROPOSED FOR ITER
(Y: neutron yield, R: Y-radiation from impurities, a: alpha particle birth rate)

Measurement
system

Quantity

Type

Accuracy

Resolutions:
dt (ms)

AE/E(%)

Functions

Fusion power

Burn control

RF power
deposition

Purity
observation

Physics

Activation
system

y

abs.

<10%

-

thresholds

Y

- -

- -

- -

Y

Fission
chamber

Y(t)

rel.

<10

Y(t)

Y(t)

- -

- -

Y

Slot
collim.

Y(t)

abs.

10%

<10

Y(t)

Y(t)

- -

Y(t)

2-D cameras
n

Y(r,t)

abs.

10%

<100

<30

Y(r.t)

Y(r,t)

a(r,t)

- -

Y(r,t)
a(r,t)

Y

R(r,t)

rel.

100

<10

- -

R(r,t)

R(r,t)

Spectrum

Y(E,z,t)

rel.

100

1.5 - 2.5

- -

Ti(z,t)

- -

- -

Ti(z.t)
DT/DD

torus. Alternatively, fission chambers could be located outside horizontal ports which are
not filled with shielding.

The flowing fluid activation system requires access to one channel of the first wall
cooling water (with flow control).

Local modifications to allow pipes to be carried in the first wall, preferably at the
same segments as for the fluid system, are also requested for a gas-flow activation system
and on segments adjacent to these ports for the micro-fission chambers (which need
vertical cable access through the tubes).

IV. 1.2 2. Computational aspects in the design of the neutron diagnostics on ITER

Specific calculations will most likely be carried out by the teams concerned with
particular diagnostics and a certain degree of duplication will be unavoidable.
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Source neutron energy spectrum

The energy spectrum of neutrons emitted from a plasma with appreciable applied
additional heating power can only be determined by application of special codes which
lake into account the geometry of the experiment (direction of line-of-sight of instrument
relative to the magnetic field lines, etc). Plasma profile effects, including trapped particle
orbits, should also be taken into account. The basic elements for such calculations exist,
but have not yet been integrated into a single code. A predictive capability is essential for
the neutron spectrometers at the design stage and later for the interpretation of the data
captured; it can also be important for the other diagnostics.

Neutron transport problems

The neutron diagnostic systems rely heavily on neutron transport codes for their
design and calibration. A list of topics to be studied and the systems for which they have
maximum impact is provided in Table IV-5 (not exclusive). Some of the calculations
have a common ground with the calculations run for Health Physics purposes. However,
the diagnostic related requirements are much more stringent than those required for
shielding and the two topics are most efficiently dealt with separately.

Estimate of the magnitude of the task

When the necessary tasks are aggregated, it is seen that the required effort is
considerable. From experience at JET, the manpower involvement can be set at about 6
man-years (with some necessary duplication) for the initial design and calibration phases.
Thereafter, there remains a continuing maintenance involvement as certain calculations
will have to be repeated whenever significant changes are made, either inside or outside
the tokamak, or as new insight into plasma characteristics is gained. The computer cpu
utilization is non-t. ivial; it has become common-place to devote 20 hours of cpu time on
a powerful mainframe (or CRAY) computer to the neutron transport calibration
computations. Experience shows that several runs are needed to establish an adequate
model for a given configuration.

IV.1.23. Time-integrated neutron yield monitors (activation systems)

Function of the system

Primarily, and uniquely, the solid sample activation system will provide the
absolute calibration for the time-resolved neutron yield monitor throughout the
operatic al lifetime of ITER. It is also essential for the measurement of the triton
burnup probability in D-plasmas, using the 14 MeV to 2.5 MeV neutron emission ratio.
The activation method constitutes a simple, independent, well tested and highly reliable
method for measuring the absolute time-integrated neutron fluence from which the time-
integrated fusion power can be derived. By adding the fluid flow system, it is
intended to measure the burn time profile with approximately 10 s time resolution and to
estimate the position of the centroid of the plasma (neutron emitting region).

Design basis

Exploits conventional activation measurement procedures.
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TABLE IV-5. TOPICS REQUIRING COMPUTATIONAL STUDIES DURING
THE DESIGN PHASE

Topic Diagnostic systems affected

Neutron source energy spectrum

Environmental background
radiation during operations
(health physics)

Neutron transport within the
tokamak for typical plasmas

Neutron transport within
tokamak for point sources

Backscatter of neutrons from
vacuum vessel walls

Neutron propagation along
collimators

Neutron transport in diagnostic
assemblies

Activation systems, cameras, spectrometers

Fission chambers, shielding for all diagnostics

Solid and fluid activation systems, slot
collimator, micro-fission chambers

Slot collimator, micro-fission chambers

Spectrometers and 2-D neutron camera

Spectrometers and 2-D neutron camera

Fission chambers, shielding blocks, all detectors

Design description

Measurements using complementary solid and fluid activation systems (see Fig.
rV-4) are proposed.

The solid activation system uses pneumatic transfer of capsules containing
activation foils to predetermined (and accurately known) locations close to the first wall
or port face, and then retrieval (after a predetermined time) to a suitable counting station.
A range of complementary foils for gamma activation and delayed neutron counting
techniques should be provided.

The fluid activation system uses continuous fluid flow loops inside the first wall
(perhaps utilizing existing cooling pipework) and back to a suitable counting station.
The technique enables continuous monitoring of the neutron emission with approx. 10 s
time constant by exploiting the short half-lives of the reaction products for the following
reactions: 16O (n, p) 16N and 17O (n, p) 17N.

Major considerations:
• a combination of solid and fluid (liquid/gas) activation systems to cater for

the physics and technology phases of ITER;
• D-plasmas: mainly solid activation system;
• D-T plasmas: both solid and fluid activation systems;
• dynamic range: 1012 -10 2 1 n/s;
• accuracy: better than 3% neutron fluence determination.
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FIG. IV-4. Time-integrated neutron yield monitors: solid and fluid activation systems.

Critical constraints
For the solid activation system: location of irradiation ends (top and bottom of

radial ports, replicated as space permits). Reliability of operation of the capsule transfer
system.

For the fluid activation system: location of flow loop inside the first wall
(separate inboard, top and bottom outboard loops), replicate about four times around the
torus, ideally private flow loops (otherwise restricted to using water with imposed flow
rates).

Both activation systems: the activation cross-sections (for both D and DT
operation) of competing reaction channels must be determined.

Technical base:
• solid activation system: technology well established;
• fluid activation system: new technology for fusion.

Integration issues:
• solid activation system: cooling of irradiation ends, accuracy in location of

irradiation ends, associated pipework and pneumatic control, valves and
exhaust;
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• fluid activation system: close collaboration with ITER Blanket group,
accuracy of flow rates (highly controlled flow without affecting overall
blanket cooling requirements), associated pipework and radiolytic impact
(e.g., water chemistry).

Research and development needs

Solid activation system:
• investigation of suitable capsule materials (high temperature compatible,

low activation, high durability, and compatibility with transfer tube
materials);

• automatic capsule dispatching system suitable for extensive use.
Fluid activation systems:

investigate possible alternative fluids for D-phase;
investigate radio-chemistry of water,
investigate potential for determination of DT component in D-pIasma;
investigate effects of thermal expansion.

Both activation systems:
develop suitable activation measuring techniques;
neutron transport code development to support selection of materials.

IV.1.2.4. Time-resolved neutron yield monitor

Function of the system

It is of fundamental importance to know (to better that 10%) the absolute neutron
emission from the plasma as a function of time (Yn(t)) for all types of discharges
throughout both the physics and technology phases of ITER. Extensive use of fission
chambers is proposed.

Limitations:
• requires activation system data to improve accuracy of the absolute neutron

emission determination;
• requires neutron profile data to correct for plasma geometry effects (provided

by the 2D-neutron camera);
• requires gamma-ray emission data to identify non-thermal neutron

contribution (ICRH only).

Design basis

The proposed instrumentation exploits the fission chamber technology which has
been fully developed in the context of fission reactors.

Design description

In order to cover the large dynamic range of neutron emission, clusters of fission
chambers (pairs at least) with a reasonable operational overlap (2 orders of magnitude) are
required. 2 3 5 U (and possibly 2 3 8U) fission chambers will be used, surrounded by
moderating material to ensure a flat neutron energy response. One also needs to minimize
the gamma-ray sensitivity and 239Pu formation due to (n.y) reaction which may be a
problem with 2 3 8U. Initial calibration of the fission chambers (prior to installation on
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ITER) will be camV ' out using radioisotope and accelerator generated neutron sources,
and repeated affc: installation on ITER. It will be necessary to use DT neutron generators
in-vessel to compare with extensive neutron transport calculations. In particular, the slot
collinmoii geometry and the micro-fission chambers are amenable to direct calibration
with a point neutron source (at known locations) within the vacuum vessel. This may
not be the case for fission chambers located elsewhere due to limitations in the neutron
source strengths available. Consequently, the direct calibration will involve the slot
collimator geometry and the micro-fission chambers which would be compared with time
integrated (activation) system data. The resultant calibration would then be transferred to
the other fission chambers.

Three sets of fission chambers are proposed: a set of micro-fission chambers
embedded into blanket, in close proximity to the first wall (see Fig. IV-5); a set of
fission chambers external to the ITER load assembly in positions to be determined (e.g.,
near the pumping port ducts, as illustrated in Fig. IV-6, or near ports lacking full shield
plugs); finally, a set embedded in a horizontal port plug so as to obtain a direct view of
the fast neutrons emitted from the plasma (the so called "slot collimator").

The conceptual design of the classical fission chambers stems from the extensive
experience on JET and TFTR.

Major considerations:
• suitability of 2 3 5U and 2 3 8U fission chambers working in pulse, current and

CampbeUing modes as appropriate;
• how best a flat neutron energy response might be achieved;
• deployment of fission chambers around ITER (externally);
• deployment of micro-fission chambers at the first wall;
• assessment of gamma-ray sensitivity;
• suitability of superscreened cables in the high magnetic fields involved.

Parameter range and accuracy:
• dynamic range: approx. 11 orders of magnitude of neutron emission;
• micro-fission chambers 1010 - 1021 n/s;
• slot collimator. 1012 - lO21 n/s (upper limit uncertain);
• fission chambers: 1014 -10 2 1 n/s;
• time resolution: better than 0.1 s;
• accuracy: better than 10% absolute (1-5% relative, according to the type of

chamber).

Critical issues:
• sensitivity to changes of equipment both internally and externally in the

vicinity of ITER;
• need to use compact high-voltage neutron trbes for direct calibrations.

Integration issues:
• installation of micro-fission chambers close to the first wall;
• slot collimator geometry with fission chambers embedded in a massive

shield inside a radial port (e.g., EC or pellet injector port);
• deployment of clusters of fission chambers in vicinity of pumping ducts near

divertor (replicated approximately 4 times around torus).
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FIG. IV-5. Micro-fission chamber placement near first wall.
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FIG. IV-6. Time resolved neutron yield monitors.

Research and development needs

Although fission chamber technology is well established, their detailed
deployment around ITER requires careful investigation. This is necessary to ensure
adequate response and insensitivity to changes of equipment in and around the torus. This
will involve extensive neutron and photon transport calculation (Section IV. 1.2.2.).
Other aspects to be covered include manufacturing developments of the instrumentation
system of the micro-fission chambers, including the detector mounting and the
maintenance methods, examination of immunity to violent shocks (plasma disruptions),
study of signal transmission and electromagnetic pickup immunity.

TV.125. Two-dimensional neutron camera

Function of the system

The objective of the neutron camera is to measure the absolute neutron flux along
approximately horizontal and vertical collimated sight-lines to the plasma. The absolute
neutron yield Yn is obtained through channel summation and the neutron emissivity
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distribution of the plasma, Yn(r,z), can be deduced through tomographic methods. The
ion temperature distribution, T,(r), in turn can be deduced when the neutron source, is
predominantly thermal.

Design description

System description
This system consists of two collimator anays (Fig. IV-7) that view the neutron

emission of the plasma from the side (through a horizontal port) and from above
(horizontal and vertical neutron cameras); each collimator line is equipped with a neutron

-5000

, J „ ___

FIG. IV-7. Neutron and gamma-ray emission profile monitors, illustrating the use of
compact detectors.
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flux detector constituting a camera channel. The front shielding would be about 2 m
thick with approximately 20 collimator penetrations in a fan-like geometry to cover at
least 2/3 of the full plasma height; the cross section of each would be 1 to 20 cm2

depending on detector choice. Only neutrons transmitted through the collimators reach
the detectors, which are to be housed in a shielding structure appropriate for their size.
The horizontal camera would be a massive shielding structure of envelope dimensions up
to 2.5 x 8 x 3.5 m3 (in width, height and depth). The horizontal and vertical cameras
should preferably possess the same diagnostic capabilities and would be of similar size.

Interface
The cameras would be located outside the cryostat but, in case of the horizontal

camera, the front end could partially protrude into the port mouth; this would increase the
vertical extent for which the plasma can be viewed. Both cameras would be entirely
separate from the tokamak vacuum. There would be steel windows up to a total of 5 mm
thickness in the neutron flux path. The full height of the port is required for the
horizontal camera; the parts of the port outside the neutron flux lines will be plugged
with radiation shielding. The vertical camera (preferably at the same toroidal position)
will have neutron flux channels through the top blanket. The present concept involves
10 cm wide (toroidally) channels engineered into the plug, with a wider slot through the
blanket segment. Consequently, those channels should be used to define the volume of
plasma viewed by detectors. The camera shielding has to be designed around this feature
and to take into account the location tolerances (± 1 cm) of the defining plug.

Neutron detectors
Different systems are being considered as summarized in Table IV-6 including the

magnetic proton recoil (MPR) system, the time-of-flight (TOF) system, the (in-beam)
plastic scintillator detectors, and proton recoil or threshold reaction telescopes. They vary
in size and have differing performance characteristics with regard to energy resolution,
efficiency, count rates, and radiation sensitivity. The specifications with regard to
efficiency (being in the range 10'2 - 10"3) are appropriate for matching the ITER DT
operating range. Large area liquid scintillators will be essential for the DD operation. The
use of variable aperture pre-collimators may be required in order to limit the neutron flux
for high yield deuterium discharges.

TABLE rV-6. LIST OF CANDIDATE DETECTORS FOR USE IN
THE NEUTRON CAMERA DURING THE DT PHASE

Type of detector

Magnetic proton recoil

Time-of-flight

Thin scintillators

Proton recoil telescopes

Threshold reaction detectors

Physical dimensions
(width x length, m2)

l x 1

0.2 x 0.5

0.1 x 0.2

0.3 x 0.5

0.1 x0.2

Efficiency
(C/n cm"2)

10-3

2x10-3

101 - 10-2

3 x 10-3

10-2-10-3
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Technical issues
The major item concerns the development of detectors for DT operation.

Satisfactory long-term performance of the neutron camera (reliability, stability and
accuracy) and calibration depends on the correct choice of detector.

Neutron camera requirements and capabilities
It will be possible to measure the profile of ITER DT plasmas over the neutron

emitting region (down to the 10'2 level of the peak value) to accuracy of < 10% with
time resolution of < 100 ms; the time resolution in the central channels would approach
1 ms for high power plasmas. The absolute accuracy in Yn would be 10%.
Research and development needs

• code development to permit extensive supporting neutron and gamma-ray
transport calculations are needed (Section I V.I.2.2);

• candidate detectors have to be evaluated fully with regard to this
application (this will involve prototype construction and testing);

• a method of the absolute calibration of the camera has to be
developed.

V.I.2.6. Gamma-ray emission profile monitor

Function of the system

In the presence of ICRH heating:
• to measure time-dependent spatial gamma-ray emission profiles, Yy (r,t);
• to determine ICRF heating deposition profile;
• to assess the concentration of some impurities in the plasma

(nimp/nd (t));
• to provide indication of non-fusion neutron production (8Yn(r,t));
• to assess fusion reactivities in (D^He) plasmas.

This may also be of value for DT plasmas and in the use of (a,Y) reactions for the
measurement of alpha-particles.

Design basis

Uses conventional methods of gamma-ray spectrometry. To extend their useful
range, methods of reducing sensitivity to low-energy scattered gammas and neutrons are
imperative.

Design description
The complete system will comprise 2 multi-collimator cameras (illustration in

Fig. FV-7); the collimator geometry will be fan-shaped. One camera will be located in the
main neutron diagnostics radial port to view the vertical profile; and the other camera
will be located in a vertical port to view the radial profile. In both cases, the gamma-ray
detectors can be considered as compact devices located within the main shielding blocks.
The collimator (approximately 2 in long) will contain low Z material to reduce the
neutron flux incident on the gamma-ray detectors. Each detector will essentially be a
gamma-ray spectrometer capable of recording gamma-rays with energies up to 20 MeV.

If LHCD were to be used at ITER the gamma-camera could be converted to study
the fast-electron localization from their bremsstrahlung emission, provided the vacuum
windows are sufficiently thin.
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Major considerations:
• general feasibility study;
• efficiency/flux matching of detectors;
• sensitivity to neutrons (radiation damage/detector lifetime);
• design and dimensions of coHimators;
• separate radial and vertical access;
• tomographic reconstruction (on-line).

Parameter range and accuracy:
operational range 109 - 1 0 1 6 y/s (upper limit uncertain);
total detector count rate: <1 MHz;
time resolution better than 0.1 s;
energy resolution: approx. 10%;
energy range: 0.5 - 20 MeV;
lines-of-sight < 15 (radial); < 15 (vertical).

Technical base:
• technology of gamma-ray detectors well established.

Integration issues:
• design is the same as for the neutron profile monitor.

Research and development needs

Most of the R & D requirements are similar to those required for the 2D neutron
cameras and, therefore, will involve a degree of overlap in the neutron and photon
transport calculations:

• radiation damage/detector life/reliability;
• sensitivity to neutrons (low Z material filtering);
• assessment of gamma-ray detectors (Nal, BGO, BaF, Cerenkov and

I variants); low sensitivity to low energy gammas is essential;
j • potential for fast alpha reaction measurements;
i • cross-talk between adjacent channels.

| IV.1.2.7. Radial neutron spectrometer system

\ Function of system

i The requirements are to measure neutron energy spectra Fn(E), mainly during DT
but also during D and D^He operation, and to determine the ion temperature as a function
of vertical position. The following plasma information can be inferred under
predominantly thermonuclear conditions: Tj(z,t) above 3 keV with an accuracy < 10%,
time resolution < 0.1 s, spatial resolution < 0.15 m and r/a < 0.5. Data will be used for
physics studies and also for bum control.

Design basis

A final choice of neutron spectrometer has not been made at the present time
because of the considerable uncertainty concerning environmental features (size and
accessibility of the detector area, neutron and gamma radiation backgrounds, level of stray
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channel time-of-flight spectrometer.



magnetic fields). Several candidate systems are being considered. These are mostly based
on (n,p) elastic scattering, with the energy of the protons being measured through
interaction in silicon detectors or dispersive deflection in magnetic fields and/or -
according to design - the energy of the scattered neutrons being measured by time-of-
flight. In addition, utilization of (n,a) reactions in a Si-diode (or use of a 3Hc-Si diode
sandwich detector) is proposed for special purposes.

Table IV-7 lists the proposed spectrometer types and indicates their efficiencies (in
counts per n/cm2), energy resolutions and gives an idea of their physical dimensions.
The high-efficiency, high resolution silicon diode is intended for calibration purposes
only, since it will suffer severe radiation damage during extended use. To measure the
ion temperature at 10 keV to 10% accuracy demands an energy resolution of better than
3%, whilst for off-axis measurements the highest possible energy resolution is essential.
At 1021 n/s emission from ITER, an efficiency of 10'5 cm2 can afford a time resolution
of about 10 ms.

Design description

Use of up to five collimated radial and horizontal lines-of-sight with high
resolution spectrometers located in a well shielded volume approximately 15 m from the
magnetic axis (see Fig. IV-8) would enable the temperature profile to be covered from
r = 0 to r •= a/2. Using a fan-like collimator within the horizontal port would extend this
range down to approximately r= 2a/3 at the expense of some design complication. In the
former case, the maximum instrumental dimensions are: 1.8 m(w) x 5.0 m(h) x
6.0 m(l). The cross-section area required for each collimated line-of-sight varies from to
2 to 80 cm2 according to the choice of spectrometer.

The shield (and detectors) could be installed within the horizontal port, although
this would incur many operational difficulties. Preferably, the shield would comprise two
parts, one internal to the port, the other external. This latter arrangement is shown in
Fig. IV-8, which illustrates the use of the time-of-flight design. To operate with D-
plasmas necessitates different spectrometer designs from those used for DT. To ensure
full coverage of the ITER DT operating range and to improve reliability, two independent
systems could be considered; a silicon diode could be used as a means of on-site
calibration of spectrometer energy resolution.

TABLE IV-7. LIST OF CANDIDATE NEUTRON SPECTROMETERS
FOR THE D-T PHASE

Spectrometer type Efficiency Energy Physical
(cm2) resolution dimensions

(dE/E%) w x h x 1 (m3)

Time-of-flight

Proton-recoil

Magnetic proton recoil

Associated-particle,
time-of-flight

Silicon diode

3 x 10"4

10"4 -10-5

2 x 10-5

1 x 10"5

io-3

1.7-2.9

2-2.5

2.5

1.5

0.8

2 x 5 x 6

0.4 x 1 x 2

1 x 2.5 X 1

2 x 2 x 1

Small
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Research and development work

The proposed spectrometers are in different stages of being specified and none of
these have been used under ITER-like conditions. However, a special version of time-of-
flight with an in-beam scintillator has been used at JET for 2.5-MeV neutrons. An
"associated-particle time-of-flight" system has been constructed for JET and has recently
passed its acceptance tests. In the other cases, the systems are new but rely generally on
components and concepts that have been tested in other contexts.

After a design study of each candidate spectrometer, it will be essential to perform
calculations of energy resolution and efficiency, study the trade-off between energy
resolution and detector efficiency, determine the background radiation tolerance, and
calculate signal to background ratios, using calculated background levels. After selection
of the preferred systems, it will be essential to design, construct and test prototype
components at a 14-MeV neutron source.

IV.I.2.8. Tangential neutron spectrometer system

Function of the system

The objective of this diagnostic is to measure the shape and (absolute) intensity of
the energy distribution of the neutron flux along a tangential plasma sight-line. It is
intended that measurements of both 14-MeV and 2.5-MeV neutrons from DT plasmas be
performed. In addition to the peak ion temperature (Tj0) data would be obtained on
toroidal rotation effects and the fuel density (i.e., the product of nd and nO- From the
2.5-MeV data one would obtain ry, and hence both nd and nt, separately, but with rather
limited accuracy. Good accuracy data, however, can in principle be provided on nd/nt

from the ratio of the two intensities.

Design basis

Candidate 14 MeV (DT) spectrometers have been discussed in Section IV.1.2.7.
The magnetic proton recoil (MPR) approach is the only one that offers a reasonable
chance of success in measuring the weak 2.5 MeV neutron flux in the presence of 14
MeV neutrons from DT plasmas. For this reason, the MPR method has been tentatively
identified as being most suitable for use in the tangential viewing line where space is not
a limitation. The impact of the TT neutrons on the accuracy of this measurement should
be determined. The measurement requires that the spectrometer does not view a source of
scattered neutrons such as the tokamak core.

To complete the nd/nt ratio measurement, it may be considered desirable to
employ the MPR techniques also for the tangential 14 MeV spectrometry measurement.
This is acceptable since there is no requirement for high energy resolution in this
application. Consequently, a double MPR system for simultaneous measurement of 14
and 2.5-MeV neutrons is shown in Fig IV-9.

The ITER diagnostic requirements for neutron spectrometry in DT plasmas are
provisionally set to be such that Tj can be measured with a statistical accuracy of ±10%
in time bins of <100 ms. MPR could cover the operating range from the maximum
yields of ITER (where At would be <2 ms) and down to Yn = 1018 n/s with a fixed
collimator. The difficult measurement of minority neutrons could be made with the MPR
system to an estimated statistical accuracy of 10% in the naM ratio for At<l s over the
burn phase or At<100 ms at peak yield.
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FIG. 1V-9. Outline of tangential neutron spectrometer, illustrating the use of two in-
line MPR-type spectrometers for simultaneous 2.5 MeV and 14 MeV neutron
measurement

Design description

The instrument consists of a radiation shield (igloo), a collimator penetrating in
the front shield wall for spatial definition of the emitting plasma region and a detection
unit (see Fig. IV-9). The collimator shape and size depend on the detector choice as do
the size and the wall thickness of the igloo. Additional size and complexity would arise
from use of variable aperture auxiliary collimators to control neutron flux changes.

The spectrometer system causes only little interaction with the neutron beam and
it is important that the beam be dumped in a recess in the igloo to minimize detector
' ackground. As with the radial -viewing spectrometers, the use of Si diodes will enable
.he spectrometer energy resolution to be calibrated indirectly against laboratory
accelerator sources at frequent intervals.

The tokamak interface involves a tangential sight-line (like the NBI lines) going
through the magnetic centre to end in a recess in the plasma-facing wall (essential for the
measurement of 2.5-MeV minority neutrons). The possibility for the recess should be
checked and assessed with neutron transport calculations for different plasma neutron
source scenarios (especially, NBI contributions). The sight-line aperture through the
machine structure is defined by the collimator and hence is dependent on spectrometer
type; it has a diameter of 3.6 cm for MPR widening to 2:50 cm at the opposite wall. The
igloo outside the cryostat (at a port) would also vary with choice of instrument with a
minimum of about 2.5 x 2.5 x 4 m3.

Research and development needs

Development of a prototype MPR spectrometer on which the following tests will
be required:

• Effects of ITER magnetic fields on MPR spectrometers,
• Detector optimization,
• Response functions for MPR spectrometers.
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IV. 1.2.9. Escaping charged fusion products

Function of the system

Hie charged particle fusion products will be efficiently confined by ITER plasmas.
Nevertheless, there will be a small fractional loss of 3.5-MeV alpha-particles during
quiescent plasma conditions and large bursts of lost alpha-particles accompanying
sawtooth crashes and other MHD related phenomena. The purpose of the escaping
charged fusion-product diagnostic is to assess the importance of such losses. Toroidal and
poloidal distributions would yield useful information regarding localized wall erosion
which may be caused by magnetic field ripple, etc.

Design basis

These measurements will be very difficult in the ITER environment Techniques
currently used in existing tokamaks (silicon diodes, scintillators etc) will not survive the
high neutron yields from ITER during the technology phase. The only practical
possibility appears to be the use of Faraday cups or bolometers built into suitable shields
which permit magnetic selection of the desired charged particles by collimation. The
more conventional approaches may be applicable during the physics phase.

Design description

No effort has yet been expended on a design suitable for ITER. However, valuable
experience has been obtained at TFTR, using fibre optics to image a ZnS scintillator
screen; there is also progress at JET, centred on the use of bolometer technology, which
could be suitable for operation with D-T plasmas.

Critical issues and research and development needs

The critical issues are the selection of a detector which will function in the ITER
environment and the provision of suitable paths for the transmission of the low-level
signals from the detectors to external signal conditioning equipment. It is considered
essential that prototype systems be installed in at least one of the major tokamaks in
order to obtain experience in a comparable environment to that of ITER; this is one area
where small-scale laboratory testing verges on the irrelevant.

IV.1.2.10. Confined alpha-particles

Measurement of the confined alpha-particles are considered in Sections IV. 1.8 and
IV.2.2 where collective scattering and charge-exchange methods are discussed. This is an
area demanding more development and other proposals are encouraged.
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IV.1.3. Interferometry and polarimetry

Coordinator S.Ishida

IV. 1.3.1. Functions of interferometry and polarimetry

Interferometry and polarimetry are well-established and reliable plasma diagnostic
techniques for measuring the line-electron density and evaluating the current density,
respectively, using the same viewing chords. The measurements could be useful for
control purposes throughout the physics and technology phases of ITER, provided
suitable lines of sight are permitted. In order of significance, the functions of these
measurements are: 1) feedback control, 2) density calibration for Thomson scattering, 3)
profile information and 4) divertor density. Real-time data processing of the systems is
also possible. As discussed below, the interferometer system provides a good accuracy of
line-averaged density Aiw-8 x IO16 nr3, and a high temporal resolution of At>l us, and
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the polarimeter system provides an accuracy of the Faraday rotation angle AQ<O.i° and
At>l ms. For both systems, ire spatial resolution is AR-10 cm.

IV. 1.3.2. Basic design considerations

In ITER, long wavelengths (>50 p.m) are very difficult to use for interferometry
because of refraction and large Faraday rotation effects. Shorter wavelength systems (<10
jim) have problems because of the sensitivity of the mirrors and other optics to damage
(contamination, darkening, etc.) and insensitivity to the plasma information. In addition,
considering the limits such as beam reflection, elliptization and density cut-off and the
availability of laser oscillators, a 10.6 \m CO2 laser system is the most suitable choice
for interferometry and polarimetry in ITER. The Faraday rotation angles are estimated 10
be -1° for a vertical view ahd ~17° for a tangential view.

The large dimensions and electromagnetic forces in ITER make mechanical
vibration a more serious problem than in present experiments. Therefore, it is necessary
to combine an optical-path calibration system coaxially with the CO2 laser
interferometer. Such a system has been operated reliably for a number of years on
existing machines (e.g. DIII-D). Considering the capability for vibration compensation
and the sensitivity to mirror damage, a HeNe laser operating at 3.39 \m is chosen as a
vibration compensation laser.

For this 10.6 \ixa laser system combined with the 3.39 \xm laser, the accuracy
after the vibration compensation is estimated to be within -0.2 %; assumed are
ne= 1020 nr^, a double optical-path in the plasma for tangential viewing with Lp=20 m
and an electronic fringe resolution of rf=l/100. The vibration problem is associated with
the response of the counter electronics. The compensatable vibration velocity has an
upper limit expressed as Vvib,max = -̂vib x Af, where Af is the response bandwidth of
the counter electronics. Using the response of Af=±1.5MHz at the center frequency of 2
MHz for the JT-60 counter, the vibration velocity limit for 3.39 \ltn is estimated to be
Vvib,max=:fc2.54 m/s. Enlargement of the response band width will allow an
improvement of this limit.

A long optical path difference in ITER demands high stability of the laser
frequency (Af/f) within a time interval of L/c (c is the velocity of light). From the
condition of Af/f <rf-X/L with a total double optical path of L=40 m (Af=60 kHz),
Af/f<2.5 x 10"9 for X.=10.6 ]un and Af/fS7.5 x 1 0 1 0 for k=3.39 \im are obtained. In
order to stabilize the laser frequency to the order of 10~10, a special laser configuration
for stabilization will be required. This stability has been obtained in the JT-60 FIR
alcohol laser system (X=119 \un) with Af/f~4 x 10'10. For long-term reliability (up to
two weeks) for the laser oscillator system, a laser stabilizing system consisting of an
offset-locked stable laser combined with a stabilized reference laser is presently proposed
for both CO2 and HeNe laser systems.

In order to obtain suitable in-port dimensions for the interferometry/polarimetry,
the beam divergence is estimated using the Gaussian wave formula. For 10.6 \xm and
L/2=20 m, a minimum diameter required for a single beam is estimated to be 16.4 mm.
In order to ensure the Gaussian beam propagation with some margin for alignment
without feedback to the laser system, we propose the viewing dimensions for a single
port to be 5 cm x 10 cm for an off-axis double-path interferometer. As for the
polarimetry, any margin for some mechanical displacements will not be included in these
dimensions because of the sensitivity of in-port reflection effects.
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IV. 1.3.3. Lines of sight and engineering aspects

The layout of the interferometer/polarimeter system proposed includes a room for
laser oscillators on the roof area of the ITER building and configurations of beam
penetration consisting of structures for insulation of mechanical vibration and graded
seals for vacuum (Fig. IV-10). Important optical components such as windows (e.g.
ZnSe) are placed behind the shield walls to prevent direct irradiation from the plasma.

The centre and inner tangential arrays fanning vertically with three chords are
proposed (see Fig. III-l). These tangential interferometers are less affected by a vibration
problem since the optics such as corner cube reflectors could be situated in the NBI ports
mechanically isolated from the machine, so that reliable density measurement using the
central chord can be accomplished as needed for the feedback control. The inner chords
should be close to those for the LIDAR Thomson scattering in order to permit cross-
calibration. Simultaneously, the polarimeter provides measurements of the internal
toroidal fields along the line of sight.

! I n t e r f e r o m e t e r s /
PoIa r ime ter s

FIG. IV-10. Five vertical channels for interferometry and polarimetry.
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The vertical chords are primarily used to obtain a current density profile from the
polarimetric measurements in the outer half of the plasma column, where five vertical
chords with a distance of 30 cm between chords are proposed as shown in Fig. IV-10. In
principle, the polarimeter could be also used for feedback control. While the
interferometry could be done using these chords, the vibration problem may be a critical
issue for reliable density measurement. Another critical issue may be whether there is a
space or capability to locate mirrors and reflectors at the top and comer cube reflectors at
the bottom end of the machine with sightlines through the blanket module.

While the tangential and vertical lines of sight will be used for both physics and
technology phases, some additional sightlines are considered for the measurements in the
physics phase. Three chords (bottom, center and upper) in poloidal cross-section are
recommended to provide the information on up/down symmetry of the density profile. A
divertor chord through a divertor throat was proposed [5] for density information near the
lower divertor plate and a cross-calibration with the divertor Thomson scattering. These
lines of sight need reflectors installed inside the inboard blanket with some depth from
the surface.

At present, no satisfactory solution has been found for incorporating the reflectors
in the inboard blanket. The penetrations through the top port that are required for the
interferometer/polarimeter system do not match the present machine design. These
problems must be reviewed in an early stage of the EDA.

W.I 3.4. R&D needs

The principal need is for rugged window and mirror materials. It is necessary to
review a stable laser oscillator configuration capable of operating for long periods. A
real-time data validation system and calibration with the Thomson scattering should be
developed. Improvements in fringe counting techniques can also reduce some
miscounting of the fringes. Long-term real-time alignment of the optical components
will be required.
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IV.1.4. Bolometric measurements

Coordinator: S. Yamamoto

IV.1.4.1. Function of the radiation loss measurements

Radiation loss measurement by bolometry is important for plasma control and for
physics research. Bolometric measurements are concerned with the following:

• global power balance of the plasma;
• local power balance for transport study;
• impurity behavior, disruption characteristics;
• radiative thermal instability (like MARFEs) and detached plasma;
• di vertor characteristics such as remote radiative cooling.

N.I.4.2. Design of the bolometer

The bolometer has to meet the following requirements in ITER: compact size,
resistant to radiation damage due to neutrons and y-rays, resistant to high temperature
circumstances, and low sensitivity to temperature changes of the mounting structure.
Metallic bolometers like those employed at JET, ASDEX or JT-60 meet these
requirements and a compact metallic bolometer based on one designed for JT-60 is
proposed for ITER. It consists of an array of sensors mounted in a collimator to reduce
the incident y and neutron flux.

Each sensor consists of three layers. A 6 x 4 mm^, 7-p.m-thick gold absorber is
laminated on the front of 7-p.m-thick polyimide sheet. This absorber is thick enough to
absorb soft X-rays with energy of kT e (~20 keV). A 0.1-(im-thick gold resistor is
laminated on the back of the polyimide sheet. The sensor is mounted on a stainless-steel
frame. The bolometer is composed of two identical sensors separated by a 1-mm-thick
aluminium sheet. The front sensor faces the plasma. The backside sensor is shielded
from the plasma by the first one and the aluminium sheet, so that it operates as a
reference sensor to compensate for changes in the environment temperature. Typical
parameters of the bolometer are as follows: heat capacity C = 0.8 mJ/K, cooling time xc

= 0.2 s, heat resistance xJC = 250 K/W, response time TR < 1 ms, and electrical
resistance = 1.3 kfl.

IV. 1.4.3. Design of the bolometer array

The following bolometer arrays are discussed here:
• a poloidal array in a horizontal port permitting a wide angle view of the

main plasma;
• a tangential array in a NBI port observing the main plasma;
• two poloidal arrays in a horizontal port viewing top and bottom divertor;
• a poloidal array in a pumping duct for the radially inward part of the bottom

divertor,
• a tangential array in a NBI port for the radially outward part of the bottom

divertor.
The heating rate by neutrons and y-rays is a severe problem. Without precautions,

the ratio of Prad/Pn+y = (heating power from interesting radiation)/(heating power by
neutrons and y-rays) in the bolometer foil is approximately 1/10. Therefore, shielding
from neutron and y-ray fluxes by using a kind of pinhole camera is a necessity.
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Optimization of pinhole camera

The pinhole camera is designed to have the maximum allowed slit width (in the
poloidal direction), WsHt, for which cross-talk between adjacent channels is restricted to
10%, given the value for the depth of the pinhole camera Lo, and the spatial resolution
Aro ^ 10 cm at the plasma axis. The value of Prad/Pn+y is optimized by adjusting the
thickness of the pinhole camera shielding. The power received by bolometers is estimated
by assuming that the plasma is radiating uniformly with a volume-averaged power
density < P r a d > m a ' n = 0.11 W/cm^. The power radiated from the divertor region is
assumed to be uniform over the surface of the divertor plates having an averaged power
density <Prad>c^v = 17 W/cm2. The optimized slit width, the slit height Hsiit, and the
estimated Prad are presented in Table IV-8, as well as the heating power Pn+y due to
neutron and gamma radiation (without shielding). The effective heating by neutron and
gamma radiation is estimated by calculating the direct flux through the slit and the flux
transmitted through the shield where the shielding material is assumed to be stainless
steel (70%) and water (30%). The calculations show that heating by 7-rays transmitted
through the shield is dominant. In Table IV-8, the shield thickness required to make

S 1 is shown.

TABLE IV-b. RADIATION POWER DENSITY AT BOLOMETER,
NEUTRON AND GAMMA HEATING AND SHIELD THICKNESS

y
Array Lo W s i j t Hsii t AQ Prad (w/o shield)Shield

(tn) (cm) (cm) (lO^sr) (mW/cm2) (mW/cm2) (cm)

Horizontal port,
main plasma 0.35 0.55 0.83 3.7 1.17 7.5 30

Tangential port,
main plasma 1.60 1.05 1.58 0.51 0.56 3.0 25

Horizontal port,
divertor region 0.60 1.45 2.18 8.8 1.19 2.5 20

Pumping duct,
divertor plasma 0.80 1.05 1.58 2.6 0.35 0.5 10

Tangential port,
divertor plasma 1.20 0.90 0.6 0.38 0.05 1.0 40

Viewing fields and arrangement

The poloidal array for the main plasma almost covers the full poloidal cross-
section (Fig. IV-11). The tangential array for the main plasma needs a large additional
penetration through the blanket. The poloidal array in the pumping duct can measure the
radiation from the bottom divertor chamber. However, it does not permit a good view at
the surface of the divertor plates. Therefore, poloidal arrays for the divertor regions are
installed on a horizontal port, but to observe the divertor, the blanket must be provided
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FIG. IV-11. Schematic diagram of bolometric measurements.
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with slits. The tangential array in NBI port sees an outward part of the divertor plate
surface.

IV.1.4.4. Summary

• The poloidal array in the horizontal port measures the radiation power
density profile of the main plasma.

• If slits in a blanket are agreed on, poloidal arrays mounted in a horizontal
port are most suitable for measuring the divertor radiation loss. A fall back
possibility is a combination of a poloidal array in the pumping duct and
tangential array in a NBI port

• Metal resistor bolometers are suitable for measurement in ITER.
• By optimizing aperture slit size and shielding thickness, Prad/Pn+y > 1 can

be obtained. For a 10% spread in the heat resistances of active and reference
sensors, a signal to noise ratio, S/N ~ 10, is expected.

IV.1.4.5. Engineering issues and R &D items

• Code development for neutron and gamma transport calculation is needed.
• Long-term sputtering effect on the bolometer should be investigated,

especially for the bolometers in exhaust port
• Long term changes of the bolometer characteristics in the circumstances with

neutron and Y-rays, and high temperature.
• Design of the tangential bolometer array for the divertor view needs 3D

CAD.
• Two dimensional calculation of the radiation loss profile in the divertor

region is needed for the precise design of the divertor bolometer array.

IV. 1.4.6. Reference documents

j [1]. Y. Kusama, "Measurements of Radiation Loss and Z-effective in ITER,"
\ ITER-IL-PH-7-9-J-1, July 1989.
j [2]. Y. Kusama, T. Nishitani, Y. Kita, and S. Yamamoto, "Radiation
| Measurements in ITER: Bolometer Array (Radial and Divertor View),"

ITER-IL-PH-7-0-28, February 1990.
j [3]. T. Nishitani, Y. Kusama, Y. Kita, and S. Yamamoto, "Bolometric
i Measurements in ITER," ITER-IL-PH-7-0-58, July 1990.

[4]. "Diagnostic System;, for ITER: Interferometry/Polarimetry, Electron Cyclotron
! Emission, Pellet Detection and Bolometry. Japanese Proposals."

ITER-IL-PH-7-0-68, July 1990.
[5]. Yu. Gott and V. Shurygin, "Measurement of Radiation Losses in ITER,"

ITER-IL-PH-7-0-53, July 1990.
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IV.1.5. Measurement of electron cyclotron emission (ECE)

Coordinator: A.E. Costley

IV.15.1. Function of ECE measurements

Measurement of ECE has the potential to provide the electron temperature with
good spatial (a few cm) and temporal (down to 10 \is) resolutions through all phases of
ITER operations. Real-time data analysis is possible and so the diagnostic can be used
for safety interlocks (e.g., for pellet launchers), feedback control of other systems (e.g.,
additional heating) or for physics studies. It can be used to diagnose the core and the edge,
and in principle can provide information on the divertor plasma and suprathermal
populations.

N.I 5.2. Basis of proposal

The ECE is generated by the gyration of the electrons around the confining
magnetic field lines. The frequency of the emission is directly related to the local field,
a = neB/me, where n is the harmonic number. In large tokamaks, the plasma is
optically thick to the ECE radiation and so the intensity of the emission is related
directly to the local electron temperature. The technique consists of measuring the
intensity of the emission as a function of radiation frequency, and carrying out a
frequency to space transformation to obtain Te(R). The spatial dependence of the
magnetic field is used in the transformation and this is obtained from the magnetic
diagnostics and equilibrium codes.

Measurements of ECE have been made on all major tokamaks for the last 15
years. A large body of experience has been acquired. The microwave transmission
system, measurement instrumentation, calibration methods and interpretation techniques
are all highly developed.

In addition, die theory of ECE in thermal plasmas is well developed. Reliable
predictions/simulations of the emission can be made.

IV.15.3. Limits on the measurement capability

A variety of physics effects set the limits on the measurement capability. Some of
these are already encountered in existing experiments: harmonic overlap will limit the
range of major radius that can be investigated, antenna pattern and refraction effects will
limit the spatial resolution, cut-offs in the refractive index will set an upper limit on the
density, and the finite optical depth will limit the measurements in the edge region.
Additionally, the high temperatures (- 20 keV) expected in ITER will have consequences
for the spatial resolution and radial coverage of the Te measurements. The determination
of the precise limits set by these effects is a substantial task and will be undertaken
during the R and D phase. Nevertheless, we are confident that it will be possible to make
accurate measurements of Te (R,t) over a wide parameter range.

The accuracy will be determined primarily by the uncertainty in the calibration and
by the errors in the calculation of the magnetic field. On present-day tokamaks, the
temperature profile is measured to an accuracy of typically ± 10% (absolute) and ± 5%
(relative shape). The signal to noise ratio in the measurements is generally high (about
100:1) and so small temperature changes can be measured. The spatial and temporal
resolutions in the profile measurements are typically 10 cm and 15 ms respectively. The
time dependence of the temperature at fixed locations can be measured with very high
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time resolution (about 10 us). Similar values for the accuracy, signal to noise ratio, and
spatial and temporal resolutions should be achievable on ITER.

Measurements should be possible in the divertor plasma if antennas giving
suitable sightlines can be installed. Because of the intense ECE from the core plasma, an
Electron Cyclotron Absorption (ECA) system will be required. The absorption of
radiation from an external source should give a measurement of the ne-Te product with
spatial resolution ~ 1 cm and temporal resolution ~ 10 ms.

The possibility of diagnosing the non-thermal electrons generated during non-
inductive current drive is being investigated in present experiments. By combining
sophisticated ECE interpretation codes with information from other diagnostics, it may
be possible to obtain estimates of the energy, density and spatial distribution of the non-
thermal electrons (see also Section IV.3.4). Sightlines with a tangential or near
tangential view may be required.

IV.15.4. Technical description

The ECE system will consist of a number of measurement channels. Each
channel will consist of an antenna and waveguide in the vacuum vessel, a vacuum
window, an oversized waveguide transmission system, and measurement instrumentation
sited remote from the torus. The optimum number of measurement channels can only be
determined after certain R and D tasks have been performed (see below). However, it is
already clear that two antennas with waveguides will be required on the mid-plane
viewing the plasma from the low field side, one for the O-mode and one for the E-mode
(Fig. IV-12). The arrangement should be repeated at three different toroidal locations (for
MHD mode analysis). Preferably there should also be an antenna viewing the plasma
from the high field side in the E-mode for studying the inner half of the plasma and non-
thermal populations. Additional antennas viewing the plasma along sight-lines displaced
from the mid-plane could be beneficial. Their potential value will be determined during
the R and D phase.

The antennas and in-vesse! waveguides will be oversized (typical dimensions 40 x
50 mm2) and manufactured from vacuum compatible material (e.g., stainless steel). The
window could be crystal quartz and if necessary located behind a local shield. The
transmission line will be constructed from oversized waveguide. Each line will contain a
calibration source mounted outside, but near the torus. The measurement instrumentation
will be sited remote from the torus, preferably in an area where there are no access
restrictions. Each line will be equipped with a Michelson interferometer, a multiple fixed
frequency heterodyne radiometer, and possibly a grating polychromator.

End to end calibration will be performed whenever possible using large area
thermal sources mounted in the vessel on the ITER internal remote maintenance
equipment. In addition, calibration of the components external to the vessel will be
checked periodically using the calibration source mounted in each line.

The data will be analyzed in real time, automatically validated and integrated into
the ITER data acquisition system.

A preliminary assessment of the engineering issues involved has shown that the
proposed installation should be feasible. For the channels viewing the outer half of the
plasma, the antennas and waveguides will be installed in slots in the sides of the blanket
modules, and the waveguides will be fed through a radial port. The antenna on the high
field side, however, appears considerably more difficult and it is not clear whether this
installation is possible. No major problems are expected with the external waveguides
and components or with the installation of the measurement instrumentation.
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LATERAL SEGMENT OF
OUTBOARD BLANKET

FIG. IV-12. Proposed arrangement of the in-vessel ECE waveguides and antennas.

IV.1JJ. Direct determination of the thermal diffusivity,Xr£,

On some present-day tokamaks, the thermal diffusivity, 3Ch
e
p, is determined by

measuring the speed of propagation of a heat pulse following an induced central
temperature perturbation. Because of the importance of this parameter, it is likely that
similar measurements will be required on ITER. A preliminary estimate has shown that
modulation of some of the proposed ECH power (-1 MW) at low frequency (~ 4 Hz)
should be sufficient to give accurate measurements of Xh

e
p. Modulation of the
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temperature should also generate a density pulse from which it may be possible to
determine the particle diffusivity, D p from measurements with the microwave
reflectometer (Section I V.I.9). The feasibility of these measurements should be evaluated
during the R and D phase and any necessary additional hardware identified.

N.I 5.6. R and D needs

The only critical component is thought to be the window but it is likely that a
solution will be available especially if the window is located behind a shield. There may
be some damage to the in-vessel antennas and waveguide due to high radiation levels and
the effect of this on the microwave propagation should be determined. Other necessary
work is:

determine in detail the measurement capability, i.e., determine the limits set by the
physics;
optimize the design of the measurement system: antennas, waveguide, window
vacuum break, transmission line etc.;
improve the design of existing spectrometers, with respect to reliability,
maintenance requirements, and (possibly) measurement performance;
develop real-time processing and automatic data validation;
examine the feasibility of simultaneous heat and density pulse measurements using
the ECH system and the ECE and microwave reflectometer diagnostics;
investigate the feasibility of installing antennas in the divertor region, for an ECA
measurement system;
develop interpretation techniques for non-thermal ECE during current drive.

IV. 15.7. Reference Documents

[1]. A.E. Costley, "Potential of ECE Diagnostics and Fast Ion and Alpha Particle
Collective Scattering Diagnostics for ITER," ITER-IL-PH-7-9-E-4, July 1989.

[2]. D.V. Bartlett, A.E. Costley, A. Donn6, N. Lopes Cardozo, A. Hugenholtz and M.
Verrick, "Initial Feasibility Study of ECE Diagnostics for ITER,"
ITER-IL-PH-07-0-11, February 1990.

[3]. A.A. Fraiman, O.B. Smolyakova and E.V. Suvorov, "On Measurement of
Electron Temperature Profile by Cyclotron Emission in ITER Tokamak,"
ITER-IL-PH-07-0-14, February 1990.

[4]. S. Ishida, M. Sato and N. Isei, "Electron Cyclotron Emission Measurements
for ITER," ITER-IL-PH-07-0-77, July 1990.

IV.1.6. Edge, first wall and operational diagnostics

Coordinator: D. M. Manos

IV.1.6.1. First wall tile instrumentation and spectroscopic markers

Function
First wall tile instrumentation and spectroscopic markers have to provide a real-

time measure of:
— the plasma electron density and temperature in the scrape-off layer at selected

poloidal locations where the plasma contact the first wall;
— the power loading to selected points in the first wall;
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— the rate of erosion of selected positions in the first wall (see also the
Subsection IV.2.1).

Description

In order to optimize the operation of ITER it will be necessary to know the power
and particle loading to the first wall tiles and divertor. Two poloidal arrays of Langmuir
and calorimeter probes embedded in, and made an integral part of, selected wall tiles can
provide this information. This information on the vertical and radial position of the
outermost plasma will be useful in optimizing the coupling of EM radiation used for
heating and/or current drive. The critical measurement of currents to the divertor tiles is
not addressed in this diagnostic, that measurement is being addressed in the magnetic
diagnostic packages (see Section IV.1.1).

Markers will be embedded in the tiles at various poloidal, and toroidal locations,
and at various depths. When the tile erodes sufficiently at these locations to uncover
these markers, the elements comprising them will be released into the plasma where they
may be detected spectroscopically. By making markers from combinations taken n at a
time, where n=1...16, chosen from 16 selected elements, we can produce a unique binary
signature for up to (2^)-l locations in the tiles.

Integration issues

The electrostatic probe wiring must run behind the cooled plate to which the wall
tiles are attached. In order to minimize the impact of this instrumentation on tile
maintenance it will be necessary to provide a narrow (2 cm) channel in the cooled plate
running the full poloidal length of the plate. It is also necessary to modify the
breeding/shielding modules behind these tiles to provide a broad poloidal channel, a few
mm. deep, in which 140 wires for each poloidal quadrant may be collected in runs leading
out of the vacuum vessel.

Parameter range and accuracy

The electrostatic probes are capable of measuring plasmas having, independently,
ne from I x 101 6 to 1 x 1019 m"3, and Te from 5 eV to 100 eV, and powers from 10
W/cn»2 to 500 W/cm^. The latter limitation on power does not apply to short (<1 s)
transients. The accuracy of relative densities and temperatures are 10 and 20%
respectively. Absolute accuracies are not thought to be better than a factor of two
without periodic calibration against microwave interferometry. Locations where the
steady state power is expected to equal or exceed 500 W/cm2, such as occur on the
divertor plates, are not suitable for such instrumentation. The spatial resolution is
limited by the stress requirement that no more than one probe be positioned in any given
tile, thus the minimum poloidal distance between probes will be 10-15 cm along the
plasma boundary. No direct information on the radial profiles will be available from this
array; complementary radial information will be derived from movable probes.

Design description

The configuration of probe and marker inserts is shown in Fig. IV-13.
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TYPICAL 2.24 cm DIAMETER DIAGNOSTIC
HOLD DOWN THREADED CAP

TILE ATTACHMENT

3.8 cm

0.64 cm DIA THREADED
LOCKING PLUG

FIG. IV-13. Schematic diagram of instrumented wall tile. The instrumentation plug is
standardized in size and located on the edge of the tile so that the wiring can be run out
from behind the tile, along the edge of the underlying blanket shield.

R and D needs

The probes assume the existence of a suitable 3 mm dia. mineral insulated coaxial
wire and suitable vacuum electronic feedthrough(s) capable of transmitting 140 electrical
conductors at up to 10 amperes at SOO volts per conductor for 140 conductors per
feedthrough, while providing pin-to-pin isolation of 2 kV and pin-to ground isolation of
10 kV on a feedthrough diameter not exceeding 20 cm.

The markers require detailed spectroscopic evaluation to optimize the identities and
quantities of the 16 marker elements which will be selected. Tests of prototype markers
in existing tokamaks will also be required.

Accurate assessment of poloidal variation of power loads, including ripple-loss
alphas, fast electron loss, etc. are needed to determine the proper positioning of probe
elements.
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Reference documents

[ 1 ]. D. Manos, "Wall Tile Array for ITER," ITER-IL-PH-07-0-69, July 1990.
[2J. D. Manos, "First Wall Tile Measurement," ITER-IL-PH-07-0-32, Feb. 1990.
[3]. D. Manos, "Power Load and Divertor Plasmas. First Wall Monitoring,"

ITER-IL-PH-7-9-U-5, July 1989.
[4]. "ITER Diagnostic Workshop Comment Sheets," ITER-IL-PH-7-9-8, July 1989.

IV. 1.6.2. Movable Probes

Description

In order to optimize ITER, profiles of the electron density and temperature must
be measured in the scrape-off layer and in the divertor zone. At this time, we are unable
to provide the divertor profiles in the regions near the inner and outer strike points,
although information can be obtained in the private flux zone through small penetrations
of the divertor plate. Profiles of the scrape-off in the outer midplane can be measured
using fast probes which are designed to move at a very high velocity to minimize their
exposure to the plasma heat flux. Three conceptual configurations of probe have been
developed, each with different advantages, which may be deployed at the midplane and in
the private flux region. To provide adequate coverage it is necessary to deploy two
divertor probes separated toroidally by 180 degrees to examine toroidal anisotropy. These
probes will be self-propelled by jxB motors which use the tokamak B field. Three
midplane probes of a different type, using electric motors mounted outside of the vacuum
vessel, will be used. Two of these probes will be mounted approximately 1 m below the
midplane at the same toroidal location as the divertor probes. The third will be mounted
approximately 1 m above the midplane at the same toroidal location as one of the other
externally driven, "midplane" probes. This will provide information on up/down
asymmetries which may result from the neutral beam current drive and/or ripple-loss
alpha particles.

Integration issues

The externally driven probes will require narrow cylindrical penetrations through
breeding or shielding modules in front of the midplane ports. The divertor probes will
require modifying the shielding module below the divertor plate to provide a cooled
cavity into which the self-propelled probe may be mounted. The divertor probes will
require wiring runs through the cooled shielding module front surfaces. It is envisioned
that these wiring runs would appear as integral parts of the shielding module from the
remote handling point of view.

Parameter range and accuracy

These probes will measure n e from 1 x 1016 to 5 x 1020 n r 3 and T e from 1 to
100 eV with energy load up to 10 MJ/m2. The fast motion at speeds up to 5 m/s of
these probes will permit them to briefly sample plasma powers up to 100 MW/m2.

Design description

The assembly drawings of the divertor jxB and the two styles of externally driven
probes are shown in Figs. IV-14, IV-15 and IV-16.
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FIG. IV-14. Schematic diagram of a self-propelled probe for edge studies on ITER.
Mechanical analysis indicates that the payload section can be deployed into the plasma in
approximately 25 ms allowing sampling of up to 10 kW/cm2.

R and D needs

These probes assume the existence of suitable mineral insulated coaxial wire and
feedthroughs which can survive the radiation fields. We need to assess the repetitive
flexing of mineral insulated coaxial cable, which will occur in the self-propelled probes.
Prototype versions of both of these probes are presently being developed on JET and
TFTR. Computation of the thermal response of probe heads to determine operating
envelope of power are needed. Eddy current calculations of jxB motor to disruptive field
changes are needed.
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FIG. IV-15. A possible arrangement for an externally propelled fast probe for ITER
which can achieve speeds exceeding 5 m/s. Tritium containment is provided by double-
bellows jacketing. Such an arrangement may also be useful for the deployment of
illumination probes (at much lower speeds) and sacrificial limiter-like objects to intercept
runaway electrons (at even higher speeds).
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FIG. IV-16. A second possible arrangement for externally propelled probes using guard
vacua to protect against tritium leakage. This arrangement is more suitable for the
deployment of illumination probes.
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IV. 1.6.3. Infrared and visible inspection periscopes

Description

Because of the large power loads in ITER, it is desirable to monitor the heat flux
to the wall and to the divertor plates during operation. The ITER imaging system
conceptual design is based on modifications of a detailed design made by Ball Aerospace
Corp. for the inspection system of the CIT tokamak. The system uses all reflective
optics made of (gold coated) beryllium in a multiple-bounce periscope leading through
the cryostat to infrared and visible television cameras and photographic equipment
contained in a well-shielded enclosure in a laboratory above the torus hall. The
cylindrically symmetric systems have maximum fields of view of 70 degrees which are
offset by 30 degrees from the cylindrical axis. The cylinders can be rotated about their
axes to provide up/down and left/right coverage. We are planning to provide three such
systems located as close to equally spaced as possible around the torus, giving
approximately 50% coverage of the interior.

The systems are capable of operation in vacuo and will provide real time
temperature monitoring of the inner wall. It is not yet known whether the systems will
be able to image the divertor plate during operation of ITER, since to do so will require
extending the forward reflecting mirrors within 20-30 cm of the edge of the plasma and
this may lead to rapid coating with carbonaceous materials or roughening by charge
exchange sputtering and neutron bombardment. Even if it is possible to extend the
periscopes mis far forward, the configuration of the outboard shielding blankets will not
permit a real time view much of the outer strike point; what views can be had will be
achieved by rotating the periscope to view tangentially up or down and thus will sacrifice
resolution due to the increased distance to the target.

For inspection immediately after a discharge, the periscopes may be inserted deeper
into the vacuum vessel. Because of the structure of the outboard blanket, it will still not
be possible to see very much of the outer strike region of the divertor plate. To provide
views of this region it will either be necessary to modify the blanket structure, or to wait
for machine vents when the remote handling manipulators may be deployed. The in-
vacuo systems will be able to provide sufficient magnification that features having sizes
of 1-2 mm will be resolvable. This permits the identification of most of the serious
damage which will occur during operation. It also requires rather bright illumination of
the vacuum vessel, which may be provided by insertable probes containing powerful gas
discharge flash lamps along with smaller continuous light sources. These lights allow
the effective steering of the camera to locations where the flash may be used to create
high-resolution "freeze-frames" for detailed study. Experience with infrared periscopes on
TFTR has been that, at high magnification, accurately locating interior features of the
vacuum vessel in the S minutes prior to 5 seconds pulses can be quite difficult For
ITER, infrared illumination sources and a system of high contrast interior witness plates
can provide recalibration of the periscope reference coordinates as required.

For real time monitoring of the divertor plate we plan a system of fixed relay
mirrors manufactured from gold coated beryllium. The forward-most mirrors will be
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FIG. IV-17. Schematic diagram of the CIT IR/Visible imaging camera system. A
modification of this design for ITER requires the optical path to fold upwards toward a
roof laboratory rather than into a basement gallery.



mounted at the top and bottom of the edge of midplane ports in such a fashion that they
will look down and up through the 2-cm gap between blanket modules, providing views
of a poloidal stripe along both the top and bottom divertor plates. These stripes will be
relayed through reflective optics to 1-DIR array detectors, scanned at a high rate of speed,
to provide a real-time comparison of the heat loads to the top and bottom plates. These
temperature measurements will complement the measurement of the plasma position
being made by magnetic diagnostics. The temperature measurements should be done at 3
toroidal locations to provide accurate positioning information to the vertical and radial
position control system. No visible imaging is planned along these view.

Integration issues

Each periscope will require a cylindrical penetration 35 cm in diameter through the
shielding plugs in the midplane port. The penetration should be as close to the center of
the port as possible to provide the maximum coverage of the interior of the vessel. The
mounts must be quite stiff to prevent sagging of the forward boom, which would distort
the image, but they must also be well-isolated from any vessel vibration. It will
therefore be necessary to mount this system from the cryostat and/or the floor and/or
ceiling of the torus hall. Shutters to protect the forward mirrors when the systems are not
in use will require motion feedthroughs from the midplane. The divertor monitoring
minors must be mounted so that they do not lose their views through the narrow gaps as
the vessel vibrates. This may be particularly challenging during disruptions.

Design description

ITER drawings of these systems have not yet been completed. For reference, a
schematic of the CIT system, which differs mainly in that the optics lead to the
basement rather than to the roof, is shown in Fig. IV-17. A schematic showing the
proposed positioning of the forward mirrors of the divertor imaging systems is shown in

j Fig. IV-18 (see also Fig. IV-24b).

i
Parameter range and accuracy

The imaging periscopes will measure temperatures over the range from 200°C to
2000°C with an accuracy of approximately 10-50 degrees depending on where in the
range the measurement is made. The system will operate at video frame rates for 2-D
thermal imaging. For inspection purposes, visible light still-photographic images at
resolutions of about 1 mm will be possible. The divertor monitors may use several
detectors, including fast 1-D IR detectors, to provide measurement of temperature from
400 to 2500°C, widi overall system time response better than 1 ms (determined by
electronic integration to suppress noise).

R and D needs

Studies of the coating and roughening of reflective surfaces in tokamak
environments are necessary. Long term neutron damage to gold-coated Be should be
studied. Methods for in-situ cleaning, repolishing, and/or recoating of optical surfaces
are needed. Computation of eddy current loads to support structures for ITER are needed.
Computation of neutron streaming and shielding design for ITER configuration are
needed.
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FIG. IV-18. Optical path for the fast ER divertor temperature monitors. The paths
traverse a 1 cm-2 cm seam between the blanket modules to provide approximately 6
stripes along the entire poloidal length of the both upper and lower divertors. Such a
system is envisioned at three toroidal locations to provide fast vertical and radial position
control feedback to protect the divertor plates.

Reference documents

[1]. "Study of Remote Stable Optical Systems for Compact Ignition Tokamak"
prepared by W.K.Fowler and D. Vanlandingham of Bali Aerospace for
Princeton University PPPL, archived as ITER-IL-PH-07-0-S9.

[2]. D. Manos, "Power Load and Divertor Plasmas. First Wa" Monitoring,"
ITER-IL-PH-7-9-U-5, July 1989.

[3]. "ITER Diagnostic Workshop Comment Sheets," 1TER-IL-PH-7-9-8, July 1989.
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W.I.6.4. Pressure measurement and residual gas analysis

Function

Measurement of the total pressure and the composition of the gas in the ITER
device is necessary for plasma control and for physical research. Pre-pulse analysis and
analysis between shots are performed to assess the cleanliness of interior co»;.ponents and
the readiness of the vacuum pumping system. In addition to these, real lime
measurements during the discharge ate required for the following items:
• measurement of particle recycling for the determination of particle balance;
• measurement of gas composition ratio including He gas content for the assessment

of di vertor function;
measurement of impurity content for clarifying the cause of impurity release and

controlling the impurity behavior;
• measurement of tritium contents for the evaluation of D/T composition and

tritium inventory.

Design basis

• Neutron, gamma and stray magnetic field must be considered. The tleld strength is
larger than 0.2 T even at the position of the pump ends of the pumping duct
(Design Information Document, Section 15.0: Poloidal Field Coil System).

• Fuel ratio, burn-up and He exhaust studies require very high resolution over a
limited range (1-10AMU) to separate D2, 4 He, HD,T and 3He. It is desirable to
separate this function from the routine analysis of residual gas, which requires
only modest resolution over a much wider mass range (1-100AMU).

Design description

• Large soft-iron magnetic shield (e.g., 500-mm length, 140-mm diameter, 45-mm
thick and of 57 kg weight under magnetic field strength of 0.2 T) will be
required around both pressure gauges and mass spectrometers in the pump ducts
(Fig. IV-19).

• Pressure measurement over the range from atmosphere to 1 x 10'8 torr with
accuracies of 10-20% can be provided in the distant pump duct.

Mass spectrometer calibration to better than 50% for active gases (H, D, T, H2O,
Cn^m. ^ * ^ 2 , •••) »s v e f y difficult, although inert gases can be readily
measured to within 10%. Relative accuracy will be much better.

• Combination of Penning discharge gauge (see Fig. IV-19) and optical system with
periscope and optical fiber was presented for real time residual gas analysis. The
Penning discharge gauge works under the condition of pressure range from 0.5
to 10"3 Pa and of magnetic field strength more than 0.7 T.

R and D needs

• Advanced forms of pressure measurement are needed.
• Further development of the Penning discharge gauge used in JT-60 is necessary for

partial pressure measurement.
• Multiphoton ionization methods should be examined for feasibility as pressure

measuring tools.
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FIG. IV-19. Schematic diagram showing the positions of quadrupole mass spectrometers
and Bayard-Alpert gauges for ITER. Also shown are the locations at which it may be
possible to operate Penning pressure gauges. Schematic description of the present form of
optical transfer is shown. Special developments of all reflective optics or radiation
insensitive fibers will be necessary to use this type of gauge for ITER.

Practical maximum capability of magnetic shield for B-A gauge and Q-mass
analyzer must be tested experimentally.

Reference documents

[1]. M. Maeno, N. Ogiwara, Y. Matsuzaki, and S. Yamamoto, "Ressdual Gas
Analyzer for ITER," ITER-IL-PH-07-0-66, July 1990.

TV.1.65. Plasma facing component thermocouples

Function

To measure temperatures of plasma facing components (PFC's) to determine:
a) heat flux to the divertor, in particular to determine deviations from normal

behavior,
b) neutral beam shine through;
c) heat flux from ripple-loss alpha particles and to provide confirmatory signals to

the control system for NBI, divertor cooling, and plasma position.
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Description

The ITER design relies on existing thermocouple technology as it is presently
applied to present day tokamaks. No major new developments are needed, however some
studies for compatibility with the specific ITER environments will be required (see R and
D below)

Integration

The thermocouples must be positioned at a location below the plasma facing
surface of PFC's which represents a compromise between response time, excessive
heating of the thermocouple from transient overloads, and erosion of the PFC which
might expose the thermocouple to the plasma. The thermocouple wire runs, which are
envisioned to be mineral insulated coax, similar to those used in JET, TFTR, and JT-60,
must be made behind the cooled plate to which the PFC's are mounted. A scheme
similar to that described above for the wall probes is envisioned. The divertor plate
thermocouple wire runs will be made along the divertor cooling tubes. From the remote
handling viewpoint, the thermocouples, like the wall tile probes, will appear to be an
integral part of the shielding assembly and will not impair routine tile maintenance.

Parameter range and accuracy

The PFC thermocouple set can be selected to measure temperatures from ambient
to 2500°C depending on the choice of thermocouple material. Most thermocouples will
be made from chromel-alumel (Type K) which has the best radiation resistance to
changes in the Seebeck coefficient. Time response of the thennocouples will be limited
to several seconds or longer for most applications, adequate to provide confirmatory or
secondary control signals. Where faster response may be required, for example NBI
permissives or disruption monitoring, it may be necessary to modify the PFC by
providing a small recess, shielded from the aggressive plasma flux, so that the
thennocouples can be placed closer to the surface. Otherwise a thermocouple placed close
enough to the surface might locally enhance the erosion rate and be rapidly exposed to
the plasma. In any event, it is unlikely that time response faster than one second can be
safely provided, and thermocouples should not be the primary or sole means of feedback
for control. Relative accuracies of a few degrees are possible using differential methods;
however absolute accuracies depend on correction for nuclear damage.

Design description

ITER drawings have not yet been made for this system.

R and D needs

Tests of the performance and mechanism of degradation of thennocouples and
thermocouple lead wires under 14 MeV radiation are needed. Detailed thermal and
thermomechanical calculation of thermocouple inserts in PFC's are required to assess the
perturbation to front surface temperatures.

Reference documents

[1]. Y. Sano, A. Hatayama, N. Tashikawa, M. Yamamoto, and S. Yamamoto,
"Thermocouples for ITER," ITER-IL-PH-O7-O-72, July 1990.
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IV.1.7. Thomson scattering

Coordinator: H.Salzmann

IV. 1.7.1. Plasma core and inner edge

Function of the system

The Thomson scattering diagnostic will yield electron temperature and density
profiles of the ITER plasma for all experimental scenarios and should operate under the
radiological conditions of the technology phase.

Basis of the design

The adopted solution makes use of a LIDAR time-of-flight technique as realized
on the JET tokamak. The advantages of this method in comparison with a conventional
90° scatterinf set-up for measuring profiles are 1) a very short integration time of about
700 ps per spatial element, resulting in a low background signal due to bremsstrahlung,
2) less stringent requirements with respect to optical alignment and mechanical stability,
3) only one set of detectors is used for all spatial points, and 4) the transmission of the
collected light to the detection system located beyond the biological shield is much easier
since the signals from all spatial points are transmitted via a single channel.

The required spatial resolution is achieved by registering the backscattered light
from a subnanosecond laser pulse with a high speed detection system. The existing
technology realized on JET uses a 300 ps ruby laser together with an MCP
photomultiplier/transient digitizer detection and registration system and yields a spatial
resolution of 12 cm along the line of sight.

Description of the design

In the chosen layout the line of sight is in the equatorial plane and passes close to
| the inner wall (see Fig. IH-1). Thus, in addition to measuring the electron temperature
: and density profiles of the plasma core, the system will allow measurements of the inner
j scrape-off layer with good spatial resolution in radial direction, that is, normal to the flux
j surfaces. E.g., a spatial resolution along the line of sight of 12 cm yields a radial
| resolution of better than 1 cm at the position where the laser beam becomes tangential to
I the flux surfaces. There the spatial resolution is given essentially by the laser focal spot
i size. Since the radial resolution deteriorates rapidly with distance from this position
: (approaching the value of the spatial resolution along the line of sight), scanning the line
1 of sight across the scrape-off layer between laser shots should be tried.

The line of sight should be shared with an interferometer line of sight in order to
cross-calibrate the density measurements.

To avoid an oblique penetration of the double vacuum structure, the laser pulse
will not be passed out of the vessel but will be dumped inside the vessel. Around this
area an array of small metallic corner cube reflectors is mounted for alignment purposes.

At given electron density and temperature the attainable minimum statistical errors
of the measurements depend on the laser energy, the level of background radiation and the
solid angle of the collection optics. An optical set-up for the laser input and the
collection optics is proposed (Fig. IV-20) with a solid angle of 0.002 sr for the outer
plasma edge measurements decreasing to 0.0017 sr for the inner plasma edge. In this set-
up the windows do not view directly the plasma. Instead, 90° deflecting mirrors both for
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FIG. IV-20. Optical set-up for the tangential view LIDAR system.

the spectrally broadband collected light and the high power laser radiation are mounted
inside an extended vacuum line.

The radiological damage to these components is a critical issue and requires high
priority R&D. An additional spherical mirror contained in a vacuum box at the end of the
vacuum line images the plasma centre onto the output window. Thus a small window
(about 10 cm dia.) together with a relatively large angle of collection are realized. The
extended vacuum line (1 m dia.) and the box containing the mirrors are mounted to the
floor and are coupled to the tokamak vessel by bellows.

It should be noted that the line of sight passes the plasma twice and measurements
are feasible along the second pass, too. Thus, by installing three identical LIDAR
systems and arranging the lines of sight in a fan with crossover in the common port,
spatial profiles along five lines of sight in the poloidal cross section of the plasma can
be obtained (Fig. IV-21).

Taking 12 keV and 7 x 1019 nr3 as values for the electron temperature and density
of the central ITER plasma, a simple comparison with a JET discharge (#19937) shows
that about 10 J ruby laser energy is required to obtain similar statistical errors (about 6
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FIG. IV-21. Lines of sight of the tangential view LIDAR system (solid lines) and of the
divertor scattering system (broken line).



%). A numerical simulation taking into account the more intense ITER background
radiation (scaled as 100 times the bremsstrahlung intensity) indicates a slightly higher
value. Such laser energies at about 300 ps pulse duration can be realized with several
laser types, e.g. ruby (using 2-3 final amplifier stages in parallel) or Nd both at the
fundamental and the harmonic wavelength,

R & D needs

R&D is urgently needed to establish the feasibility of the optical components
viewing the plasma. The radiological damage to broadband metallic mirrors, mirrors with
metallic coating on substrates as well as the possible deformations of the large front
mirror by the heat load need to be investigated. Damage of the dielectric coating of the
front end high power laser mirror as well as a possible lowering of the threshold to laser
damage must be studied. Another field of R&D is the laser development. R&D in this
area should aim at reliable operation at full energy at a repetition rate of 10 Hz.

Reference documents

[1]. DJohnson, "Electron Temperature and Density Measurements by Thomson
Scattering: Core and Edge Plasma," ITER-IL-PH-7-9-U-4, July 1989.

[2]. C. Gowers, K. Hirsch, P. Nielsen, H. Salzmann, "Thomson Scattering: Core and
Edge Plasma", ITER-IL-PH-07-0-16, February 1990.

[3]. S. Ishida, A. Nagashima, T. Matoba, "Thomson Scattering (Center and Edge),"
ITER-IL-PH-07.0-17, February 1990.

[4]. A. Kolomijskiy, N. Kovalsky, Yu. Nizienko, M. Pergament and
E. Zhuzhukalo, "Multi Pulse Laser and Detector System for LIDAR Thomson
Scattering System," ITER-IL-PH-7-0-57, July 1990.

IV.1.72. Diverlorplasma

Function of the system

Experimental data on electron temperature and density profiles as well as on the
density distribution of hydrogen and helium in the divertor are very important. Therefore
a Thomson scattering experiment is proposed which aims primarily at the measurement
of the electron parameters, but could also be used for measuring neutral densities via
Rayleigh scattering using different laser wavelengths. The measurements are difficult due
to the high level of background light.

Design basis

A LIDAR technique is chosen which offers access via a single port and, in
addition, improves the signal to noise ratio of the measurements in the presence of an
intense background radiation due to its inherently short integration time per spatial point.

Design description

Access will be via a port in a pump duct realizing a solid angle of observation of
about 0.001 sr (Fig. IV-21). The laser and the detection system will be located beyond
the biological shield and the laser radiation as well as the collected light will be
transmitted via a system of mirrors. The use of a 150-300 ps/10 J frequency-doubled Nd
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laser together with a streak camera will yield a spatial resolution of 5-10 cm over a
spatial chord length of more than 1 m length. Measurements are feasible for electron
densities above 1 x 1019 m3-

Using a laser wavelength close to an atomic transition will result in Rayleigh
scattering with cross sections about 4 orders of magnitude greater than the Thomson
cross section. Ground state densities of hydrogen and helium of at least 1016 -10 1 7 m 3

will be detectable.

Function of the system

With respect to the experimental techniques, R&D requirements are similar to the
plasma core Thomson scattering. Specific needs are reliable estimates of the background
radiation and a test experiment to evaluate the feasibility of Rayleigh and near resonance
Rayleigh scattering at high laser intensities as used with LIDAR.

Reference documents

[1]. I. Moskalenko, V. Sannikov, D. Shcheglov, "Laser Diagnostics of Divertor
and Boundary Plasmas for ITER," ITER-IL-PH-7-9-S-3, July 1989.

[2]. V. Gusev, G. Razdobarin, and V. Semenov, "Design Study of LIDAR
Scattering Plasma Diagnostics of ITER Tokamak Divertor Region,"
ITER-IL-PH-7-0-19, February 1990.

[3]. V. Gusev, A. Korotkov, G. Razdobarin, V. Semenov, V. Belyakov,
V. Gerasimov, V. Ilyin, A. Shilnikov, A. Besshaposhnikov, "The LIDAR
Diagnostics of ITER Divertor Plasma," ITER-IL-PH-7-0-81, July 1990.

IV.1.8. Collective scattering

Coordinator: A.E. Costley

IV. 1.8.1. Function of collective scattering

Collective scattering will provide information about the spatial and velocity
distributions of confined alpha particles and other fast ions. In principle, it can also
provide information on the bulk ions, toroidal rotation of the plasma, and the electron
drift velocity.

IV. 1.8.2. Basis of proposal

High power coherent radiation is launched into the plasma and the radiation
scattered on specific density fluctuations is detected and recorded. The density fluctuations
are those satisfying the conditions <o = (Os - COJ and k = ks - ki. where (0j and (0$ are the
frequencies of the incident and scattered radiation, and ki and ks are the wave vectors of
the incident and scattered radiation respectively. The measurement is arranged so that the
scattering parameter a = (k&o)'1 > 1. Under these conditions shielding electrons moving
with the ions scatter collectively and the scattered spectrum is related to the ion velocity
distribution along k- Ion velocities (Vj) are mapped onto the frequency shift: Av =k *
V J/2TI. In practice, for the expected alpha particle contribution to the scattered spectrum
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to be large compared to the electron scattering, the measurement will be arranged so that
ot>2.

To satisfy the requirement on the scattering parameter, the measurement will have
to be performed at long wavelengths in the spectral region where the ECE occurs. The
fluctuations on the ECE will be the dominant source of noise in the measurement. This
leads to three possible options for performing the measurement, (i) A low frequency
option (o>j < <oce) which could be carried out at almost any scattering angle.
Unfortunately, due to refraction, this option has a very limited density range,
6 x 1019 nr3 < ne < 1.5 x 1020 nr3. Also, suprathermal electron populations will lead
to absorption of the radiation, (ii) An intermediate frequency option (o)j ~ few (Oce) with
scattering angles < 90°. This can only be achieved with vertical access which is
impracticable on ITER. (iii) A high frequency option (G)j >10a)Ce with small
scattering angles (< 6°), i.e. near forward scattering. This is the preferred option for
ITER. Injection and detection would be against the electron drift direction to prevent
Doppler upshifted absorption and emission by suprathermal electrons.

There have not yet been any measurements on collective scattering of fast ions.
However, there have been some measurements on the bulk ion feature which have
validated much of the underlying physics. There has been extensive theoretical work by
independent groups and the theoretical basis of the measurement is well established.
Also, systems are currently being prepared for JET and TFTR, and the first results should
be available in the next few years.

IV.1.8.3. Limits on the measurement capability

The diagnostic samples radiation scattered from electrons associated with all fast
ions and so cannot discriminate between species moving with the same velocity.
However, the scattered power associated with an ion of charge Z\ is proportional to Zf,
so multiply charged ions of given velocity will dominate. Calculations show that even
in the presence of 75 MW of 1.3 MeV deuterium NBI, if there are 200 MW of alpha
particle heating, the confined alpha particle contribution will dominate the fast ion
spectrum.

The signal/noise ratio in the scattered spectrum will depend on several plasma
parameters and on the details of the scattering system. The predicted spectrum for typical
conditions, ne = 0.5 x 1020 or3, n a = 2 x 1018 nr3, Te = Tj = 10 keV, B o = 4.85 T,
is shown in Fig. IV-22a Here we assume the use of a high power source at 1.5 THz as
specified in Section I V.I.8.5 below, a scattering angle 6 of 5.5° and an angle between jc
and £ of 52.25°. For a channel at half the frequency shift Avo corresponding to the birth
energy of the alpha particles, we calculate a signal to noise ratio of 100/1, assuming a
bandwidth of AVg/lO, a beam radius of 1.5 cm, an integration time of 100 ms and a
background noise temperature (Tjvj) of 100 eV. The signal/noise will improve when na

or r^ are increased, or when 0 or Tjsr are reduced: it is not very sensitive to Te, nor to £.
provided the angle between k and £ is Jess than ~ 80°. The spatial resolution along the
line of sight would be ~ 40 cm which corresponds to ~ 10 cm to 30 cm radially. To
obtain the form of the velocity distribution from the measurements, the scattered
spectrum would be fitted to the results of a predictive code. Suitable codes are currently
being developed.

Measurement of the bulk ion. feature should be possible with the same scattering
system. If the composition of the bulk plasma is known from other diagnostics, it
should be possible to determine the ion temperature. In addition, the frequency shift of
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FIG. IV-22. (a) Predicted scattering spectrum for conditions of Section I V.I.8.3,
showing electron, bulk ion and a-particle contributions, (b) Schematic of scattering
geometry (scattering angles are exaggerated).

the feature will provide information on the toroidal rotation of the plasma, and the
asymmetry of the feature will provide information on the electron drift velocity.

IV.1.8.4. Technical description

The principal components of the measurement system would be a high power
source, beam waveguide systems for transmitting the input and scattered beams, vacuum
windows and a heterodyne detection system. A suitable source is not currently available
but is believed to be within the range of current technology (below).
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The preferred scattering geometry is tangential with the input and scattered beams
in the mid-plane. The input beam will be focussed by a lens outside the vessel to a
minimum diameter of ~ 30 mm near the plasma centre. Scattered light would be collected
by a lens outside the vessel, and spatial resolution is achieved by a set of detectors
collecting radiation scattered through different angles in the range 4° to 5.5°. Ideally the
input beam would be dumped on an absorber and the plasma would be viewed against a
viewing dump (Fig. IV-22b).

Heterodyne detectors are available for this frequency region but will probably need
optimizing for this application. A key component in the detection system will be a
notch filter to remove stray light at the source frequency and this will require special
development

Unfortunately a preliminary engineering assessment has shown that a tangential
scattering geometry is not compatible with the existing design of the ports available for
diagnostics. These are all radial ports. However, some tangential ports are included on the
machine (especially for NBI) and it may be possible to use a similar arrangement for
diagnostics, or to share an existing tangential port Alternatively, it may be possible to
use a radial geometry (by reflecting the high power beam off a mirror recessed in the
blanket on the inside wall and collecting the outward going scattered radiation). However,
this is a much less satisfactory solution since the spatial resolution will be poorer (~ 40
cm), and the additional information on the plasma rotation and electron drift velocity will
not be available. Also, the reflector on the inside wall may become damaged giving
maintenance and reliability problems.

P/.1.85.R and D needs

The main R and D requirement is for a high power source with the following
specifications:

Frequency
Peak power
Repetition frequency
Pulse length
Beam divergence
Bandwidth
Frequency stability

~ 1.5 THz
P(MW)
F(kHz)
x(ns)
< 1 mrad
< 100 MHz
± 50 MHz.

The values of P, F and x are related by the condition

P (Ft)1 n >> 104.

Possible values could be P = 200 MW, F = 20 kHz and T = 100 ns, or P = 1 GW,
F = 1 kHz and x = 100 ns. A possible approach would be a far infrared laser master
oscillator with an FEL amplifier based on an induction linac.

Other necessary developments are:
- The development of a (tangential viewing) system design which is compatible

with the ITER diagnostic port configuration.
- The development of a notch filter at the source frequency with bandwidth

< 200 MHz.
- The identification and development of suitable materials for the beam and

viewing dumps, and the vacuum windows.
- Improved estimates of the ECE level at 1.5 THz.
- Development of codes for obtaining a best estimate of the velocity distribution

of the fast ions from the scattered spectrum.
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IV. 1.8.6. Reference documents

[1]. A.E. Costley, "Potential of ECE Diagnostics and Fast Ion and Alpha Particle
Collective Scattering Diagnostics for ITER," ITER-IL-PH-7-9-E-4, July 1989.

[2]. Yu. Brodsky and E. Suvorov, "Active Microwave Diagnostics of a Plasma in
Large Tokamaks," ITER-IL-PH-7-9-S-17, July 1989.

[3]. A.E. Costley, J.A. Hoekzema and T.P. Hughes, "Preliminary Feasibilty Study
for Collective Thomson Scattering for ITER," ITER-IL-PH-7-0-10, February
1990.

IV.1.9. Microwave refiectometry

Coordinator: A.E. Costley

IV.1.9.1. Function of microwave refiectometry

Microwave reflectometry has the potential to provide localized measurements of the
electron density (n,,) with good spatial (a few cm) and temporal (< 1 ms) resolutions
through all phases of ITER operations. It is particularly well suited to diagnosing the
plasma edge but measurements on the core and possibly the divertor plasma may also be
possible. Both measurements of the density profile, and measurements of fluctuations are
possible although in the latter case important physics quantities, e.g. the amplitude of the
density fluctuations, wavenumber spectra etc, are not presently obtained. In addition,
simultaneous measurements with both the extraordinary mode ( E 1 B ) and ordinary mode
(EIIB) polarizations could, in principle, provide the spatial profile of the total magnetic
field. Real-time data analysis is possible and so, in principle, the diagnostic could be used
for safety interlocks (e.g., NBI), and feedback control of other systems (e.g., pellet
fuelling), but this would be a considerable extrapolation of the uses that have been
employed thus far.

IV.1.9.2. Basis of the proposal

In reflectometry a beam of microwave radiation is launched at the plasma and
reflected at a cut-off layer. Either the radiation is in the ordinary mode in which case it is
reflected at the plasma frequency layer, or in the extraordinary mode in which case it is
reflected at the upper cut-off, or lower cut-off, layer. The reflected beam is combined with
a reference beam in an interferometer arrangement The probing frequency is swept over a
broad range and the position of the cut-off layer is determined by an inversion procedure.
Alternatively, the probing frequency can be held constant in which case rapid movements
in the position of the cut-off layer are determined. Usually the plasma frequency cut-off is
used since this is simply related to the electron density.

The basic physics of the technique is well established and has been confirmed by
experiments. A wide range of appropriate microwave hardware exists commercially and
measurement systems can be readily designed and built On the other hand, it is only in
recent years that the technique has been widely applied to fokamak plasmas and it has not
yet reached the stage of a routine diagnostic. Two main problems are experienced: density
fluctuations, and trapped modes in the oversized waveguide transmission systems. Both
problems can lead to spurious signals which confuse automatic fringe counting
electronics. Techniques for avoiding, or at least minimizing the effects, of these problems
are being developed at present Calibration of the system, and some of the components, is
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necessary and suitable techniques are being developed. A new problem which might be
experienced on 1TER is mechanical vibrations of the waveguide system caused by
vibrations of the tokamak. The possible effects of vibrations will be studied in the R and
D phase (below).

An alternative approach suggested independently by V. Shevchenko and C.A.J.
Hugenholtz is to use pulse radar reflectometry and a time of flight method. This should
overcome the density fluctuation and vibration problems but its potential has not yet been
evaluated. This will be done during the R and D phase.

IV. 1.9.3. Limits on the measurement capability

Three physics effects will limit the measurement capability. At low field (or high
density) the probing beam could be absorbed due to the presence of an electron cyclotron
resonance in front of the cut-off layer. In this case part of the density profile will not be
accessible. Secondly, refraction is severe close to the cut-off layer and it is necessary to
keep the direction of propagation to within ~ 2° of the normal to the density gradient. If
this is not the case, there will be substantial signal loss. Thirdly, the techniques to handle
density fluctuations usually involve filtering or time averaging and cause some loss of
time resolution.

Effects such as calibration, signal/noise, vibrations and electron cyclotron emission
(which occurs in the same frequency band), will also limit the measurement capability.
On present-day tokamaks, the position of the density profile is typically measured to an

accuracy? 2% of the plasma major radius. The random uncertainty on the measurement,
due to density fluctuations, is of the same order. The spatial and temporal resolutions are
typically < 5 cm and < 5 ms respectively. Using fixed probing frequencies, small rapid
movements in the position of the cut-off layers can be measured: in principle movements

of < 1 mm can be measured with time resolutions of < 1 ms. Similar values for the
accuracy, random noise, and spatial and temporal resolutions should be achievable on
ITER.

IV. 1.9.4. Technical description

The reflectometer system will consist of a number of measurement channels,
similar to the ECE system (section I V.I.5). Each channel will consist of antenna and
waveguide in the vacuum vessel, a vacuum window, an oversized waveguide transmission
system, and measurement instrumentation sited remote from the torus. The optimum
number of measurement channels can only be determined after certain R and D tasks have
been performed (see below). However, it is already clear that at least three measurement
channels consisting of separate launch and receive antennas will be required in one radial
port viewing the plasma from the low field side (Fig. IV-23). Preferably there should also
be an antenna viewing the plasma from the high field side. Additional antennas viewing
the plasma along sight-lines displaced from the mid-plane could be beneficial. They
should be arranged with their direction of view approximately along the density gradient
to minimize the effect of refraction. Their potential value will be determined during the R
and D phase.

The antennas and in-vessel waveguides will be oversized (typical dimensions 40 x
SO mm2) and manufactured from vacuum compatible material (e.g., stainless steel). The
window could be crystal quartz and if necessary located behind a shield. The transmission
line will be constructed from oversized waveguide, and the measurement instrumentation
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FIG. IV-23. Proposed arrangement of the in-vessel rcflcctometer waveguides and
antennas.
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will be sited remote from the torus preferably in an area where there are no access
restrictions.

Ideally, each measurement channel would be equipped with separate launch and
receive antennas and waveguides. Each channel will have broad band swept frequency
reflectometers, operating in both O mode and E mode polarizations. However, this is
unrealistic and a key issue for the R and D phase would be to optimize the measurement
system. At this stage we think it prudent to prepare for separate launch and receive
antennas, in both the O mode and the E mode, for the channels on and immediately
adjacent to the mid-plane. Other channels should be planned as single waveguides and
their potential use and instrumentation critically examined in the R and D phase.

The engineering issues are similar to those involved with the ECE and, as in that
case, a preliminary assessment has shown that the installation should be feasible.
However, the antenna and waveguide on the high field side look considerably more
difficult and it is not clear at this stage whether this channel is feasible. The external
waveguide runs may pose more problems than in the case of the ECE because the distance
between the bends, and possibly the plane and angle of the bends, may be important in
which case there will be more restrictions on the design of the waveguide system.

IV.1.9 5. R and D needs

As in the case of the ECE system, die vacuum window is a critical component.
Another potentially critical effect is vibrations and their possible impact on the
measurement capability must be assessed. Other necessary work is:

determine in detail the limits set by the physics;
optimize the design of the measurement system: antennas, waveguide, window
vacuum break, transmission line etc.;
develop broad band swept frequency reflectometers capable of operating with long
oversized waveguide runs including many bends;
develop methods of minimizing the effect of density fluctuations on profile
measurements;
develop methods of obtaining quantitative physics information on fluctuations from
reflectometry measurements;
examine the magnetic field measurement capability;
assess the measurement potential of pulse radar reflectometry.

IV. 1.9.6. Reference documents

[1]. A.E. Costley, "Potential of Reflectometry on ITER," ITER-IL-PH-7-9-E-8,
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IV.2. DIAGNOSTICS FOR PLASMA OPTIMIZATION

IV.2.1. Spectroscopy for ITER in the range 0.1-1000 nm

Coordinator: P. Thomas

IV.2.1.1. Introduction

Spectroscopy able to detect and monitor all possible plasma constituents and
impurities will be essential during all phases of ITER operation. Its support is very
useful for the tokamak operating teams in the inter-pulse analysis to achieve successful
discharges and is also very important in the assessment of the results and to compare
different operation modes. The contribution of different intrinsic or added impurities to
the total radiated power is easily analyzed by spectroscopic means. The time evolution
of lines emitted by non recycling impurities during transient phenomena supply a direct
measure of their confinement time in the bulk plasma. In addition, spectroscopy would
appear to be amongst the few viable candidates for diagnosis in certain areas such as the
divertor plasma or erosion monitoring.

A comprehensive range of spectroscopic diagnostics is proposed which will
provide an adequate spectral coverage to be able to satisfy the operational and physics
needs of ITER. The diagnostics and their principal uses are listed in Table IV-9.

TABLE IV-9. PROPOSED SPECTROSCOPIC DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEMS

Diagnostic

Visible
spectroscopy
and plasma
viewing

VUV/XUV

Crystal X-ray

Photoelectric
X-ray

Access

At least one view at
each divertor target
One wide-angle view
from the mid-plane.
One at the diagnostic
beam. Two at the
pellet trajectory and
several for infrared
viewing

One midplane view
and one view of each
divertor

One mid-plane view
(possibly shared with
VUV/XUV).
Multiple chords
extremely desirable

Two wide-angle views
either side of midplane

Wavelength
range (nm)

150-1000

2.0-200

0.1-2.0

0.01-1.0

Function

Zeff profile.
Impurity and hydrogenic sources.
Boundary density & temperatures.
Pellet monitoring.
Target surface temperatures.
Machine "driving".
Balance between divenors.

Elemental contributions to Zcff
and Pracj. Boundary atomic
densities. Non-intrinsic impurity
detection for component damage.

Core concentrations of Z>7
elements. Ion temperatures.
Survey system for tile erosion
markers and damage detection.

Plasma imaging. Te profiles.
Impurity densities.
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Passive emission spectroscopy has traditionally been categorized according to the
technique used; visible/UV ( approx. 150-1000 nm), VUV/XUV (2-200 nm), crystal X-
ray (0.1-2 nm) and semiconductor X-ray ( 0.01-2 nm) are usually identified. Each tends
to have different diagnostic uses although there is some overlap, which is useful for
validation of measurements. The wide temperature range of large tokamaks means that
the different techniques are required to be able to detect the radiation from all ionization
stages of intrinsic and test impurities.

Some of the most important concerns when considering diagnostics for a
thermonuclear device such as ITER are those of survival under irradiation, reliability, and
remote handling. Therefore it is appropriate to continue to use the traditional categories
to describe spectroscopic diagnostics, since they will have different engineering
requirements, and this contribution is so divided.

Some active spectroscopic methods have also been considered for ITER. Charge
Exchange Recombination Spectroscopy (CHBRS) using a diagnostic neutral beam is
described elsewhere in this report. It does, however, rely on the same measurement
method as the passive visible spectroscopy. If the same optical design is adopted for
CHERS, passive spectroscopy and for imaging, then benefits will accrue in the form of
reduced cost and increased reliability arising from redundancy. Laser fluorescence is
covered in the Section IV.2.1.2 and pellet ablation monitoring is considered in the
Section IV.3.6.

IV.2.1.2. Visible speciroscopy (150-1000 nm)

Functions

Visible spectroscopy of the main plasma can provide:
(i) the Zeff profile from measurement of the visible continuum;
(ii) impurity and hydrogenic source rates and tile erosion rates from the

first wall (information about the edge plasma density and temperature
required for quantitative results but raw signals essential for operational
purposes);

(iii) boundary electron temperature and density measurements from line
intensity ratios; and

(iv) the boundary ion temperature from Doppler broadening.
It will not be possible in ITER to image the plasma in such a way that

measurements (iii) and (iv) are localized radially. Nevertheless, fairly modest modelling
input would permit analysis to provide reliable measurements.

From the divertor region, visible spectroscopy can provide:
i) electron density using the line ratios below 2 x 10 2 0 nr 3 and Stark

broadening in the plasma microfield at higher densities;
(ii) the ion temperature and, possibly, the Mach number from Doppler

broadening;
(iii) the electron temperature from line ratios;
(iv) neutral source rates.

All of these measurements will require modelling for detailed interpretation
because other useful diagnostic methods such as Langmuir probes and interferometry may
not be possible in the ITER divertor region. However, when combined with VUV/XUV
measurements, it should be possible to get a fairly good picture of the divertor plasma
behavior. For operational purposes, the visible spectroscopy will provide the most
straightforward indication of the balance between the two divertors and the power flow to
the target plates.
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At least one and, possibly, a second orthogonal view of the ablation of injected
fuelling pellets will be required. Quite aside from the requirement that injector
performance and pellet penetration be monitored, further diagnostic information will be
obtained such as the safety factor from striations and core plasma parameters from
CHERS. Laser induced fluorescence might provide a more quantitative measurement of
impurity densities and ion temperature in the divertor region. However the provision of
suitable access through the pumping duct will need considerable engineering effort to
ensure reliable operation.

Design basis

It is assumed that windows, lenses and optical fibers will not survive the gamma
and neutron irradiation resulting from a direct view of the plasma. All proposals have
included some form of mirror relay system to provide a shielding labyrinth to protect
these components. Neutron induced scintillations, particularly from (n,a) reactions, and
gamma induced light would provide additional difficulties for unshielded transmission
components.

The conceptual design for ITER diagnostics has necessarily concentrated on the
requirements of the technology phase. It should be envisaged thst the complement of
visible spectroscopy diagnostics be enhanced during the physics phase by conventional
fibres.

The choice of mirror materials and technologies will depend on an R&D effort to
determine how best to retain the shape and reflectivity under irradiation with neutrons and
gammas.

Parabolic primary mirrors will be used to translate a wide-angle view into parallel
beams which can be reflected off plane mirrors in the shielding labyrinth. The line of
sight should be carried through the biological shield to a shielding bunker in which the
vacuum window is placed. It should be possible to isolate the window from the vacuum
system so that it can be replaced "hands-on". Finally, after the light has been transmitted
through the vacuum window, beam splitters would deliver the light to an array of
spectrometers and imaging devices. By careful choice of wavelength range and
components, overlap of different diffraction orders can be used to collect a large variety of
lines on CCD detectors.

At the very least, one midplane view and one of each divenor should be provided.
The divertor views would have to be through 2 cm wide gaps in the blanket segments.
As stated in the introduction, identical systems should be used for CXRS, pellet ablation
monitoring, passive spectroscopy and possibly for infra-red viewing, so that design and
manufacturing costs are reduced and reliability increased through redundancy. The space
requirements are quite modest so that it is possible to share ports with other major
systems.

If it should prove to be possible to deal with the plasma coating of mirrors close
to the plasma separatrix and an adequate cooling system be designed, periscopes would
represent a very attractive method for obtaining the views required because they can be so
compact However, it is assumed for now that the parabolic mirrors should be outside the
machine and that the labyrinth should emerge outside the biological shield and the
primary vacuum window placed there. A layout for the most conservative design is
shown in Fig. IV-24.
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FIG. IV-24. A conceptual design of a typical visible spectroscopy channel: (a)
specuoscopic line of sight through a shielding labyrinth; (b) a possible way to combine
on one port the visible spectroscopy of the main plasma with that of the top and bottom
divertor, and two midplane views for VUV/XUV and crystal X-ray spectroscopy
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IV.2.13. VUVIXUV Spectroscopy in the range 2-200 nm

Function

This spectral range covers E-M emission from ion stages in ITER which lie near
the plasma boundary and are responsible for the bulk of the radiation loss. VUV/XUV
spectroscopy is often a useful indicator of damage to internal components of the
tokamak, since unusual radiating species can easily be picked up by a survey
spectrometer. It will be important that a register of the elemental content of all internal
components be kept, in order to assist in this function.
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Grating dispersion instruments will record, continuously in time and with limited
spatial resolution, the spectral lines from each of the ion species. The line intensities are
interpreted, through electron-ion collisions, in terms of the elemental contributions to
zeff. sz> prad(Z) and the fuel dilution. These are essential parameters for evaluating
machine performance and need to be available routinely. The spectral signature of atom-
ion collisions (e.g. D°, C5+) can give useful information on atomic densities at the
plasma boundary.

Design basis

The VUV/XUV emission is analyzed by diffraction grating (or possibly, at lower
resolution, by synthetic multilayers) spectrometers viewing the plasma via single
reflectors at a grazing angle of >0.5°. This reflector, an elliptic mirror, deviates the
primary radiation and prevents the shielded detectors from "seeing" the plasma directly.
Only small cross-section (e.g. 5 x 10 cm) penetrations of die biological shield are
required to accommodate one view of the plasma midplane and one of each divertor.

Spectral intensity data from the full waveband are continuously accessed with a
time resolution of up to 10 rns. Automatic analysis of the absolute line radiances yield
information about the impurity components in the plasma on a routine basis.

A possible configuration of the spectrometers is a large (5 m) Rowland circle
grating instrument with multichannel detectors in the focal plane and with a second flat
focal field survey instrument dispersing the zero-order light from the Rowland circle
instrument as shown in Fig. IV-25.

Alternative dispersion systems for 3<X.<30 nm with much lower resolution
(X/dX<100) are synthetic mutli-layers, which have the advantage of large angle deviation
of the diffracted light, and, at even shorter wavelengths, synthetic or "soap" crystals.

Ideally, position sensitive CCD and microchannel plate detectors will be used.
However, the Rowland circle is chosen to have sufficiently large dispersion
(approximately 1 cm/A at 20 A) to accommodate X-ray diodes or other bulky, but less
sensitive, detectors. Calibration for absolute photon fluxes will be built into the
diagnostic.

O Flat field
spectrometer
150-1600A

FIG. IV-25. A large Rowland circle VUV/XVU spectroscopic instrument with the zero-
order light used by flat-field instrument.
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Parameter range

Spectral information on all likely plasma constituents with atomic numbers of up
to and including the common metals will be recorded from the boundary or divertor
plasmas with Te<l keV and ne>5 x 1018 m"^.

The lower limit of detectability, based on JET experience, is nz>10"5ne for the
common metals and n^ lO^ne for the lighter ions C, O, N etc..

Integration issues

A high vacuum demountable pipe aperture, with approximately IS cm diameter,
needs to be provided, extending out to the grazing incidence reflector mirror some 15 m
from the minor axis. The reflected light is ducted using a similar high vacuum pipe to
the spectrometers which have additional local shielding.

Further considerations and R&D

1) The exact dimensions and configuration of the collection mirror, which views
the plasma through the 2 cm gap in the blanket plugs, needs to be optimized. The
viewing angle and the short wavelength determine the length of the mirror (of the order
of 1 to 2 m) is governed by its location, the short-wavelength cut-off, and the solid angle
accepted, typically (f/500)^ when viewing the divertor and (f/100 x f/500) when viewing
the midplane.

2) Neutron and Y induced fluorescence on the mirror and pipe walls will compete
with line irradiances at around 1011-1015 n cm"2 s'1 from the plasma.

3) Alternative dispersion systems, for example multilayers should be investigated.

IV.2.1.4. Crystal Survey Diagnostic for the Range 0.1-2 nm

Function

The function of the crystal spectrometer is to study highly-ionized impurity
species from the core plasma. The spectral signature, most clearly represented by the H-
and He-like ions of all the elements, either present as intrinsic impurities with Z > 7 or
present as erosion markers or injected as transport 'test ions', will be recorded. Absolute
concentrations for these elements can be analyzed as for the VUV/XUV diagnostic. Since
crystal diffraction is essentially monochromatic to collimated light, the very limited
viewing angle (f= 1/100) discussed for the VUV/XUV diagnostic is here a positive
advantage. Changing the Bragg angle either by reflection from different crystal spacings
in sequence or by rotating the diffractors about an axis orthogonal to the dispersion
plane, provides a simple means of transporting crystal diffraction into a powerful X-ray
survey diagnostic.

Design basis

The design uses crystal diffractors with gridded or Seller collimaiors in the
incident beam in order to provide adequate spectral resolution (X/dX = 10^) for survey
purposes and for Doppler line profile measurements (k/dX = 104). The configuration
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FIG. IV-26. The layout (a), and spectrometer detail (b), of a crystal spectrometer installed
on JET. This instrument, which was developed at IPP (Garching) is deigned for the DT
phase of JET, and with small modifications will be compatible with ITER.

proposed here, with two Bragg reflections in series is essentially that used on JET. The
JET system, Fig. IV-26, which has a tritium compatible beam line and vacuum system,
has the advantage of providing a labyrinth optical path to screen the detectors from the
neutron and y induced fluorescence. With this configuration, all wavelengths \<2A nm
are readily accessible.

The viewing line (20 m long) and crystal dimensions (10 cm x 7 cm) on JET are
similar to those proposed for ITER. Adequate signal is achieved with integration times of
0.1 s at metallic impurity concentrations n z = 10"^ ne.

Alternative single Bragg diffraction configurations present some advantages
provided induced fluorescence of the crystal is not a problem. The use of a primary
reflecting mirror at grazing incidence, as for the VUVPOJV system, is a possible
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solution to this problem and would allow the use of synthetic crystals for Bragg
diffraction for wavelengths perhaps as long as 10 nm. The short wavelength cut-off with
reflectors is probably raised to around 0.5 nm.

Crystals, especially synthetic multi-layers, can be bent in the orthogonal, von
Hamos, mode and would focus the diffracted radiation into narrow window detectors
which are more readily hardened.

Integration

A sight-line vacuum pipe is required connecting the torus to the diffraction
elements, either directly or via a grazing incidence mirror. Using a tritium compatible
thin window in the torus vacuum interface, as on JET, most of the connecting pipe can
be in soft vacuum. This restricts the wavelength range to less than 2 nm. The crystal
closest to the detector must be prevented from induced fluorescence and the detectors,
which need only be simple bulk X-ray detectors, must be provided with shielding.

The provision of multiple chords is highly desirable and its practicality is being
investigated.

Parameter range

1) Double crystal mode.
Survey all ions for Z > 7 with n£/nc = 10~ .̂
500 < X/6X < 10000 allows Tj > 2 keV to be resolved.

2) Single crystal diffractor.
Survey ions 4 < Z < 6 with X/dX=50.
Survey ions Z > 7 with 500 < X/dX < 2000.
Signal integration time <0.1 s.

Further considerations and R&D needs

1) Radiation damage to crystals, e.g., changes in diffraction properties, selection of
suitable types. Less of a problem with first reflecting mirror.
2).Multi-layer diffractors for long wavelengths. Possibly curved multi-layers for imaging
and for matching to gratings.
3) Detectors resistant to neutron induced flux.
4) Thin windows, particularly with regard to radiation damage and tritium

IV.2.15. "Semiconductor" X-ray measurements (0.01 - 2 nm)

Semiconductor detectors have traditionally been used for X-ray imaging and pulse-
height analysis spectroscopy. These measurements have been used for monitoring MHD
activity, impurity densities and electron temperature. Furthermore it would clearly be
possible to use real-time analysis of an X-ray imaging system for feedback control of the
plasma system.

Unfortunately semiconductor detectors are completely inappropriate for ITER,
both because of sensitivity to and damage by neutron and gamma irradiation. These
features are intrinsic to the detection methods, so it is necessary to find an alternative.

So far only one proposal has appeared, which employs biassed photo-electric
detectors for both imaging and spectroscopy. Several different schemes have been received
from the Kurchatov group to enable spectrometry of the boundary and core plasmas, as
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well as imaging. The diagnostic R & D program should consider the development of
such devices as being a high priority item because they would not be developed
otherwise.
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I V . 2 . 2 . Active charge exchange recombination spectroscopy
and particle analysis

Coordinator: H. Hopman

I IV'2.2.1. Objective and function

The objective of this set of diagnostic instruments is to provide an independent,
direct and self-consistent determination of the radial density and temperature profiles,
from the. center out to the edge, of light ion species in an ITER discharge. In addition the

{ diagnostic is capable of determining the radial profile of the total magnetic field and of
i the slowing down distribution of the alpha particles. The diagnostic is envisaged for the
; ITER physics phase, but the possibility to include it in control loops is judged
1 favorably.

The measured bulk plasma parameters will have a spatial resolution of the order of
100 mm, and a time resolution better that 10 ms. The uncertainty in the absolute
numerical values of the parameters are estimated at better than 1% for B and Bp/Bt in the
plasma interior,= 10% for T, = 10% for deuterium and tritium densities, and « 30% for
light impurity densities. The fast a distribution is measured up to = 1.5 MeV, at discrete
radii r/a > 0.5.

IV..2.2.2. Charge exchange recombination spectroscopy

To achieve the objectives of providing plasma profile information, a diagnostic
neutral hydrogen beam of * 4 MW, 100 keV, is injected radially into the plasma.
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Due to impact excitation, the beam emits light that is Dcppler shifted. The
motion of the excited neutrals through a magnetic field causes a Stark splitting of the
emitted lines (motional Stark effect (MSE)), associated with the local Lorenu electric
field E = v x B. This allows to obtain the magnetic field strength and its pitch angle
from the measured Stark multiplet pattern. Using the Balmer alpha line for observation,
this is a well established technique, currently applied on many machines (cf. PBX-M,
JET, D-in D).

Plasma ions can capture electrons from the beam neutrals into an excited state.
The light emitted by these plasma particles is directly proportional to the product of their
density and that of the beam. In addition, the Doppler shifted light emitted by the beam
is proportional to the product of th:. plasma and beam density. Hence, it is possib'f* u>
determine the local neutral beam particle density and the local density of plasma species,
such as (no + n-f), na > and impurity densities. The simultaneous measurement of beam
and plasma spectra enables a self-consistent deduction of local densities independent of
calibration. The Doppler width of the plasma lines yields the local temperature
(CHERS). To scan a radial profile, the diagnostic beam needs to penetrate to the plasma
axis. Then, calculations give an optimum beam energy of 80 to 100 keV/amu for
hydrogenic species in plasmas with ne(0) = 2 x 10^0 m"3. Demanding a signal to noise
ratio > 2 to 3 at this density, the required neutral beam power is estimated at 4 MW.

A new possibility is the use of CHERS for determining the slowing down
particles in the a distribution. First estimates indicate for a plasma with a 1% a density,
that Hell-line intensities exceed the bremsstrahlung background up to energies around 0.5
MeV.

For CHERS, injectors based on negative ion or on positive ion source
technology are feasible. Future detailed studies must decide on the best approach. A
rough estimate points to a single module to produce the required beam, with the
dimensions 3 m diameter and 10 m length. The beam must be tightly focused, well
reguJated and have a small ripple, to avoid smearing of Doppler shifted lines. To improve
the signal to noise ratio, especially in detecting fast a's, a beam chopping capability is
essential, with an on time between 0.1 and 1 s. The duty cycle is < 10% in order to have
a mean power that is small compared to that needed for burn control. A fall back option
is the use of a short-pulse (=1 u,s, =10 A) light atom beam with particle energy of
= 100 keV/amu. This option, however, would require development

V.2.23. Charge exchange neutral particle analysis (NPA)

The plasma deuterium and tritium behavior can be followed separately by
employing neutral particle analyzers. Momentum analysis of charge exchange neutrals
emerging from the plasma, followed by an energy analysis, provides an independent
method to determine the local ratio of the densities of D and T (and H) and the local
temperatures, in addition to that from CHERS. The diagnostic can be deployed in a
passive mode or in an active one in combination with an injected neutral beam. If use is
made of the beam from Section IV.2.2.2., the local beam density is known and for
plasma radii r/a > 0.5 the absolute D and T densities can be determined. In a passive
mode the diagnostic is restricted to radii r/a £ 0.8. This diagnostic is particularly well
suited to study hot ion losses.

Neutral panicle analyzers are envisaged for detection of alphas that have undergone
double charge exchange. This latter reaction is induced by injection of a He neutral beam.
Calculations suggest a required beam energy in the vicinity of 20 to 40 keV/amu, at a
beam power of = 1 MW. To prevent significant He fuelling in comparison to fusion He
production, the beam duty cycle should be < 10%. Due to the strong attenuation of
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neutrals in the plasma, the determination of the a slowing down spectrum up to 1.5
MeV is restricted to radii larger than 1 m. The double charge exchange neutrals also
allow to determine the local density and temperature of thermal alphas.

IV.2.2.4. Design description

The present choice of diagnostic ports at ITER implies that the diagnostic beams
are injected approximately radially, and that also charge exchange neutrals are collected
radially (Fig. IV-27). There is more freedom in positioning the CHERS collection
mirror. The preferred port for beam injection is # 9. Then, placing the CHERS mirror in
the part of port # 6 not occupied by the EC antenna, it is possible to have a near
perpendicular view on the diagnostic beam which allows the best spatial resolution. With
an independent mirror in port # 9 viewing the current drive and heating beams, the
footprint of these beams can be determined from the beam emission. This measurement
provides an indispensable input to explaining observed current profiles.

For the detection of charge exchange neutals, analyzers in three energy ranges are
needed: 10 - 200 keV, 0.1 - 0.5 MeV, and 0.5 - 4.0 MeV. Various NPAs have been
developed for these energy ranges, but further optimization is needed before installation
of these NPAs on ITER. Feasibility studies have shown that a magnetic labyrinth
included in the concrete shielding can reduce the direct neutron flux from the plasma by
three orders of magnitude, while simultaneously maintaining an energy bandwidth of
±50%. The use of time-of-flight coincidence techniques in a radiation environment also
improves the signal to background ratio by 2 - 3 orders of magnitude. The most serious
concem regarding radiation sensitivity is tritium deposition on the detectors, which gives
a continuous background of beta radiation. Scintillation detectors have shown relative
insensitivity to betas. A proof of principle demonstration of several of these features is
planned with an NPA that the Ioffe Institute is constructing for JET.

The collecting mirror on the EC port (# 6) is the first element of the CHERS
mirror transfer system. To reduce the radiation level, the collected light passes through a
labyrinth beyond which the windows are placed. The entire region between magnetic axis
and plasma boundary is imaged onto the entrance slit of a system of spectrometers. Since
each of these instruments will have a two-dimensional detection array, they can spectrally
resolve the emission from the dominant low-Z plasma species. The simultaneous survey
of all low-Z impurities will provide critical information on the temporal evolution of
plasma profiles.

IV.2.25. Critical issues andR&D requirements

Critical issues are:
Signal degradation for both CHERS and NPA due to the formation of a beam halo,

i.e. the cloud of neutralized plasma particles accompanying a neutral beam;
Operation and maintenance of neutral beam lines in a radiation environment;
Lifetime and survivability of (metallic) mirrors placed in the duct near the plasma

boundary.
R&D tasks:

Development of a 4 MW, 100 keV H° injector;
Development of a 1 MW, 100 keV He0 injector.
Development of polarization-preserving mirrors for the Stark effect measurement;
He double charge exchange cross sections in the energy range 0.1 to 4 MeV;
Modification of cross sections by multistep onization;
Development of radiation insensitive detectors for 0.001 to several MeV ions.
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beams) and emitted neutrals (detected in NPAs), as well as opening angles of mirrors
collecting beam and plasma photons.
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"Visible Charge Exchange Spectroscopy for ITER, "ITER-IL-PH-O-7-93,
July 1990.

IV.3. FURTHER PLANNED DIAGNOSTICS

Rapporteur: K.M. Young

IV.3.1. Introduction

A small number of diagnostics were not considered fully at any of the Diagnostic
Workshops but merit inclusion in the future planning of the ITER Diagnostic program.
These diagnostics are addressed in this section.

IV.3.2. X-ray imaging

IV.3.2.1. Description

In the currently operating tokamaks, tomography of the MHD fluctuations
observed by multiple arrays of soft X-ray detectors plays a major role in the physics
understanding of the device. While some MHD observations (particularly sawteeth) have
been made with neutrons or with ECE polychromators, there has been no approach to the
quality achieved with the two-dimensional X-ray pinhole camera arrays. Hence, it seems
necessary to provide such tomographic capability, at least well into the physics phase. It
is possible that such a camera, viewing tangentially and using some foils for energy
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discrimination, could be used as a diagnostic of the effectiveness of the lower hybrid
current drive.

No detailed design work has been done at all for X-ray cameras. It is most likely
that views similar to those needed for the neutron cameras will be required. The vacuum
window will have to be thin (e.g., 10 4 m Be), depending on the minimum energy of the
X-rays to be used. The detectors are necessarily very sensitive to neutron and gamma
radiation so that the capability to provide sufficient shielding is the critical issue in their
operational usefulness.

IV.32.2. Further work

In order to evaluate X-ray tomography, a full design study is necessary to
determine the interface requirements for spatial resolution and sensitivity.

IV.3.2.3. R&D needs

r) Development of layered synthetic microstructures (LSMs), crystals and other
techniques whereby the detectors can be removed from the direct line of sight.

ii) Study of transmission properties of soft X-rays through glass capillaries. A
nest of these capillaries could provide effective shielding (glass) and provide the
directional collimation required by the measurement

IV.3.3. X-ray pulse height analysis

IV.3.3.1. Description

Low resolution soft X-ray spectroscopy (X-ray pulse height analysis) provides the
most definitive measurement of Zeff in the core region of the plasma. Not only can it
give the average Z, from the enhancement of the observed bremsstrahlung over the
hydrogenic expectation, but it also gives specific information about the contribution
from high-Z elements.

A simple single-sightline system could be installed radially for the physics phase.
Since the instrument must be sensitive for the full range of expected plasmas, it will
have to be a vacuum instrument. It has the same style of radiation-sensitivity issues for
its detectors as the imaging systems, so they will not be addressed separately.

IV.3 3.2. Further work

A full design study is required before the capability to implement this instrument
can be determined.

IV.3.4. X-ray and synchrotron measurement of runaway electrons.

IV.3.4.1. Description

Runaway electrons are a serious operational concern and can certainly become a
hazard to the safety of the device. From an operational point of view they can be
considered in three phases, (i) Runaways can be formed at the startup of the ohmic
plasma if the breakdown conditions are not correct, (ii) They can be present at all times
(particularly in low-density target plasmas for auxiliary heating) potentially available to
accelerate to damaging levels and providing misleading ECE intensity levels, and iii)
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very high energy, high intensity fluxes can be created in the disruptions in very short
times, causing severe damage to the first wall. In the last case, calculations show that the
energy potentially develops up to 10 MeV in 1 msec, 300 MeV in 10 msec, so that even
if a definitive observation can be developed, there is no conceivable way of preventing
this acceleration.

The runaways at startup can be observed with the conventional scintillator type of
X-ray detector now regularly in use. An array at different toroidal locations, with
relatively small material thicknesses in the line of sight, is required for observing the
runaways striking the first wall. The energy should not be very large so that observation
of the emission radially should be adequate. A very accurate measurement is not required.
It may be possible (desirable) to use one of the neutron detectors for this purpose.

No sufficient study of the 'slide-away' component of the electrons, and their
probability of accelerating to high energies, has been made. Before defining the
diagnostic, probably using microwave techniques, more experimental analysis on
operating tokamaks is required.

A detailed study of the emission (in the X-ray region above 100 keV) has been
carried out for the very high energy runaways. A tangentially-viewing, very well shielded
(Cs(Tl)) scintillator behind a thin steel window is required. The light should be
transmitted through fiberoptics to a detector in a distant shielded room. The intensity of
the emission emitted tangenrJally in the direction counter to the ohmic drive (forward) is
much higher than that in the radial direction. The signal in the latter direction will be
swamped by the radiation background.

IV.3.4.2. R&D needs

Investigation of radiation damage and noise-levels induced in (Cs(Tl)) and other
scintillators.

IV.4.43. Reference documents

[1]. T. Nishitani and K. Nagashima, "Hard X-ray Measurements," ITER-IL-PH-7-0-59,
July 1990.

IV.3.5. Ion cyclotron emission probes

IV.3J.I. Description

Distinctive emission in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies is observed on both
JET and TFTR. Such emission was also correlated in PDX with the fishbone instability,
which drives fast ions outward toward the plasma periphery. There is a broad-band
component which has been related to the neutron flux and is probably related to the
confined fusion-product particles. A strong lire spectrum at harmonics of the cyclotron
frequency, but for the field at the outer scrape-off of the plasma, may be related to
escaping fast particles. The measurement is made with quite simple passive probes
behind the first wall. The probes are also used for evaluating die absorption of the ion
cyclotron heating power and these probes will probably be required if ICRF is used as a
heating system on ITER. Thus they should be present for all phases of ITER operation.

An array of four of theses probes could be installed in the top divertor region at
four toroidal locations. They consist of antenna loops of wire (possibly stainless steel),
protected from the plasma by a cover of steel or ceramic. Their dimensions are of the
order of 10 cm. They are installed inside the vacuum vessel and communicate to the
outside with special RF cable and feedthroughs.
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IV.35.2. Further work

The experimental programs, and their supporting theoretical studies, now in
progress on TFTR and JET must be taken to the level that it is clear that this technique
can give definitive information about the fusion-product ions (this work should be
followed in the long-term ITER Physics R&D Program). Until this is shown, the
inclusion of such diagnostics cannot be justified on ITER.

IV.35.3. R&D needs

If it is decided that the probes are necessary, then the RF cable and feedthrough
will require development and radiation qualification.

IV.3.6. Pellet measurement

IV.3.6.1. Description

Two aspects of experiments using pellets are being considered. Firstly,
spectroscopic observation of the Ho/Do/Ta light from the hydrogenic fuelling pellets
gives information of the ablation profile and pellet trajectory. It may be possible to
measure the q-profile from striations in the light. The local electron density can be
obtained from the Stark effect on the Dp and Tp lines. It is also suggested that an
impurity pellet injector, firing C or Li pellets, could be used for alpha-particle
diagnostics from the charge exchange of the alpha-particles in the pellet cloud, and for
measurement of the q-profile. Associated spectrometer and particle analysis systems
would also be required.

The fuelling pellet injection can best be observed through periscopes in the
horizontal pellet injection port. The periscopes transfer the optical signals by reflecting
and focussing mirrors to an area with less intense nuclear radiation, from whence it is
carried by fiber optics to the shielded instrumentation room. For fast time resolution,

< linear sensors are used, while the integrated image is recorded on a two dimensional
! camera.
• The impurity pellet injector would be contained in the same pellet vacuum box as
i the fuelling injector. The pellets will be 2-3 mm in size and injected with > 5 km/s
j velocity . The optical systems will be as much the same as possible. A helium high-
| energy neutral particle analyzer at the same port is needed for the alpha-particle
i diagnostic.

TV3.72. Further work
i

The arrangement of the diagnostic is critical to its ability to operate well because
of the relatively poor observation capability. Calculations of the pellet light signals for
HER conditions are necessary. Full geometrical studies to determine light-levels and
spatial resolution are required. Proof-of principle studies should be carried out on
presently operating tokamaks to demonstrate the capability of impurity pellets to provide
the q(r) and confined alpha-particle data being sought

IV.3.7.3. R&D Needs

i) The R&D radiation issues for windows, mirrors and fiber optics are the same as
expressed elsewhere.
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ii) An impurity injector, capable of firing 3 mm pellets at 55 km/s reliably will
have to be developed. The associated spectrometers and neutral particle analysis system
will probably be developed for operating devices.

IV3.7.4. Reference documents
[1]. T. Kondoh and T. Nishitani, "Pellet Measurement in ITER," ITER-IL-PH-7-0-103,

July 1990.
[2]. "Diagnostic Systems for ITER: Interferometry/Polarimetry, Electron Cyclotron

Emission, Pellet Detection and Bolometry. Japanese Proposals,"
ITER-IL-PH-7-0-68,July 1990.

IV.3.7. Blanket diagnostics

IV. 3.7.1. Description

A set of real-time in-situ measurement equipment is proposed for defining the
neutron flux and spectra, and the gamma flux as accurately as possible at many locations
inside the blankets. The purpose is to allow full understanding of the tritium breeding.
Table IV-10 below summarizes the proposed methods.

The neutron flux can be measured by 2^5U and 2 3 8 U micro-fission chambers
(HTC), self-powered neutron detectors (SPND), gas-flow detectors with tracer 9Be in the
helium gas and activation of the cooling water (16O(n,p)16N). The neutron fluence can
be determined from integration from the above flux values and by the use of solid
activation foils in calibration. These foils, used selectively for different neutron
thresholds can also be used for spectral measurement. Self-powered gamma detectors
(SPGD) and y-sensitive ion chambers and ^-thermometers (double thermocouple units in
which the difference between thermoelecfrics is used to eliminate irradiation effects) can
be used to measure the y-flux. The latter can also be used for nuclear-heating
measurements. Thermocouples can be used in the blankets and in the the cooling units
for temperature measurement. Tritium recovery can be done by beta-measurement of

I sampled sweep gas and by radiochemical analysis of L12O samples.

j IV3.7.2. Further work

I The introduction of such an extensive set of diagnostics must be carefully
1 integrated with the blanket designers.

i V.3.73. R&D needs

i) The sensitivity of 'standard' fission neutron detectors to 14 Me V neutrons, and
the downscattered neutrons, must be determined.

ii) Irradiation damage and sensitivity measurements for components in the
14 MeV neutron environment will be required.

iii) Calibration methods to compensate for deterioration of fission chambers
(burn-out) during the experimental period will be necessary.

iv) The reaction rates for special materials to be used in the activation studies is
required.
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TABLE IV-10. BLANKET DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES

Instrument
method

H FC

SPND

Gas-flow
detector

Water
activation

Solid
activation

SPGD

Ion chamber

7 thermometer

T/C

Sweep gas

Radiochem

Purpose

Nflux

Nflux

Nflux
Tritium rec

Nflux

N spectrum
Nfluence
React rate

y flux

y flux

Y flux
Nuclear heat

Temperature

Tritium rec

Tritium rec

Detection
tune (sec)

Real time

Fast/Delayed

—1

-10

Off-line

Fast/Delayed

Real time

Delayed

0.1-10

-10

Off-line

Compatibility
with 14 MeV*

Good

Uncertain

Very good

Very good

Very good

Uncertain

Good

Good

Good

Very good

Very good

Sensor
dimension (mm)

<I>13xL140

<I>1~3

* 7 x L 4 0

4>20**

020-40

<D1~3

O 1 3 x L 1 4 0

*10xL80

<t>l-3

None***

O20-40

* Qualitative estimate.
** Blanket cooling water can be also used.
*** Sweep gas is partly sampled and analyzed.

IV3.73. Reference documents

[1]. Y. Sano, E. Seki, M. Yamauchi, A. Hatayama, T. Iguchi, T. Nishitani and
S. Yamamoto, "Instrumentation for ITER Blanket," ITER-IL-PH-07-0-71,
July 1990.
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V. DIAGNOSTIC R&D PLAN

Coordinator: K.M. Young

V.I. OVERVIEW

ITER provides unique challenges for plasma diagnostics through its requirement
that the plasma parameters should be measured in an intensely hostile environment The
quality of measurement must be such that feedback control and detailed understanding of
the device performance can be based on these measurements. The diagnostic plasma
physicists who have participated in the three Diagnostic Workshops have made it clear
that, in their concepts, there are serious questions about the feasibility of some of the
techniques. These concerns are expressed in the needs for R&D, given at the end of each
diagnostic discussion in Chapter IV. A "Plan for ITER-Related Plasma Diagnostic R&D
During the Detailed Design Phase (1991-1995)", ITER Documents #ITER-TN-PH-0-3
and #ITER-TN-PH-0-41, has been developed on the basis of such information, with a
significantly enhanced description of each task. This plan is briefly summarized here.

The principal tasks of this Diagnostic R&D Plan are listed in Table V-l, with a
short description of the principal tasks given in the following paragraphs. The first and
most urgent area of work is in the understanding of radiation effects on diagnostic
equipment and demonstrating the feasibility of design concepts.

V.2. RADIATION EFFECTS ON COMPONENTS

1) Vacuum windows for diagnostics

Plasma diagnostics make use of a large variety of wavelength ranges. Good
transmission is required in the range 300-1200 nm for spectroscopy, 3000-11000 nm for
infrared temperature and interferometry, 0.1-5 mm for microwave measurements and 3-50
keV for x-rays. The windows have to operate in the radiation and thermal environment
without structural damage and without transient effects on the measurements. The wide
wavelength range requires different window technologies. The R&D program calls for
development of prototypes of these critical windows to perform in the radiation fields at
conceptual design locations and sizes, and design-guidance if such development is not
feasible.

2) Develop reflectors for diagnostics

Mirrors for the same wavelength bands as listed above have to be close to the
plasma, inside the vacuum envelope and in the most intense radiation field, so that the
necessary views into the elongated plasma shape and the divertor regions are possible. In
addition to the thermal background they will have to withstand nuclear heating and
intense x-ray radiation while maintaining their optical properties. Again prototype
reflectors and design guidance will be the end-product of the R&D program.

1 The plan contains requirements through the construction phase, but in much less
detail than for the first five years.
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TABLE V-l. COMPONENTS OF DIAGNOSTIC R&D PLAN

Radiation Effects on Components
Develop vacuum windows for diagnostics
Develop reflectors for diagnostics
Radiation sensitivity of ceramics
Radiation properties of fiber optics
Radiation hard dispersive and reflective methods
Data-base development for components in high radiation fields
Radiation capability of cabling
Radiation sensitivity of specific diagnostic hardware

New and Significantly Modified Diagnostic Methods
New fusion product techniques
Dual-polarization reflectometry for electron density and magnetic field
profile studies
Source for collective scattering of fast ions

New Calibration Methods
In-situ calibration technique for 14 MeV neutrons
Hot source calibration of the ECE diagnostics

New Diagnostic Components
Many examples are given in the Plan

Studies of New Methods on Operating Fusion Experiments
Provides funding to operating groups for installation of test diagnostic
equipment on their devices

Development of Diagnostic Computer Codes
Neutron transport codes
Analysis codes for the magnetic diagnostics
Interpretive diagnostic codes

Development of Computer Methods for Real-Time Data-Handling
Reliability Studies of Operating Equipment

3) Radiation sensitivity of ceramics

The critical magnetic diagnostics and many other possible diagnostic components
mounted inside the vacuum boundary will be dependent on transient electrical properties
and structural integrity of the ceramics used to isolate them from the blankets or oilier
major hardware. The available space is small and potentially high voltages (e.g. in a
disruption) could be imposed on the diagnostic component. This R&D program requires
studies of the electrical and mechanical properties of the most suitable ceramics and
recommended design solutions.

4) Radiation properties of fiber optics

Fiber optics have an increasing use in the multiposition type of optical systems
now in use on operating tokamaks. They are flexible and are highly suitable for going
through shielding labyrinths. However they deteriorate in high-radiation environments
and do not maintain their transmission properties. They also tend to have transient effects
in radiation, such as absorption and fluorescence, which could be devastating for
diagnostics operating through the high-flux pulses. New low-sensitivity fibers are being
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developed commercially. Qualifying fibers to meet the ITER specifications, and,
potentially developing new fibers, is the goal of this program.

5) Radiation hard dispersive and reflective methods

This task addresses new techniques which will be required internal to relatively
classical instruments to enable them to function, and to protect their detectors from
directly streaming radiation. Gratings, artificial crystals and layered synthetic micro-
structures must be investigated to determine if any of these methods are feasible.

6) Data-base development for components in high radiation fields

Data-bases for diagnostic components were developed in 1980 for TFTR and JET.
While extensive work has continued in communications and weapon-related industries,
there has been no updating this information for the plasma diagnostic designers. This
relatively small effort is to provide a design resource for ITER Diagnostics.

7) Radiation capability of cabling

Long lengths of either twisted-shielded-pair or coaxial signal cable, with good
thermal and vacuum properties, and, in some cases high-frequency capability, will be
used inside the vacuum boundary. The signals must also penetrate the boundary through
some kind of feedthrough. This program calls for the identification and qualification of
suitable cables, or, if necessary and possible, develop new types.

8) Radiation sensitivity of specific diagnostic hardware

Some diagnostic components, most notably detectors will have to be qualified to
determine their radiation sensitivity. For the design of this system, this result will most
strongly affect the shielding supplied to the diagnostic to ensure its functionality. In
some critical cases, such as the bolometric measurement of the light radiated from the
plasma, it has been calculated that, even with good shielding, the nuclear heating is of
the same magnitude as the signal. Experimental validation for the bolometers is one
example of a number of tests that will have to be made as the diagnostic designs firm up.

V.3. NEW AND SIGNIFICANTLY MODIFIED DIAGNOSTIC METHODS

In this section, a few potential development items are discussed but it is expected
that the list will be refined as the design requirements become better defined.

1) New fusion product diagnostics

Fusion product measurement will have an increased importance in ITER relative
to current devices, particularly as it moves into the technology phase. Spectrometers for
14 MeV neutrons will be necessary for ion temperature measurement. Micro-fission
chambers, developed for fission reactors will have to be upgraded for the fusion
environment near the first wall, with special emphasis on the ability to cover the
extreme dynamic range. Neutron detectors, appropriate to the several operating phases of
ITER, must be prepared for the neutron camera. Detectors for measurement of IS MeV
D3He gammas and 17 MeV DT gammas for use in the spatially resolving Gamma
camera must be developed for low sensitivity to low-energy background gammas.
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2) Dual-polarization reflectometry for electron density and magnetic field profile studies

Considerable improvement in reflectometry techniques will be required for ITER.
Amongst the required developments are:

i) A multi-beam dual-polarization system to allow measurement of the O- and X-
mode cut-off layer locations for outward and inward probing.

ii) Short-pulse propagation studies to demonstrate the feasibility of pulse-radar
refiectometry.

iii) Studies of the system performance of antenna-waveguide-window
configurations.

iv) Broad-band sweep and pulse-radar reflectomclcrs to function with long
oversized waveguides.

3) Source for collective scattering for the measurement of fast ions

A -1.5 THz laser source to operate with pulsed power of -200 MW for 100 ns
with repetition frequency -20 kHz will be necessary for studying the confined alpha-
particles and other accelerated ions in the plasma.

V.4. NEW CALIBRATION METHODS

The issue of calibrating, and checking on relative calibration, of the diagnostics
for the highly activated tokamak and for the very long pulse lengths must be resolved to
ensure that valid data can be assured. Two examples are given below, but many more
will be required.

1) Develop an in-situ calibration technique for 14 MeV neutrons: this task requires
that a method be developed such that it can function during both phases of device
operation for 2.5 and 14 MeV neutrons and the accuracy, after extrapolation to full flux
levels, must be better than 10%.

2) Hot-source calibration of the ECE diagnostics: this source shall operate in
I vacuo with the vessel walls at 100°C and can be deployed by the remote-maintenance
> equipment

| V.5. NEW DIAGNOSTIC COMPC* "ENTS
|
j Prior to construction of many of the diagnostics, feasibility will have to be shown
: by developing, prototyping and testing of many of the components. These components

will be defined during the design period of the diagnostic. At this time, some twenty
' components have been identified for development, but changes and additions can be

expected as the program evolves. Some examples of the presently identified components
are given below:

i) Multi-pulse laser for the LIDAR Thomson scattering system;
ii) Highly reliable rotating and vibrating, vacuum-compatible probe drives;
iii) Magnetic sensor development;
iv) Filter scope detectors of O and C in the XUV spectral range;
v) Liquid activation detection system;
vi) Measurement of atomic cross-sections for diagnostics dependent on charge-

exchange reactions;
vi) Method for removing carbon build-up on reflective optical equipment in

vacuo;
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vii) High-throughput, high-contrast spectrometer for resolving UV helium
spectral lines for alpha-particle diagnostics;

viii) Heliu.;) diagnostic neutral beam (-100 keV) with large fraction of ground-
state neutrals.

V.6. STUDIES OF NEW METHODS ON OPERATING FUSION EXPERIMENTS

The extensive set of new or greatly modified diagnostic techniques must be tested
on operating fusion devices prior to final implementation on ITER. This R&D activity
will provide funding for preparing the necessary hardware and software interfaces so that
the diagnostics can be tested in a timely fashion at such a device. It is assumed that the
cost of operating the device is paid by the relevant Home Institution.

V.7. DEVELOPMENT OF DIAGNOSTIC COMPUTER CODES

Two types of computer codes are required in demonstrating feasibility of
diagnostics and in helping in their design. These are i) specific hardware-related codes,
such as neutron transport codes, relevant to the background noise and shielding of every
diagnostic, and magnetic analysis codes establishing the location and quality of data of
magnetic coils close to the first wall and ii) interpretive codes to show the capabilities of
the selected diagnostics for the relevant ITER physics parameters. The latter set, while
crucial in the choice of diagnostic technique, will become a resource for the data analysis
during operation.

V.8. DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER METHODS FOR REAL-TIME
DATA HANDLING

Even in the physics phase, a large quantity of data will be accumulated during a
200 second pulse (even more in a week-long pulse in the technology phase). There is no
question that the computer technology will be sufficiently advanced to cope with such
data loads, even within the framework of providing analyzed data during the pulse.
However, it is necessary to carry out a cybernetic and human-factors engineering study of
the operation of ITER to optimize the computer hardware, software and data analysis
prior to setting the computer hardware specifications.

V.9. RELIABILITY STUDIES OF OPERATING EQUIPMENT

As part of the short-term Physics R&D Program, some data on the reliability of
operation of diagnostic components on operating tokamaks has been developed. The
significant issues were addressed at the ITER Specialists' Meeting on Plasma Diagnostics
in July 1989 (V. Mukhovatov, S. Yamamoto and K.M. Young, ITER-TN-PH-9-1). A
steady low-level updating of this information will be required to guide engineering design
and selection of components.

V.10. THE DIAGNOSTIC R&D PLAN

The "Plan for ITER-related Plasma Diagnostic R&D during the Detailed Design
Phase (1991-1995)" has been prepared and has been reviewed by experts. In fact, the plan
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contains work which could be done in the later period (1996-2000) and, at some point the
urgent scope, necessary to show feasibility of the diagnostic measurements, will be
prioritized separately. This plan (ITER-TN-PH-0-3) will form part of the documentation
for obtaining funding for technology R&D.
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APPENDIX

ITER INFORMATION

A.I. FTER device and plasma parameters

Tables A-1 and A-2 show the ITER device and plasma parameters, respectively.

TABLE A-1. MAIN PARAMETERS OF ITER DEVICE

Plasma major radius, R (m)
Plasma minor radius, a (m)
Elongation (at 95% flux surface)
Toroidal field on axis (at R= 6 m). By (T)
Maximum field at the TF winding, B m a x (T)
Nominal plasma current, Ip (MA)
Nominal fusion power, Pfus (GW)

6.0
2.15
2.0
4.85
11.2
22
1

(=>28)
(=>2)

TABLE A-2. REPRESENTATIVE PLASMA PARAMETERS FOR IGNITION,
STEADY-STATE AND LONG-PULSE SCENARIOS

Plasma
parameter

Plasma current, I (MA)
Safety factor, q\y(95%)
Q = Pfus/Paux
Neutron wall load (MW/m2)
H-factor for ITERP89-scaling, Hip
Burn time (s)
falpha = n a/ n e (%)
Zeff
Fusion power, Pfus (MW)
CD power, P C D (MW)
Power radiated, total/edge (MW)
Power into SOL, (MW)
Loop voltage, V
STroyon = fK%)/(VaBo)
Density, <ne} (102 0 m"3)
Density, ne(a) (10 2 0m- 3 )
Temperature, <Te) = <T( > (keV )
Total plasma beta, p (%)
Poloidal beta, (3p

Reference
ignition

22
3.0
"ignited"*
1.0
2.0
400
10
1.66
1080
0
102/35
116
0.12
2
1.22
0.35
10
4.2
0.62

Nominal
steady-state

18.9
3.5
6.6
0.69
2.1
steady state
10
2.2
750
113
76/27
187
0
3.0
0.64

0.18
20
5.4
1.1

Reference
long-pulse

15.4
4.4
7.8
0.8
2.2
2500
10
2.2
860
110
185/95
98
0.045
2.7
1.06
0.3
11
4.0
1.4
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TABLE A-2 (continued).

Plasma
parameter

Reference
ignition

Nominal
steady-state

Reference
long-pulse

Internal inductance, /j (3) t 0.65
Noninductive current, ICD/I (%) 0
Bootstrap current, Ibs/I{%) 14

0.65
71
29

0.65
30
30

* Requirements for controlled burn may necessitate bum stability control by
auxiliary heating feedback, corresponding to operation at Q ~ 30-50 (Paux ~ 30-20 MW)

t // (3) is defined by 0.1 nRQli I2=Win, with I in MA and Wjn in MJ.

Diagnostic physicists should assume the following profiles:

n e = "e0(l - r 2 /a 2 ) 1 / 2 , T = Tfj(l - r2/a2).

In addition ITER has the following proposed power inputs for heating and current drive:
Neutral beams; 75 MW with energy - 1.3 MeV for current drive.
Lower hybrid; 45 MW at 6 GHz for current profile control.
Electron cyclotron; 20 MW at 140 GHz for breakdown and profile control.
An option of 100 MW of ICRF in the frequency range 35-100 MHz is also being
considered.

A .2. Radiation fluxes and fluences

In the reference ignition discharge with the fusion power of 1100 MW and mean
neutron wall load of 1 MW/m2 (see Table A-2), the local neutron wall load is distributed
as follows: it is approximately 1.6 MW/m2 at the equatorial plane for the outboard wall,
~ 1.2 MW/m2 for the inboard wall, and ~ 0.5 MW/m2 for the upper and lower divertor
plate regions. The neutron and gamma fluxes diminish rapidly passing through the
blanket and the shield. Table A-3 gives the values of the total neutron flux and fluence
and total gamma-ray flux at the first wall and behind the bulk shielding. Fig. A-l(a)

TABLE A-3. TOTAL NEUTRON AND GAMMA FLUXES BEHIND BULK
SHIELDING

Position
Neutron flux Gamma flux
(n cm"2 s -1) (7 cm*2 s" *)

Neutron fluence
(n enr2)

Physics phase Technology phase

First wall

Cryostat

2.5

2.0

xlO14

x 105

2.0:

1.0

x 10 1 4

xlO 6

2.0 x

1.5 x

1020

1011

2.0 x

1.8 x

lO 2 2

IO 1 3
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FIG. A-l. Distribution of neutron and gamma-ray fluxes (a), and averaged nuclear heating
rate (b), along the major radius.
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shows the distribution of the fast and total neutron fluxes and total gamma-ray flux along
the radius R behind the outboard first wall. The mean energy of the gamma-rays is in the
range of 0.5-1 Mev. Fig. A-l(b) shows the averaged nuclear heating versus R.

Calculations of neutron fluxes have been made for various potential diagnostic
penetrations in shielding configurations. The neutron flux values for a straight horizontal
penetration of 10 cm in diameter are shown in Table A-4. Table A-5 shows the flux at the
axis of a vertical straight 4-cm cylindrical penetration at the top of the device. Similarly,
Table A-6 shows the flux for an upper straight vertical slit-like penetration of width 2 cm
and depth 400 cm centered at R = 6 m.

TABLE A-4. NEUTRON FLUX AT THE AXIS OF HORIZONTAL STRAIGHT
10-crn CYLINDRICAL PENETRATION

Distance from
entrance (cm)

0
160

Neutron flux
with En -14 MeV

(n cm"2 s"1)

8 x l O 1 3

4 x l 0 1 0

Neutron flux Total neutron
with En>0.1 MeV flux

(n cm'2 s'1) (n cm'2 s"1)

2.2 x 1014 3.5 x 1014

1.0 x lO 1 1 1.5 xIO 1 1

TABLE A-5. NEUTRON FLUX AT THE AXIS OF VERTICAL STRAIGHT 4-cm
CYLINDRICAL PENETRATION ATR=6 m

Distance from
entrance (cm)

0
200
400

Neutron flux
with En -14 MeV

(n ernes'')

4 x 1013

2 x 109

5x 108

Total neutron
flux

(n cm"2 s"1)

1.7 x l O 1 4

7.0 x 109

TABLE A-6. NEUTRON FLUX FOR UPPER STRAIGHT VERTICAL SLIT-LIKE
PENETRATION OF WIDTH 2 cm AND DEPTH 400 cm CENTERED AT R=6 m

Distance from Neutron flux Neutron flux Total neutron
entrance (cm) with E n -14 MeV with E n > 0.1 MeV flux

^s"1) (ncm^s"1) (nemos'1)

0 4 xlO13 1.1 x 1014 1.7 xlO14

200 2 xlO10 2.9 xlO10 3.4 x 1010

400 1 x 1010 1.4 x 1010
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FIG. A-2. Possible diagnostic penetrations through the shield.
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FIG. A-3. Radial dependences of neutron flux behind 130-cm shield for different sizes of
straight penetrations.
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The neutron fluxes (E > 0.1 MeV) and total dose rates at an insulation just behind
the 130-cm shield for 10-cm penetrations with different configurations (shown in Fig.
A-2) are given in Table A-7. The radial dependences of the neutron flux for different sizes
of the straight penetrations are shown in Fig. A-3.

The data shown in this section has been taken from the ITER Report #ITER-IL-
PH-7-9-5 by V. Sakharov, G. Shatalov, S. Zimin, and A. Zirkin and private
communication by S. Zimin. The numbers should be treated as approximate because the
final design details of the tokamak and materials have not been established. As an

TABLE A-7. NEUTRON FLUXES (E > 0.1 MeV) AND DOSE RATES FOR
VARIOUS DIAGNOSTIC PENETRATIONS

Channel type
(Fig. A.l-3; d= 10cm)

(1) Straight
(2) Curved (a= 30°; 1= 65 or)

On the channel
axis

flux
(nemos'1)

1.5 x l O 1 1

2.0 x 109

(3) Twice bent (h= 30 cm; L=65 cm) 8.0 x 107

(4) Straight with local shield 5.5 x l O 1 1

dose rate
(rads1)

l x 103

2
1 x 10"1

5 x 102

30 cm radially
from the channel axis
flux

(n cm*2 s-1)

2x 108

2 x 107

3 x 106

4 x 10 1 0

dose rate
(rads"1)

2 xlO-1

2 x lO-2

3 x 10-3

4 x 101

approximation, fluences can be estimated from flux numbers by multiplying by 1 x 10^
seconds for the physics phase and by 1 x 10** seconds for the technology phase. The
absorbed dose, in rads, can be obtained by multiplying the neutron fluence by 10"9.

A.3. Neutral particle flux

The flux of neutrals to the first wall with an energy 100-200 eV will be in the
range 10^-10 1 7 at/cm^s, dependent on the mechanism of fuelling the plasma (the neutral
flux is larger for gas puffing than the case of pellet injection). Therefore, the first wall and
all viewing plasma surfaces will undergo efficient sputtering. This phenomena is
hazardous for mirrors and in particular for microwave pyramidal antennas. When a miiror
is placed into a periscopic penetration the neutral particle flux is reduced by a factor (r/1)2,
as for the neutron flux, since the neutral beam free path is larger than the penetration
cross-section dimensions.

A.4. Stray magnetic fields

Dis'ribution of the poloidal magnetic field around the torus at the end of burn in
the discharge with Ip= 22 MA is shown in Fig. A-4 (L. Zakharov and S. Tsaun, ITER-
IL-PH-2-9-S-11, July 1989).

A.5. Temperatures

Blanket, radiation shield and vacuum vessel walls will be cooled during the reactor
operation to approximately 100°C. At the same time, the temperature of the first wall
will be up to 300°C and the temperature of the graphite protection up to <1000°C for the
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conduction-cooled tiles and up to ~1600-1800°C for radiation-cooled tiles. For vacuum
bakeout, the plasma facing components will be heated up to ~ 350°C for a period of 10-
20 hours while the temperature of all other components in primary vacuum chamber will

be of 180°C.

A.6. Vacuum

The requirements for tritium containment foresee the use of double barriers between
the primary and the secondary vacuum or the atmospheric pressure environment in
correspondence of vulnerable parts or connections (i.e. resistive elements, tube
connections, joints remotely welded but not inspected). At least one of two barriers,
preferably the one facing the primary vacuum, has to be welded. The second one can be
either a weld or a metallic gasket. The interspace existing between the two barriers is
continuously monitored for tritium leak detection.

Only metallic gaskets can be used for vacuum containment High vacuum
techniques will be required throughout. A list of vacuum-compatible materials will be
provided later. A system for qualifying new materials will be developed.
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